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AThLeTicS cOmmunicATiOnS 
assoc. ad for athletics Communications .. dan Wallenberg
director  ....................................................Leann Parker
associate director ........................................ Jerry emig 
assistant directors...............alissa Clendenen, Kendra Lee, 
...... danielle Warner, Brett Rybak, alex Morando, adam Widman
interns .............................. Julie Brown and Ben Vondal 
Web site ..................................OhioStateBuckeyes.com
 Main Office Phone .......................... 614-292-6861
 Fax ................................................. 614-292-8547
Softball Contact ....................................... alex Morando
Office Phone ...........................................  614-292-1389
Cell Phone ............................................... 330-421-9034 
e-mail ...........................................morando.2@osu.edu
Mailing address ...................Sixth Floor Fawcett Center
........................................... 2400 Olentangy River Road
..........................................Columbus, Ohio 43210-1166
GAme DAy mAnAGemenT 
PhOne numBerS
Press Row  .............................................. 614-247-3448
Facility Operations  .....................614-292-2947 or 8459
Ticket Office  ............................................ 614-292-2624
Marketing  ................................................ 614-292-3672
Training Room  ........................................ 614-292-1165
equipment Room  .................................... 614-292-1679
Softball Office  ......................................... 614-292-0856
equipment Room  .................................... 614-292-1679
The BiG Ten cOnFerence 
asst. Commissioner Media Relations .....Scott Chipman
 Phone ............................................. 847-696-1010
 e-mail  ............................... schipman@bigten.org
Softball Contact ...........................................dan Mihalik 
Phone .......................................847-696-1010, ext. 142 
e-mail  ...........................................dmihalik@bigten.org
Fax/Web site  .......................... 847-696-1150/bigten.org
Mailing address .........................1500 West Higgins Rd.
.............................................Park Ridge, iL 60068-6300
univerSiTy FAcTS
Location ............................ Columbus, Ohio (pop. 1.7m)
Founded ................................................................ 1870
enrollment . 56,064 (Columbus), 64,077 (all campuses)
Nickname........................................................Buckeyes
Colors ............. Scarlet (PMS 200) and Gray (PMS 429)
Mascot .................................................. Brutus Buckeye
director of athletics..................................... Gene Smith
Faculty Representative ................................ John Bruno
Conference ............................................. Big Ten (1913)
SOFTBALL hiSTOry
First Year .............................................. 1972 (40 years)
all-Time Record (Pct.) .......................1020-882-4 (.533)
all-Time Big Ten Record (Pct.) ............278-374-1 (.425)
Big Ten Championships .......................... 2 (1990, 2007)
Big Ten Tourn. appearances .......................................  6 
........................................... (2001, ‘02, ‘04, ‘05, ‘06, ‘07)
Big Ten Tournament Championships ................ 1 (2007)
Big Ten Tournament Record ...........................7-8 (.466)
National Postseason Tournament appearances ........ 10
............................................aiaW 3 (1978, 1979, 1982)
NCaa .... 7 (1990, 2002, 2004, 2006, 2007, 2009, 2010)
College World Series appearances ....... 1 (1982, aiaW)
SOFTBALL FAcTS
2012 Record ......................................................... 31-23
Letterwinners Returning/Lost.................................. 16/5
Field Starters Returning/Lost .................................... 5/3
Pitchers Returning/Lost ............................................ 5/1
Facility (Capacity) ....................... Buckeye Field (1,500)
cOAchinG STAFF
Head Coach...Kelly Kovach Schoenly (Michigan, 1995)
Record at Ohio State, Years ...................... 0-0, 1st year
Career Record, Years ...................... 188-152-1, 6 years
Big Ten Record, Years ............................... 0-0, 1st year
assistant Coach... amanda Buchholz (Nebraska, 2004) 
assistant Coach..................... Jenna Hall (illinois, 2007) 
Softball Office  ......................................... 614-292-0856
Softball Fax ............................................. 614-292-9195
Softball e-mail  ...................................softball@osu.edu
Mailing address  .........Jesse Owens Memorial Stadium
 2450 Fred Taylor dr.
 Columbus, OH 43210
creDenTiAL requeSTS
Please direct all credential requests to alex Morando 
(morando.2@osu.edu, fax: 614-292-8547, ph: 614-292-
1389) in the  athletics Communications Office. Credentials 
are mailed when possible. if time does not permit, 
credentials will be held in the Buckeye Field press box. 
Credential priority is given to those print and electronic 
media outlets that cover Ohio State or its opponent on a 
regular basis. in order to qualify for a credential, a news 
agency must have a full-time sports director or editor.
rOAD requeSTS
Please direct all credential requests for Ohio State’s road 
games to the host school’s sports information director 
(see opponent information).
weB SiTeS
Media credentials are issued (space permitting) only 
for individuals who are affiliated with regional television 
or news media organizations, e.g., USa Today Online, 
CNN/Si, CBS SportsLine, for institutions that are Big Ten 
Conference members and non-conference opponents, 
and for the Big Ten Conference. OSU reserves the right to 
deny media credentials to any individual whose web site is 
not affiliated with an official news gathering organization.
meDiA PArkinG
There is no media lot at Buckeye Field, therefore parking 
passes will not be issued. Please park in the same lot as 
the general public.
PrAcTice Time
The Buckeyes generally practice from 2-5 p.m. at Buckeye 
Field. Once Big Ten play begins, the team usually takes 
Mondays off. Contact  alex Morando for more information.
weekLy inTerviewS
Please contact alex Morando in the OSU athletics 
Communications Office should you desire interviews 
with players or coaches. Please call at least  24 hours 
in advance
POSTGAme PrOceDureS
Postgame interviews will begin 10 minutes after the 
final out. Visiting coaches and players are available 
first on the field in front of the visiting dugout. OSU 
coaches and players will be made available following the 
visiting team interviews. a member of the OSU athletics 
Communications staff will escort media to the field.
DOuBLeheADer inTerviewS
No interviews will take place between games of a 
doubleheader. Breaks between games are typically 
between 15-20 minutes long and do not allow enough 
time for interviews.
TeLePhOne Service
To order telephone lines for broadcasting, contact the 
Ohio State telephone service at 614-292-8648. One 
general line is available for media use before, during 
and after games.
PhOTO requeSTS
all still photography requests of Ohio State players and 
coaches must be faxed or e-mailed to andy devito. He 
can be reached at 614-688-0835 or electronically at 
devito.17@osu.edu.
viDeO ServiceS
For information regarding video services and game 
footage, contact Mark Smith, manager of video services 
at 614-688-5359.
OhiOSTATeBuckeyeS.cOm
This is the official internet Web site of the Ohio State 
University athletics department. in it you will find 
links to all the 36 Ohio State University varsity sports 
as well as traditions, school information and tickets. 
additional links direct you to the alumni association, 
campus maps, the OSU Marching Band, the Big Ten 
Conference and the NCaa.
S O F T B A L L c O n TA c T
ALeX mOrAnDO
Office Phone:
614-292-6861
Cell Phone:
330-421-9034
E-mail:
morando.2@osu.edu
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44 Jesse Machovina
Freshman
St. Clairsville, Ohio
88 Melissa Rennie
Junior
Wellington, Ohio
1 Alex DiDomenico  
Sophomore
Youngstown, Ohio 
7 Melaina Saalfeld
Junior
Modesto, Calif. 
12 Olivia O’Reilly 
Sophomore
Sylvania, Ohio 
30 Maddy McIntyre 
Sophomore
San Diego, Calif.
22 Cammi Prantl 
Freshman
Ashville, Ohio
26 Brittany Mills 
Senior
Floyds Knobs, Ind.
5 Jayla Saibene
Freshman
Massilon, Ohio
16 Danielle LeBeau
Senior
Poway, Calif.
23 Alyson Mott
Senior
New Albany, Ohio
21 Kasie Kelly
Junior
Wooster, Ohio
86 Melanie Nichols
Junior (RS)
San Jacinto, Calif.
36 Evelyn Carrillo 
Junior
Corona, Calif. 
15 Audrey Plant
Junior
Upper Arlington, Ohio
10 Shelby Pickett 
Sophomore
Temecua, Calif.
2 Amanda Abbruzzese 
Freshman
Columbus, Ohio
41 Leesa Gresham 
Junior
Fresno, Calif.
23 Taylor Watkins 
Sophomore
Bonney Lake, Wash.
27 Megan Coletta
Senior
Fullerton, Calif.
11 Catilin Conrad
Sophomore
Richwood, Ohio 
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# nAme POS. B/T  hT. yr.  hOmeTOwn PreviOuS SchOOL
1 alex didomenico  P  R/R 5-9 SO  Youngstown, Ohio Boardman
2 amanda abbruzzese OF  R/R 5-3 FR   Columbus, Ohio Upper arlington
5 Jayla Saibene  2B/OF  R/R 5-7 FR   Massillon, Ohio  Massillon Perry
7 Melaina Saalfeld  2B R/R  5-3  JR   Modesto, Calif.  Fred C. Beyer
10 Shelby Pickett  C  R/R 5-9  SO   Temecula, Calif. Chapparal
11 Caitlin Conrad  OF  R/L 5-5 SO   Richwood, Ohio  North Union
12 Olivia O’Reilly  P  R/R  6-0  SO   Sylvania, Ohio  Southview
15 audrey Plant P  R/R 5-9  JR   Upper arlington, Ohio  Upper arlington
16 danielle LeBeau  P/iF  R/R  5-8 SR   Poway, Calif. Palomar
21 Kasie Kelly  P  R/R 5-10  JR   Wooster, Ohio  Wooster High School
22 Cammi Prantl  UTL  L/R  5-8  FR   ashville, Ohio  Teays Valley
23 Taylor Watkins OF  L/R 5-9  SO   Bonney Lake, Wash.  Bonney Lake
26 Brittany Mills  OF  L/R 5-7  SR   Floyds Knobs, ind.  Floyd Central
27 Megan Coletta  3B  R/R  5-9  SR   Fullerton, Calif.  Sonora
30 Maddy Mcintyre  iF  R/R 5-9 SO   San diego, Calif. Rancho Bernardo
33 alyson Mott  OF  L/R  5-6 SR   New albany, Ohio New albany High School
36 evelyn Carrillo  1B  L/R  5-7  JR  Corona, Calif.  eleanor Roosevelt
41 Leesa Gresham  1B  R/R  5-7 JR   Fresno, Calif.  Clovis West
44    Jesse Machovina UTL      R/R       5-6 FR  St. Clairsville, Ohio St. Clairsville
86 Melanie Nichols  P  R/R 5-10  RS JR   San Jacinto, Calif.  San Jacinto
88 Melissa Rennie  C  R/R  5-9  JR   Wellington, Ohio  Wellington
head coach: Kelly Kovach Schoenly 
Assistant coach: amanda Buchholz
Assistant coach: Jenna Hall
pROnunciatiOn guide
evelyn Carrillo .................Car-Ree-O 
Melaina Saalfeld ..............SaW-feld
Kasie Kelly .......................KaY-see
danielle LeBeau ..............La-bow
alex didomenico .............dee-da-MeN-ico
Jayla Saibene ..................Sa-Bean
Mandie abbruzzese .........ab-Ru-Zee
Kelly Kovach Schoenly ....Ko-vak/Shane-Lee
amanda Buchholz  ..........BUCK-holz
aLphaBeticaL ROSteR
# nAme POS.
2 amanda abbruzzese OF 
36 evelyn Carrillo  1B
27 Megan Coletta  3B
11 Caitlin Conrad  OF 
1 alex didomenico  P 
41 Leesa Gresham 1B
21 Kasie Kelly P 
16 danielle LeBeau P/iF 
44  Jesse Machovina UTL
30 Maddy Mcintyre iF
26 Brittany Mills OF
33 alyson Mott OF
86 Melanie Nichols P
12 Olivia O’Reilly P
10 Shelby Pickett C
15 audrey Plant P
22  Cammi Prantl UTL
88 Melissa Rennie C
7 Melaina Saalfeld 2B
5 Jayla Saibene 2B/OF
23 Taylor Watkins OF
ROSteR BReakdOwn
By POSiTiOn
Pitchers (5)
alex didomenico 
Kasie Kelly 
danielle LeBeau 
Melanie Nichols 
Olivia O’Reilly 
audrey Plant
catchers (2)
Shelby Pickett 
Melissa Rennie
infielders (6)
evelyn Carrillo 
Megan Coletta 
Leesa Gresham 
Maddy Mcintyre 
Melaina Saalfeld 
Jayla Saibene
Outfielders (6)
Caitlin Conrad 
Brittany Mills 
alyson Mott 
Taylor Watkins
amanda abbruzzese
Cammi Prantl 
By eLiGiBiLiTy
Seniors (4)
Megan Coletta
danielle LeBeau
Brittany Mills
alyson Mott
Juniors (7)
evelyn Carrillo
Leesa Gresham
Kasie Kelly
Melanie Nichols (RS)
audrey Plant
Melissa Rennie
Melania Saalfeld
Sophomores (6)
Caitlin Conrad
alex didomenico
Olivia O’Reilly
Maddy Mcintyre
Shelby Pickett
Taylor Watkins
Freshmen (4)
amanda abbruzzese 
Jesse Machovina
Cammi Prantl
Jayla Saibene
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DATe OPPOnenT Time
Feb. 08 vs. elon# 12:30 p.m.
Feb. 08 at Georgia# 5:30 p.m.
Feb. 09 vs. Winthrop# 10 a.m.
Feb. 09 at Georgia#  3 p.m.
Feb. 10 vs. Winthrop# 10 a.m.
Feb. 15 vs. Bethune Cookman& 2 p.m.
Feb. 15 at Jacksonville& 6:30 p.m.
Feb. 16 vs.  Bethune Cookman& 9:30 a.m.
Feb. 16 vs. Louisville& 11:45 a.m.
Feb. 17 vs. Stony Brook& 11:15 a.m.
Feb. 22 vs. LSU! 3 p.m.
Feb. 22 vs. arizona! 6 p.m.
Feb. 23 vs. Cal Poly! 9:30 a.m. 
Feb. 23 vs. San diego State! 12:30 p.m.
Feb. 24 vs. Utah$ 9 a.m.
March 9 at Maryland$ 1 p.m.
March 9 vs. Radford$ 5:30 p.m.
March 10 vs. iowa$ 11 a.m.
March 10 vs. St. John’s$ 3 p.m. 
March 13 at George Washington$ 1 p.m.
March 14 at Towson$ 2 p.m.
March 15 vs. Pittsburgh% 2:30 p.m.
March 15 at George Mason% 7 p.m.
March 16 vs Canisius% 10:30 a.m.
March 16 at George Mason% 3:00 p.m.
March 17 vs. Pittsburgh% 10 a.m.
march 22 inDiAnA* 3 p.m.
march 23 inDiAnA* 2 p.m.
march 24 inDiAnA* 1 p.m.
March 29 at Purdue* 4 p.m.
March 30 at Purdue* 1 p.m.
March 31 at Purdue* 1 p.m.
april 5 at Michigan* 6 p.m.
april 6 at Michigan* 2 p.m.
april 7 at Michigan* 1 p.m.
april 9 at Ohio 5 p.m.
april 9 at Ohio 7 p.m.
April 12 Penn STATe* 6 p.m.
April 13 Penn STATe* 2 p.m.
April 14 Penn STATe* 1 p.m.
April 17 BALL STATe 6 p.m.
april 19 at Wisconsin* 7 p.m.
april 20 at Wisconsin* 2 p.m.
april 21 at Wisconsin* 2 p.m.
April 24 michiGAn STATe* 4 p.m.
April 24 michiGAn STATe* 6 p.m.
April 26 minneSOTA* 6 p.m.
April 27 minneSOTA* 2 p.m.
April 28 minneSOTA* 1 p.m. 
may 1 wriGhT STATe 5 p.m.
may 1 wriGhT STATe 7 p.m.
May 3 at illinois* 7 p.m.
May 4 at illinois* 3 p.m.
May 5 at illinois* 2 p.m.
may 9-11 Big Ten Tournament TBA
ALL TIMES LOCAL TO SITE
* Big Ten Conference game
# University of Georgia Tournament - Athens, Ga.
& Jacksonville University Tournament - Jacksonville, Fla.
! Mary Nutter Classic - Cathedral City, Calif.
$University of Maryland Tournament - College Park, Md., Washington, 
DC, Towson, Md.
% George Mason University Tournament - Fairfax, Va.
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  Megan cOLetta
    # 27
    ThirD BASe, B-r/T-r
    SeniOr
    Fullerton, Calif.
    Sonora
2012 (Junior Season):  Was named co-captain for the 2012 season … started and 
played all 54 games, tied for most on the team … posted 40 hits in 159 at-bats (second 
most on the team) … slugged a .403 percentage…scored 28 runs with a career-high 
three runs while going 2-for-4 at Michigan State (March 31) … had an eight-game 
hitting streak (Feb 17-Feb 26) … tied for third on the team with seven doubles … had 
a batting average of .252 … was third with seven RBi including a career-high four RBi 
at Penn State (May 11) … hit five home runs …  had a season-high six total bases vs. 
Long Beach State (Feb 18) … was a Big Ten Sportsmanship honoree. 
2011 (Sophomore Season): Started in all 51 games for the Buckeyes ... ranked 
sixth on the team with a .232 batting average ... earned 33 hits in 142 at bats ... had 
19 RBi including two vs. Morehead State (april 29), three vs. Chattanooga (Feb. 
18) and four at Minnesota (april 2) ... scored 13 runs during the 2011 season ... 
collected eight doubles, one triple and two homeruns ... had a .500 batting average 
with the eventual gamewinning home run in the top of the seventh at Minnesota 
(april 2).
2010 (Freshman Season): Started 38 games and appeared in 45 for the Buckeyes 
... recorded 30 hits in 115 at bats for an average of .261 ... collected 25 RBi, 
including four vs. Michigan State (april 17) and three vs. Cornell (March 24) ... 
went 2-for-4 with three RBi vs. Minnesota (april 24) ... scored 16 runs including, 
two multi-run games ... posted two home runs during the season (vs. Butler, april 
2; at Michigan State, april 17) ... hit eight doubles on the year and two in the same 
game against iowa (May 2).
Prior to Ohio State: Four-year starter and two-year captain at Sonora High School 
... was selected to the all-League First Team twice and to the second team twice 
... voted best defensive Player two times and Most inspirational three times ... 
helped squad to Whitter Tournament title, named MVP ... also earned one letter 
in basketball.
Personal: daughter of James and VivenColetta ... has two older brothers, Vincent 
and Joseph ... cousin Jeanette Kerr played on the LPGa tour for 10 years 
after graduating from the University of arizona ... would like to play for the U.S. 
National team after graduation and be a NCaa division i coach ... enjoys playing 
basketball and video games ... iMPaCT team leader - a mentoring program 
for freshman at Sonora H.S. ... volunteered at soup kitchens in high school. 
  danieLLe LeBeau
   # 16
   PiTcher/inFieLDer, B-r/T-r
   SeniOr
   Poway, Calif.
   Poway/Palomar CC
2012 (Junior Season): Played in 47 games and started in 46 … had in 43 hits at 
135 at-bats, combining for a batting average of .319, third-highest on the team … 
slugged an average of .422, fourth-highest on the team … had 24 RBi … earned 
eight doubles, second-most on the team … had 10 games with multi-hits … had a 
career-high three hits vs. Nebraska (april 21) and at Northwestern (april 29) … hit 
two home runs … posted a nine game hitting streak (March 2-March 20) … fielded 
a .979 percentage.
Prior to Ohio State: Two-time PCaC player of the year at Palomar College ... 2010 
NFCa all-america (hitting .506) ... first team California all-state both seasons at 
Palomar ... 12-6 with a 2.69 eRa and 115 strikeouts during the Comets’ PCaC 
championship season in 2011 ... team captain at Poway High for Coach Jim Bennett. 
Personal: Will major in psychology at Ohio State ... daughter of david 
and Soni LeBeau ... has one sibling, Kyle ... enjoys arts and crafts. 
  BRittany MiLLS
    # 26
     OuTFieLDer, B-L/T-r
     SeniOr
     Floyds Knobs, ind.
     Floyd Central
2012 (Junior Season): Played in 25 games … had a .429 batting average, hitting 6 
times on 14 at-bats … scored six runs … had one double and one triple … scored 
a career-high two runs for the third time in her career vs. Michigan State (March 
31) … had three total bases vs. Penn State (May 11) … was selected as Big Ten 
distinguished Scholar, academic all-Big Ten and an OSU Scholar-athlete.
2011 (Sophomore Season): Started in 30 games and appeared in 36 for the 
Buckeyes ... ranked fifth for the Scarlet and Gray with a .241 batting average ... 
posted 21 hits with 87 at bats during the 2011 season ... posted three triples ... 
scored 12 runs ... went 2-for-2 at FiU (Feb 11) ...went 2-for-3 at both evansville 
(Feb 20) and Harvard (March 18) ... Big Ten distinguished Scholar ... academic 
all-Big Ten selection ... OSU Scholar-athlete. 
2010 (Freshman Season): appeared in 15 games as a freshman for the Buckeyes 
... finished with a .286 batting average ... had a slugging percentage of .429 ... 
scored five runs, including two against Cornell (March 24) ...also recorded two hits 
against Cornell ... finished with a 1.000 fielding percentage. 
Prior to Ohio State: Captained 2009 Floyd Central High School squad to sectional 
and regional championships and a state semi-finalist appearance ... earned all-
Conference and first-team all-district honors ... recipient of the “Willie Lozodo 
intensity” award ... batted .354 as a senior, producing 18 runs and 9 RBi ... named 
first-team academic all-indiana ... as a junior knocked in 12 RBi and homered in 
76 at bats ... played freshman and sophomore season at Los Osos High School in 
California ... captain and MVP of Los Osos’ junior varsity team as a sophomore ... 
helped squad to a conference championship, batting .544 and producing 34 runs, 
28 RBi and six homes ... also selected captain and MVP of Los Osos’ freshmen 
team in 2006. 
Personal: daughter of Houston and Sonia Mills ... has a sister, adrienne and 
brother, Houston iii ... father, Houston played basketball at Wabash College and 
sister, adrienne was a gymnast at auburn (2005-09) ... plans to attend law school 
after graduation to pursue a career as an intellectual property attorney, specializing 
in entertainment law ... enjoys spending time with family and friends ... member 
of the National Honor Society, Spanish Club and STaNd club at Floyd Central. 
  aLySOn MOtt
    # 33
    OuTFieLDer, B-L/T-r
    SeniOr
    New albany, Ohio
    New albany
2012 (Junior Season): Played in 38 games … scored nine runs … notched first-
career RBi vs. Longwood (March 2) … posted a 1.000 fielding percentage on the 
season … was selected as academic all-Big Ten and as an OSU Scholar-athlete.
2011 (Sophomore Season): appeared in 28 games with two starts during 
sophomore season ... earned a .286 batting average for the Buckeyes with two 
hits in seven at bats ... posted a 1.000 fielding percentage on the season. 
Prior to Ohio State: Transfer student from Capital University ... was team leader 
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in stolen bases as a freshman ... second on team with a .394 batting average ... 
second on team in runs scored ... three year starter at New albany High School 
... all-Ohio Capital Conference three years ... all-Columbus Metro for three years 
... all-district for two years ... team captain and MVP as senior ... led high school 
team in batting average, in base percentage, stolen bases and runs scored ... also 
started two years on the basketball team and was a captain her senior year. 
Personal: daughter of Michael and Carolyn Mott ... has one brother, adam (22) ... 
wants to become an interior designer upon graduation ... lists making The Ohio 
State University Softball team as her greatest sports thrill - has been a dream since 
she was a young girl. 
   
    eveLyn caRRiLLO
    # 36
   FirST BASe, B-L/T-r
   JuniOr
   Corona, Calif.
   eleanor Roosevelt
2012 (Sophomore Season):  Played in 50 games in 2012 … posted 46 hits in 
155 at-bats, the second most on the team … scored 12 runs … had the second-
most RBi on team with a career-high 47 RBi … had the second-highest slugging 
average of .452 ... was second on the team with six home runs … hit six doubles 
… posted a career-high four hits and six RBi in a team-high 21 hits at Michigan 
State (March 31)… posted a career-high two doubles vs. Ohio (april 18) … posted 
season-high nine-game hit streak (March 20-april 1), batting. 625 at the plate 
with 20 hits, including three doubles, two home runs, 16 RBi with a .906 slugging 
percentage … fielded a .990 percentage in 47 starts at first base. 
2011 (Freshman Season): Started in all 51 games for the Scarlet and Gray in 
2011... third highest batting average with a .295 mark, producing 46 hits in 156 at 
bats ... led the team with 34 RBi ... scored nine runs ... hit six doubles ... second on 
the team with six homeruns ... second on the team with 70 total bases ... slugged 
.430 on the season ... 69 total bases for the Buckeyes ... claimed a team-high 
11-game hit streak (Feb. 12-26) ... earned season-high three RBi vs. illinois (april 
10) ... Posted game-winning RBi in game one vs. Morehead State (april 29) ... 
Collected lone RBi in 1-0 victory vs. Michigan State (May 8) ... went 3-for-4 with an 
RBi vs. Penn State (May 11). 
Prior to Ohio State: Four year varsity letter winner and starter at eleanor Roosevelt 
High School ... hit a team leading .421 her senior year ... first team all-League 
senior year ... first team all-C.i.F senior year ... second team all-State senior year 
... Principle athlete Of The Year during her senior year.
Personal: daughter of angela and Jose Carrillo ... has three siblings angelica (17), 
Joseph (12) and Brianna (9) ... wants to major in the medical field after completing 
her undergraduate degree ... an honor roll student in high school.
  LeeSa gReShaM
    # 41
    FirST BASe, B-r/T-r
    JuniOr
    Fresno, Calif.
    Clovis West
 
2012 (Sophomore Season): Played in 17 games, starting in six … posted a .185 
batting average with 16 hits in 91 at-bats … slugged an average of .370 … had 
three RBi, one triple and one home run … posted a career-high two hits in vs. 
North Florida (Feb 11), while also posting a career-high four total bases in the 
same game.
2011 (Freshman Season): appeared in 27 games, starting in 20 of those during 
her freshman season ... posted a .172 batting average with 11 hits in 64 at bats 
... had four RBi, two doubles and two runs ... third on the team with five multiple 
RBi games. 
Prior to Ohio State: Played four years of varsity softball at Clovis West High School 
... MVP of high school team junior and senior year ... first team all-Conference 
junior and senior year ... first team all-League junior and senior year ... all-State 
selection during her senior year ... captain senior year ...holds team single-season 
hits and RBi records, both set as a freshman. 
Personal: daughter of Gerry and Sherri Gresham ... has three sisters Lexi (23), 
Lauryn (21) and Kim (19) ... wants to become an accountant and start her own 
firm after graduating college ... uncle, danny Slevin, played football at University 
of California ... sister, Lexi, played softball at University of Central Florida ... lists 
hitting a gamewinning home run against undefeated rival team as her greatest 
sports thrill. 
    kaSie keLLy
   # 21
    PiTcher, B-r/T-r
    JuniOr
    Wooster, Ohio
    Wooster
2012 (Sophomore Season): appeared in three games and pitched in three innings 
… was first on the team with only seven runs allowed … had an opposing batting 
average of .467 … allowed no home runs, tied for first on the team … had a 
strikeout and two runs allowed in a win vs. idaho State (Feb 19)… was an Ohio 
State Scholar-athlete and academic all-Big Ten selection.
2011 (Freshman Season): Started in 23 games and played in 37 as a freshman 
pitcher for the Buckeyes ... pitched the second-most innings for the Scarlet and 
Gray (111) ... recorded first-career win at FiU (april 11), contributing five innings 
with five strikeouts ... recorded a .958 fielding percentage ... pitched season-high 
eight innings vs. Memphis (april 12) ...winning pitcher in Kalafatis’ 500th-career 
victory vs. Harvard (March 18) ... academic all-Big Ten selection ... OSU Scholar-
athlete. 
Prior to Ohio State: Three year varsity letter winner at Wooster High School ... first 
team all-Ohio Cardinal Conference sophomore, junior and senior year ... 2009 
OCC pitcher of the year ... first team all-Region senior year ... struck out a state 
record 44 batters in one game. 
Personal: daughter of david and Laura Kelly ... has one brother, Brady (16) 
... double majoring in Business Marketing and Strategic Communications 
... lists a 0-0 12-inning game vs. Lexington High School as her greatest 
sports thril ... The game had to be finished the next day because of darkness. 
  MeLanie nichOLS
    # 86
    PiTcher, B-r/T-r
    JuniOr (rS)
    San Jacinto, Calif.
    San Jacinto
2012 (Redshirt Sophomore Season): Was named one of three team captains … 
made appearances in 28 games while starting in 25 games, second-highest on 
the team … won Big Ten Co-Pitcher of the Week (March 31-april 2), earning two 
wins and a save in three appearances, while allowing no earned runs in 12 innings 
… pitched a shutout vs. Nebraska (april 22) while throwing seven innings, facing 
38 batters and allowing no runs on just three hits with four strikeouts and one 
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walk … had a overall record of 12-9 … posted the third-lowest opposing batting 
average on the team at .302 … struck out 82 batters, second-highest on the team 
… allowed second-lowest amount of walks per game at 2.89 … pitched second 
highest on the team number of innings per game with an average of 4.42 … had a 
3.45 eRa, third-lowest on the team.
2011 (Sophomore Season): Started three games and play in six contests for the 
Buckeyes ... received medical redshirt after suffering season-ending injury. 
2010 (Freshman Season): 2010 Big Ten Freshman of the Year ... 2010 First Team 
all-Big Ten honoree ... 2010 First Team all-Midwest Region selection ... started 23 
games and appeared in 36 for the Buckeyes ... finished with a Buckeye Freshman 
record 21 wins and a team-low three losses ... 21 wins tied for sixth overall in the 
season record book ... struck out a team-high 130 batters ... had a team-high 15 
complete games ... pitched in a team-high 167.2 innings ... had a 1.92 eRa and 
finished the season with a .982 fielding percentage ... only one error committed ... 
threw her first career one-hitter, shutting out indiana, while facing just 19 batters 
in six inning at Buckeye Field ... (april 21) ... earned series sweeps vs. indiana 
(april 21), Minnesota (april 24-25) and iowa (May 1-2) en route to a 10-1 ledger 
... notched a 10-game win streak between april 14-May 8, which ranks fifth overall 
in the OSU record book for consecutive wins in a season ... posted a 1.44 eRa 
in Big Ten play, the best among players with 12 or more appearances .... in 73 
innings pitched, she recorded 57 strikeouts, walked just 11 batters and held her 
opponents to an impressive .225 combined batting average ... picked up both the 
team’s Pitcher and Freshman of the Year awards. 
Prior to Ohio State: Captain of San Jacinto’s squad as a junior and senior ... 
earned league MVP honors three times ... won league titles all four seasons ... 
named to Riverside County Senior all-Star team in 2009. 
Personal: daughter of Bill and Shanna Nichols ... has a sister, Natalie and brother, 
Glenn. 
  
 MeLiSSa Rennie
   # 88
   cATcher, B-r/T-r
   JuniOr
   Wellington, Ohio
   Wellington
2012 (Sophomore Season): Played in 22 games, starting in 21 … batted 
an average of .173 with nine hits in 52 at-bats … scored 15 runs … hit 11 
RBi, three doubles, and one triple, including a career-high two doubles vs. 
Florida atlantic (Feb 10)… hit two home runs … slugged a .269 percentage … 
fielded a 1.000 percentage … had 127 put-outs as a catcher… was a Big Ten 
distinguished Scholar, Ohio State Scholar-athlete and academic all-Big Ten 
selection.
2011 (Freshman Season): Batted .230 in 43 games, starting in 42 during 
freshman campaign ... posted 23 hits in 100 at bats ...earned three doubles and 
three home runs for the Scarlet and Gray ... produced 11 RBi with a slugging 
percentage of .350 ... named Big Ten Co-Freshmen of the Week after batting 
.778 with three home runs and six RBi with a 1.778 slugging percentage at 
South alabama Tournament (Feb. 21) ... OSU Scholar-athlete. 
Prior to Ohio State: Played four years of varsity softball at Wellington High 
School ... team captain senior year ... was first Lorain County Miss Softball in 
school history ... sits at forth place all time in OHSaa history with 23 home runs 
... 2010 Lorain County div. iii/iV player of the year ... ninth place at the 2010 
aSa Nationals with the Lady Lazers travel team ... OHSaa div. iii runner-up 
during her sophomore year. 
Personal: daughter of Mike and Michelle Rennie ... was the Wellington High 
School homecoming queen her senior year ... contributed to numerous hours of 
community service throughout her high school career ... president of Key Club 
... vice president of National Honor Society and student council ... also a four 
year letter winner in volleyball ... lists hitting a walk-off home run in the OHSaa 
district championship game as her greatest sports thrill. 
 MeLaina SaaLfeLd
  # 7
   SecOnD BASe, B-r/T-r
   JuniOr
   Modesto, Calif.
   Fred C. Beyer
2012 (Sophomore Season): Played in 31 games, starting in 28 … batted an 
average of .147 with 10 hits on 68 at-bats … earned two doubles and one home 
run … scored seven runs … had a career-high five total bases vs. Longwood 
Lancers (March 2) while going 2-for-4 … hit 11 RBi, including a career-high four 
RBi vs. Longwood Lancers (March 2) … slugged a .221 percentage.
2011 (Freshman Season): Played 48 games for the Buckeyes with 41 starts 
... earned five doubles, one triple, and two home runs during first season ... 
scored 11 runs for the Scarlet and Gray ... produced 11 RBi with .337 slugging 
percentage ... scored two runs vs. UCLa (Feb. 27) ... tallied two runs at Minnesota 
(april 2) ... batted .400 in series at Northwestern with a two-run home run (april 
23) ... had a five-game hit streak in 2011. 
Prior to Ohio State: Played four years of varsity softball at Fred C. Beyer High 
School ... team captain sophomore, junior and senior year ... hit .420 senior year 
... all-league team four years ... all-district freshman and senior year ... offensive 
player of the year for team in 2007-2008 ... coaches award winner sophomore 
and senior year ... team made it to sectionals for the first time in 10 years during 
sophomore year. 
Personal: daughter of Kurt and Sonita Saalfeld ... has two younger brothers, 
Braden (16) and Caleb (13) ... would like to be a softball coach or become an 
athletic trainer after graduation ... lists placing seventh in the nation at The 18 
Gold Nationals as her greatest sports thrill ... also played one year of varsity 
basketball in high school. 
  caitLin cOnRad
   # 11
    OuTFieLDer, B-r/T-L
    SOPhOmOre
    Richwood, Ohio
    North Union
2012 (Freshman Season): Played in 41 games, starting in 18 … slugged an 
average of .400 … had nine RBi, including a career-high three RBi at Michigan 
State (March 31), hitting a home run and going 2-for-4 at the plate … had a batting 
average of .200 … hit three home runs, fourth-most on the team … had 15 runs 
scored … had two doubles and one triple … had a season-high six total bases 
vs. indiana (March 25) while going 2-for-2 … was an Ohio State Scholar-athlete. 
Prior to Ohio State: Four-year starter at North Union High for Coach dawn draper 
... two-time first team all-state as an outfielder ... three-year team captain ... the 
MOaC conference player of the year as a junior and senior ... two-time district 
player of year ... first team all-metro and all-MOaC ... also a letter winner at North 
Union in basketball, volleyball and track. 
Personal: will major in agriculture education ... enjoys horseback riding ... daughter 
of Carl and Ronda Conrad ... has an older sister, Carlee. 
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  aLex didOMenicO
   # 1
    PiTcher, B-r/T-r
    SOPhOmOre
    Youngstown, Ohio
    Boardman
2012 (Freshman Season): Pitched in five games … had an opposing batting 
average of .333, fourth-best on the team … was second-best on the team with 
only eight runs allowed … struck out five batters in six innings pitched, fourth-
best on the team … finished five games, third-most on the team … tied for first 
on the team with zero home runs allowed …  allowed nine hits, second-least on 
the team … was selected as an Ohio State Scholar-athlete. 
Prior to Ohio State: Led Boardman High to three straight regional final games 
... first team all-Federal League pitcher as a sophomore, junior and senior for 
Coach Mike Trell ... co-player of the year ... won her team’s “Softball is My Life” 
award ... JJ Huddle top pitchers in Ohio 
Personal: active in volunteer work with community softball teams and with 
“angels for animals” ... daughter of Stephanie angeloff and John didomenico 
... has an older sister, ashley, who was a pitcher for Purdue ... father played 
football for Youngstown State. 
  Maddy McintyRe
    # 30
    inFieLDer, B-r/T-r
    SOPhOmOre
    San diego, Calif.
    Rancho Bernardo
2012 (Freshman Season): Played in 28 games and started in 27 … had a batting 
average of .233, hitting 17 times on 73 at-bats … had 15 RBi, including a career-
high three RBi vs. Buffalo (april 4) … slugged a percentage of .329 … recorded 
her first RBi double vs. Long Beach State (Feb 18) … hit one home run vs. Buffalo 
(april 4) … had a game-winning two-run, two-out walk-off single on a 3-2 count 
in bottom of the seventh inning vs. dayton (april 11) …  was selected as an Ohio 
State Scholar-athlete.
Prior to Ohio State: Most outstanding player on offense and defense for Coach 
Summer downs at Rancho Bernardo High ... Palamar League champions as a 
sophomore and junior ... 2009 CiF champions ... school scholar-athlete ... also a 
four-year letter winner in field hockey and basketball, the first 12-letter winner in 
Rancho Bernardo history ... also played shortstop for The Next Level travel team. 
Personal: Undecided on an academic major ... daughter of Marc and Mandy 
Mcintyre ... has two younger sisters, Tori and Olivia ... hobby is surfing. 
  OLivia O’ReiLLy
    # 12
    PiTcher, B-r/T-r
    SOPhOmOre
    Sylvania, Ohio
    Southview
2012 (Freshman Season): Had 13 appearances with a combined eRa of 3.10, 
second-lowest on the team… allowed third-lowest 33 hits … allowed third-lowest 
19 runs … allowed seven doubles, no triples, and two homeruns … averaged 5.01 
strikeouts per game ... pitched an average of 2.26 innings per game … pitched a 
career high five innings vs. Michigan (april 7) and faced 29 batters… had a career-
high four strikeouts three times, vs. Michigan (april 06), vs. Michigan (april 07), 
and vs. Belmont (March 17) … was selected as an Ohio State Scholar-athlete. 
Prior to Ohio State: Two-year team captain for Coach Jim Zoltowski at Sylvania 
Southview High ... first team all-state, all-Northern Lakes League, all-district ... 
helped Sylvania Southview advance to the regional finals her senior season ... 
twice team MVP ...honorable mention all-conference in basketball ... also a pitcher 
and first baseman for the Buckeye Heat travel team. 
Personal: Will major in biology at Ohio State with plans to attend medical school 
after graduation ... student government president and National Honor Society 
treasurer ... graduated fifth in her class ... active as a student mentor ... daughter of 
Michael O’Reilly ... has one sibling, Cameron ... dad played baseball at Toledo and 
in the New York Yankees farm system ... enjoys watching movies and the Yankees. 
  SheLBy pickett
    # 10
   cATcher, B-r/T-r
   SOPhOmOre
   Temecula, Calif.
   Chapparal
2012 (Freshman Season): Played in 36 games while starting in 35 … had a 
batting average of .216 while hitting 22 times in 102 at-bats … posted 11 RBi, 
while scoring a career-high two RBi vs. Belmont (March 17) and posted a two-out 
game-winning RBi single in bottom of seventh vs. iowa (May 6) … slugged a .324 
average … tied career-high four total bases vs. Northwestern (april 29) … scored 
three doubles, one triple, and two home runs … posted a nine- game hitting streak 
(april 28-May 12) … had 196 put-outs as a catcher, second-most on the team… 
fielded a .986 percentage … was selected as an Ohio State Scholar-athlete and 
was a Third Team all-Big Ten selection.
Prior to Ohio State: Senior athlete of the Year at Chaparral High ... three-year 
softball MVP for Coach aaron Slojkowski ... all-Southwestern League as a 
freshman, sophomore, junior and senior ... all-valley and all-CLF ... second team 
all-state ... also a basketball letter winner ... scholar-athlete team in basketball and 
softball ... played catcher, third base and shortstop for The Next Level travel team 
Personal: Will major in business ... daughter of Wade and Cathy Pickett ... enjoys 
the outdoors and being at the beach. 
  tayLOR watkinS
    # 23
    OuTFieLDer, B-L/T-r
    SOPhOmOre
    Bonney Lake, Wash.
    Bonney Lake
2012 (Freshman Season): Played and started in 52 games … had the second-
highest batting average on the team with an average of .343 … had 62 hits on 181 
at-bats, both team-highs … scored 37 runs, third-most on the team … had 23 RBi, 
fifth-most on the team … earned six doubles … hit a home run vs. Wright State 
(March 28), first home run of career … had 17 games with multi-hits … posted a 
15-game hitting streak (March 16-april 4) … slugged a .392 percentage … had the 
third-highest on base percentage at .397 … had 71 total bases, second-most on 
the team, including a career-high four bases vs. Tennessee State (March 16) and 
vs. Wright State (March 28) … slugged a .392 percentage … was selected as an 
Ohio State Scholar-athlete.
Prior to Ohio State: Two-time MVP for the SPSL league champions at Bonney 
Lake High ... team captain for Coach andrew Sage ... conference most valuable 
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player ... two-time state champions in softball ... also the volleyball team captain. 
Personal: Will major in biology with plans of attending veterinary school 
after graduation ... daughter of Suzie and Bill Watkins ... has two older 
sisters, ashlee and Cassidy ... enjoys hiking and horseback riding. 
 aManda aBBRuZZeSe
  # 13
   OuTFieLDer, B-r/T-r
   FreShmAn
   Columbus, Ohio
   Upper arlington
Prior to Ohio State: Senior captain and two-time 
MVP as an outfielder/pitcher at Upper arlington … three-time all-conference 
and all-district … two-time all-metro … as a senior, led her high school team 
in doubles, RBi and batting with an average of .467 … led high school team 
to back-to-back OCC championships.
Personal: Majoring in speech and hearing science … plans to become a 
speech therapist for autistic children … enjoys watching movies and visiting 
the Humane Society … daughter of John and Rachel abbruzzese … has 
three siblings: ashley, Laramie, Molli and Johnny.
  JeSSe MachOvina
   # 44
   uTiLiTy, B-r/T-r
   FreShmAn
   St. Clairsville, Ohio
   St. Clairsville
Prior to Ohio State: MVP, first team all-district and all-state … OVaC Player 
of the Year, Times Leader Player of the Year … posted a .608 batting average 
and seven home runs as a senior … also earned varsity letters in basketball 
and swimming at St. Clairsville.
Personal: daughter of dan and Laura Machovina … plans to major 
in aviation … enjoys flying and fourwheeling … wants to work for 
airlines post-graduation … youngest of four siblings: dan, Mike 
and Tom … brother dan was a pitcher at Heidelberg University. 
  
  
  
  JayLa SaiBene
    # 13
   OuTFieLDer, B-r/T-r
   FreShmAn
   Columbus, Ohio
   Upper arlington
  
Prior to Ohio State: First-team all-league, second-team all-county, 
second-team all-district … lists her greatest sports thrill as winning the 
2010 State Championship at Perry High School.
Personal: daughter of Jason and Tammy Saibene … currently undecid-
ed, but would like to major in something sports-related … likes shopping, 
spending time with friends and giving help to others in her spare time … 
uncle Marty Mull is a former Ohio State swimmer … has three siblings: 
Nicole, Rocco and Lacey.
                                   
   caMMi pRantL
   # 22
   uTiLiTy, B-r/T-r
   FreShmAn
   asheville, Ohio
   Teays Valley
 
 
Prior to Ohio State: Four-year starter at Teays Valley High School … three-
time first-team all-conference, two-time first-team all-district … two-time 
first-team all-metro, second-team all-state … Mid-State League Player of 
the Year as a junior … also earned three varsity letters in volleyball.
Personal: Will major in business ... plans to attend culinary school after 
college and open a bakery ... member of National Honor Society ... 
daughter of Herb and donna Prantl ... has one sister, erica.
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keLLy kOvach 
SchOenLy
Head COaCH
1ST SeASOn
michiGAn, 1995 
Kelly Kovach Schoenly was named head coach of the Ohio State softball team 
Heather Lyke, associate athletics director for sport administration, announced June 
29, 2012. Schoenly becomes the eighth coach in the program’s 40-year history.
“i am honored and humbled for the chance to lead the Buckeye softball program, 
one i have respected for decades,” Schoenly said. “i would like to thank Gene Smith, 
Heather Lyke, and the entire search committee for this incredible opportunity. What 
makes this university special are the people, the tradition, and the excellence. My 
goal is to continue that legacy within our softball program.”
“Kelly Kovach Schoenly is the ideal fit for The Ohio State University,” Lyke said. 
“She brings a tremendous focus on the development of the entire student-athlete 
athletically, academically and personally. Kelly has an outstanding playing and 
coaching pedigree which is evident by her leadership qualities and the success she 
has had as a head coach. We look forward to the positive impact she will make on 
the Ohio State softball program.”
Schoenly spent six seasons as head coach at Miami (Ohio) and was the program’s 
all-time winningest coach with 188 career victories, leading the RedHawks to their 
first MaC Tournament title in 2009 before winning again in 2012. Schoenly also led 
the team to two NCaa Tournament berths in both 2009 and 2012, respectively. Prior 
to her stint at Miami, Schoenly was an assistant coach at Penn State (1998-2006) 
for eight seasons and helped guide the Nittany Lions to seven Big Ten Tournament 
appearances and six NCaa Tournament berths. Before her time in State College, 
Schoenly was an assistant at her alma mater, Michigan, for three years (1995-98), 
helping the squad reach the NCaa Women’s College World Series three consecutive 
times.
at Miami, Schoenly led the team to four consecutive 30-win seasons, including 
a record-breaking 41-win campaign in 2012. Last season, the RedHawks won 
three consecutive games in one day at the MaC Tournament to claim the league 
tournament title and an automatic berth to the NCaa Tournament. She led the 
RedHawks to a 1-0 upset over fifth-ranked Tennessee in the opening round of the 
Knoxville Regional. Under Schoenly’s leadership, the RedHawks collected 83 wins in 
MaC play. She had 15 players earn a total of 25 all-MaC honors, three players earn 
four all-Region honors and two players earn three MaC Player of the Year awards.
in 2012, Schoenly coached Jessica Simpson to MaC Pitcher of the Year honors for 
the second-consecutive season - only the third pitcher in conference history to win 
the award multiple times. Schoenly also led the team to its first NCaa Tournament 
victory in 2009.
Prior to her time in Oxford, Schoenly guided one of the nation’s best pitching staffs in 
2006, as the Nittany Lions finished the season ranked 12th nationally in eRa (1.36) 
and limited their opponents to 74 earned runs in 380.2 innings. during her eight-year 
tenure, Schoenly helped Penn State to seven 30-win seasons, including a program-
record 39 wins in 2006. Schoenly also produced two all-america pitchers, including 
2005 National Fastpitch Coaches association Third-Team honoree ashley esparza 
and 2006 Second-Team all-Great Lakes Region pitcher Missy Beseres, the first 
Nittany Lion in program history to be drafted to play professional softball.
during her stint in ann arbor, the Wolverines won two Big Ten regular-season titles, 
three Big Ten Tournament titles, three NCaa Regional Championships and made 
three trips to the NCaa Women’s College World Series. in addition to being honored 
as part of the NFCa Great Lakes Coaching Staff of the Year in 1998, Schoenly 
coached one all-america pitcher, three conference pitchers of the year and six all-
conference selections.
during her collegiate pitching career at Michigan (1991-95), Schoenly earned 
numerous conference and national awards, including 1995 NFCa First-Team all-
america honors. a two-time Big Ten Pitcher of the Year and three-time all-conference 
selection, Schoenly was a member of three Big Ten Conference Championship 
teams and played on the 1995 squad, which finished seventh at the NCaa Women’s 
College World Series.
a two-time GTe academic all-american, Schoenly received her bachelor’s degree 
in elementary education from Michigan in december of 1995. after receiving the 
NCaa Postgraduate Scholarship, Schoenly went on to earn her master’s degree in 
elementary mathematics education from Michigan in May of 1998.
Schoenly and her husband doug, a Penn State alumnus and tennis professional, has 
one daughter, danielle.
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aManda BuchhOLZ
aSSiSTaNT COaCH
FirST SeASOn
neBrASkA, 2004
Ohio State softball head coach Kelly Kovach Schoenly announced on July 27, 2012, 
the hiring of amanda Buchholz as an assistant coach for the Buckeyes. Buchholz 
comes from Miami (Ohio) where she spent the last three seasons as an assistant 
coach under Schoenly.
“i am thrilled and grateful amanda has decided to join our staff at Ohio State,” Schoenly 
said. “She has so much passion for the game and for developing her players. She is 
a defensive technician and has a knack for making defensive adjustments that win 
ballgames. i am confident the players will thrive under her energy and knowledge.”
Working with the RedHawk defense, Buchholz helped guide Miami to three-
consecutive 30-plus win seasons, including a program-record 41-win campaign 
in 2012 that concluded with a MaC Tournament championship and an NCaa 
Tournament berth. along with being in charge of all defensive aspects, she was camp 
director at Miami, was the staff’s leader for marketing and was the liaison to the 
strength staff.
“One of the qualities that i love about coaching with amanda is that she models the 
competitiveness that our players will need to win championships,” Schoenly said. “in 
addition, she will push them to be their best and sets the standards high. She had 
a great mentor in Coach Revelle at Nebraska and has taken that guidance and ran 
with it in the last three years.”
during her time at Miami, Buchholz helped put together three of the Top defensive 
units in program history highlighted by the 2010 campaign when the RedHawks 
broke the team record for best fielding percentage with a .975 mark, breaking the 
.968 fielding percentage set in 1987 (The .975 fielding percentage was ranked tenth 
in the country). Her following two defensive squads notched .967 and .966 fielding 
percentages, respectively, despite having to replace more than half of the starting 
lineup.
“i am very excited for this opportunity to be part of an amazing program,” Buchholz 
said. “Coach Schoenly does a great job developing players and building elite 
programs, so i feel humbled she asked me to join her staff. Ohio State has the 
qualities and players it takes to be the best on and off the field. The support we get 
from the administration and athletic department is a testament to their dedication to 
our program and its tradition, people and excellence. i look forward to competing on 
a national stage and making Buckeye Softball a common name deep into postseason 
play.”
Known as a dedicated worker on and off the field, Buchholz began her coaching 
career at her alma mater, Nebraska, where she spent six years as a volunteer 
assistant coach under coach Revelle - a 2010 NFCa Hall of Fame inductee with 
more than 750 career wins.
although she was not an official paid member of the staff, Buchholz put in more than 
40 hours of week with the team, while also working for a construction company part 
time on the side.
Buchholz was the starting shortstop for the Huskers from 2000-03, earning first 
team all-Big 12 honors, as well as academic all-Big 12 honors. She led Nebraska to 
the 2002 College World Series and was named the Most Outstanding Player of the 
iowa City Regional. She concluded her playing career in the National Pro Fastpitch 
League, playing for the Texas Thunder in 2004.
Buchholz first joined the Nebraska softball program in 2000 when she joined the 
Huskers in mid-March following her freshman season as a guard on the Nebraska 
women’s basketball team. She immediately saw action on the diamond, starting the 
final 49 games of the season. Buchholz started every game from 2001-03, ending 
her career with 235 career starts. Following her addition to the starting lineup, she 
never missed a start, tying for sixth place in the Nebraska career record book for 
games played.
in her highly-decorated Husker career, Buchholz was a first team all-Big 12 selection 
as well as a two-time first team academic all-Big 12 honoree. She helped Nebraska 
to a 192-67 record in her four years, the most wins in a four-year stretch in program 
history. The Huskers won one Big 12 title during her career, while finishing in the Top 
15 of the final USa Today/NFCa coaches poll all four years.
after her Husker playing career ended in the 2003 NCaa Tournament, Buchholz 
jumped into the coaching field that fall, as she became the first head softball coach 
in the history of Lincoln North Star High School. Buchholz returned to the Nebraska 
softball program as a fifth-year coach in 2004, as she completed her final semester 
of work toward her undergraduate degree.
an Ogallala, Neb., native, Buchholz earned her bachelor of science and education 
degree in middle grades education/coaching from Nebraska in May of 2004. 
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Jenna haLL
aSSiSTaNT COaCH 
1ST SeASOn
iLLinOiS, 2007
Ohio State softball head coach Kelly Kovach Schoenly announced Thursday the 
hiring of Jenna Hall as an assistant coach for the Buckeyes. Hall, who spent the 
last five seasons at Ohio University, completes Schoenly’s coaching staff that also 
includes assistant coach amanda Buchholz.
“i am very excited to add Jenna Hall to our staff,” Schoenly said. “Having competed 
against Jenna for years, i have grown to respect the energy and knowledge she has 
for the game. Jenna has had two tremendous mentors in illinois head coach Terry 
Sullivan and Ohio University head coach Jodi Hermanek. Known for her knowledge 
in developing hitters, Jenna will also add in other areas of the game as well. Having 
played in the Big Ten and also in the pros, she has some valuable experiences from 
which to draw from to share with our athletes.”
Hall, who was promoted from assistant coach to associate head coach at Ohio 
in december 2011, helped guide the Bobcats to the finals of the Mid-american 
Conference Tournament three times, and the most conference wins in a ten-year 
period in both 2010 and 2012. in addition, she oversaw three of the best Ohio 
offensive lineups in school history during the 2009, 2010 and 2012 campaigns, 
respectively.
“i am extremely excited about joining the softball program here at Ohio State,” said 
Hall. “Being a part of coach Schoenly’s staff is a great honor and i am really looking 
forward to working with her. i have always respected both Kelly and amanda as 
coaches and this is a wonderful opportunity to learn and work with them.”
Serving under head coach Jodi Hermanek, Hall helped guide the 2012 team to the 
best offensive season in program history as the Bobcats broke school records for 
most home runs (47), RBis (255) and runs scored (293) in a single season.
“We’re very thankful for the dedication and leadership she has provided Ohio Softball 
for the last five seasons,” said Hermanek. “i’m confident that, through her pedigree 
as a student-athlete and her coaching experience at Ohio University, she will have 
tremendous success with the staff in Columbus.”
after Hall helped coach Ohio to a postseason berth in 2008, she worked with an 
offense in 2009 that recorded offensive marks that rank among the Top 10 in seven 
offensive categories, including hitting (fourth), runs scored (eighth), hits (10th), home 
runs (fourth), doubles (tied-fifth), triples (tied-fourth) and RBi (ninth). Hall helped 
the 2010 offense record the tenth highest batting average and RBi, in addition to 
breaking the schools home run record with 33.
“i am very much looking forward to my days ahead as a Buckeye and a member of 
this highly-successful athletic department,” said Hall. “i hope to help bring as much 
success as i can to these players both on and off the field so we as a staff can keep 
the tradition of excellence alive within Ohio State Softball.”
The Bobcat offense grew its power numbers under Hall during the 2011 season. She 
topped the single-season record of 33 home runs during the 2010 season, with a new 
program-record 35 during 2011. The Bobcats also tallied 190 RBis in 2011, which is 
the third-best total in single-season history.
Under her tutelage, the 2009 squad hit a conference-best .292 as a team, while their 
.351 on base percentage also ranked tops in the league. in addition, Ohio ranked 
second in the MaC in both slugging percentage at .414 and in doubles with 65, and 
ranked third in RBi (172), triples (13) and total bases (522). That was followed by a 
2010 squad that hit .278 in MaC play.
in addition to helping produce productive offenses, Hall also showed her ability to 
develop talent in five seasons in athens. Courtney Waters (2008) and alexis Joseph 
(2009) garnered all-Region recognition under her coaching, with Joseph receiving 
first team honors. in 2012, Lauren Gellerman, who batted .340 with a .660 slugging 
percentage, was named a first team all-MaC and all-Mideast region selection, while 
Jillian Van Wagnen notched second team all-MaC honors after batting .362 with 64 
hits. in all, she coached 18 all-MaC selections during her time at Ohio.
Prior to her time in athens, Hall served as the student assistant coach at her alma 
mater - illinois - under head coach Terri Sullivan. While at illinois, she left her mark on 
the program as a four-year starter and team captain, in addition to planting her name 
in the school’s record books.
“Jenna was one of the most talented players i ever coached, but what separated her 
from others was her love of the game and work ethic,” Sullivan said. “i have no doubt 
that she will do great things at Ohio State as her career continues to grow.”
The Fighting illini’s all-time record holder for best career and single-season batting 
averages, Hall is also the program’s all-time single-season fielding percentage record 
holder. as a senior, she led the nation in walks and was a finalist for the USa Softball 
Player of the Year award. She was also selected to the NFCa all-american first team 
list and was a NFCa Scholar athlete. She graduated in May 2007 with a degree in 
history.
Hall concluded her professional career playing for the Philadelphia Force, a 
professional team with the National Pro Fastpitch League. in her first year with the 
Force, she was selected to the NPF all-Star Team. 
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2012 Ohio State Softball
Overall Statistics for Ohio State (as of May 13, 2012)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 31-23   Home: 11-8   Away: 8-7   Neutral: 12-8   Big Ten: 10-13
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
24 Herron, Alicia  . 3 7 8 52-52 135 48 51 7 4 14 48 108  . 8 0 0 52 8 18 0  . 5 6 9 0 0 14-15 97 114 26  . 8 9 0
23 Watkins, Taylor  . 3 4 3 52-52 181 37 62 6 0 1 23 71  . 3 9 2 13 4 21 1  . 3 9 7 1 1 5-7 44 2 2  . 9 5 8
16 LeBeau, Danielle  . 3 1 9 47-46 135 14 43 8 0 2 24 57  . 4 2 2 16 2 14 0  . 3 9 6 1 1 1-1 45 1 1  . 9 7 9
18 Spears, Vanessa  . 3 0 3 54-54 155 44 47 10 2 2 17 67  . 4 3 2 26 10 24 0  . 4 3 2 1 7 6-9 79 5 2  . 9 7 7
36 Carrillo, Evelyn  . 2 9 7 50-49 155 12 46 6 0 6 47 70  . 4 5 2 7 9 10 0  . 3 6 0 1 1 1-1 280 10 3  . 9 9 0
31 Simonton, Katie  . 2 8 6 48-44 105 21 30 0 0 0 1 30  . 2 8 6 8 5 20 0  . 3 6 4 0 4 11-13 23 1 2  . 9 2 3
27 Coletta, Megan  . 2 5 2 54-54 159 28 40 7 1 5 26 64  . 4 0 3 7 5 23 3  . 3 0 4 0 4 1-1 57 96 11  . 9 3 3
10 Pickett, Shelby  . 2 1 6 36-35 102 15 22 3 1 2 11 33  . 3 2 4 6 3 11 0  . 2 7 7 1 1 1-3 196 18 3  . 9 8 6
--------------------
33 Mott, Alyson 1.000 38-0 1 9 1 0 0 0 1 1 1.000 0 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 2-2 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
26 Mills, Brittany  . 4 2 9 25-0 14 6 6 1 1 0 0 9  . 6 4 3 0 0 2 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 1-1 4 0 0 1.000
30 McIntyre, Maddy  . 2 3 3 28-27 73 9 17 4 0 1 15 24  . 3 2 9 8 4 8 1  . 3 3 7 1 1 1-1 52 50 5  . 9 5 3
11 Conrad, Caitlin  . 2 0 0 41-18 65 15 13 2 1 3 9 26  . 4 0 0 12 4 10 0  . 3 5 4 1 0 4-4 11 1 3  . 8 0 0
41 Gresham, Leesa  . 1 8 5 17-6 27 1 5 0 1 1 3 10  . 3 7 0 2 0 4 0  . 2 4 1 0 2 0-0 10 2 2  . 8 5 7
88 Rennie, Melissa  . 1 7 3 22-21 52 6 9 2 0 1 4 14  . 2 6 9 6 2 12 0  . 2 8 3 0 3 0-0 127 2 0 1.000
 7 Saalfeld, Melaina  . 1 4 7 31-28 68 7 10 2 0 1 11 15  . 2 2 1 9 0 16 0  . 2 4 7 0 2 0-0 38 34 5  . 9 3 5
13 McGowan, Anne  . 1 1 1 11-0 9 1 1 0 0 0 1 1  . 1 1 1 1 0 2 0  . 2 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 8 1 54 1436 273 403 58 11 39 241 600  . 4 1 8 173 56 195 5  . 3 7 8 7 27 48-58 1077 402 73  . 9 5 3
Opponents  . 2 6 8 54 1450 209 389 64 1 26 184 533  . 3 6 8 128 24 298 4  . 3 3 6 8 37 36-44 1064 460 65  . 9 5 9
LOB - Team (363), Opp (363). DPs turned - Team (10), Opp (17). CI - Team (1), Pickett 1. IBB - Team (11), Herron 10, McIntyre
1, Opp (4). Picked off - Herron 1, Spears 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
 9 Endicott, Mikayla  2 . 5 6 18-14 40 28 16 3/2 3 197.0 179 94 72 52 189 31 1 17  . 2 3 7 9 17 1 6 21
12 O'Reilly, Olivia  3 . 1 0 1-0 13 1 0 0/1 0 29.1 33 19 13 14 21 7 0 2  . 2 7 5 5 0 0 0 2
86 Nichols, Melanie  3 . 4 5 12-9 28 25 9 2/0 1 123.2 161 81 61 51 82 23 0 7  . 3 0 2 8 4 0 2 14
 1 DiDomenico, Alex  9 . 3 3 0-0 5 0 0 0/1 0 6.0 9 8 8 6 5 1 0 0  . 3 3 3 2 1 0 0 0
21 Kelly, Kasie 16.33 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 3.0 7 7 7 5 1 2 0 0  . 4 6 7 1 2 0 0 0
Totals  3 . 1 4 31-23 54 54 25 7/2 4 359.0 389 209 161 128 298 64 1 26  . 2 6 8 25 24 1 8 37
Opponents  4 . 4 8 23-31 54 54 29 4/0 0 354.2 403 273 227 173 195 58 11 39  . 2 8 1 28 56 3 7 27
PB - Team (6), Rennie 3, Pickett 3, Opp (14). Pickoffs - Team (0), Opp (2). SBA/ATT - Pickett (26-34), Endicott (21-25),
Nichols (13-16), Rennie (9-9), O'Reilly (1-2).
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2012 Ohio State Softball
Game Results for Ohio State (as of Jun 12, 2012)
(All games)
Date Opponent Score Inns Overall Big Ten Pitcher of record Attend Time
Feb 10, 2012 vs UCF  L 1-2 7 0-1-0 0-0-0 Endicott (L 0-1)    1 0 0 1:38
Feb 10, 2012 vs Florida Atlantic W 9-6 7 1-1-0 0-0-0 Nichols (W 1-0)    1 0 0 2:01
Feb 11, 2012 vs North Carolina  L 1-3 6 1-2-0 0-0-0 Nichols (L 1-1)    1 2 0 1:43
Feb 11, 2012 vs North Florida  L 5-10 7 1-3-0 0-0-0 Endicott (L 0-2)     8 0 2:25
Feb 12, 2012 vs Florida A&M W 7-1 7 2-3-0 0-0-0 Nichols (W 2-1)    1 0 0 2:18
Feb 17, 2012 vs Texas Tech  L 4-7 7 2-4-0 0-0-0 Endicott (L 0-3)    1 5 0 2:12
Feb 17, 2012 vs San Jose State W 6-3 7 3-4-0 0-0-0 Endicott (W 1-3)    1 2 0 1:53
Feb 18, 2012 at UNLV W 4-3 7 4-4-0 0-0-0 Endicott (W 2-3)    1 0 5 2:00
Feb 18, 2012 vs Long Beach State W 10-5 7 5-4-0 0-0-0 Nichols (W 3-1)    1 0 2 1:50
Feb 19, 2012 vs Idaho State W 6-2 7 6-4-0 0-0-0 Endicott (W 3-3)    1 0 0 2:22
Feb 24, 2012 vs Fresno State W 3-0 7 7-4-0 0-0-0 Endicott (W 4-3)    4 0 3 1:36
Feb 24, 2012 vs Oregon State  L 3-4 7 7-5-0 0-0-0 Nichols (L 3-2)    3 9 9 1:59
Feb 25, 2012 vs Cal State Fullerton W 9-0 5 8-5-0 0-0-0 Endicott (W 5-3)    1 9 8 1:29
Feb 26, 2012 vs Colorado State W 9-8 6 9-5-0 0-0-0 Endicott (W 6-3)    3 0 4 2:30
Mar 02, 2012 vs Georgetown Hoyas W 5-0 7 10-5-0 0-0-0 Nichols (W 4-2)    1 2 5 1:45
Mar 02, 2012 vs Longwood Lancers W 12-3 5 11-5-0 0-0-0 Endicott (W 7-3)    1 2 5 1:40
Mar 03, 2012 vs Notre Dame Irish  L 1-3 (8) 11-6-0 0-0-0 Endicott (L 7-4)    1 2 0 2:00
Mar 03, 2012 vs Hofstra Pride  L 0-1 7 11-7-0 0-0-0 Endicott (L 7-5)    1 2 0 1:55
Mar 04, 2012 vs PITT  L 0-4 7 11-8-0 0-0-0 Endicott (L 7-6)    1 2 5 1:30
Mar 16, 2012 at Tennessee State W 6-0 7 12-8-0 0-0-0 Endicott (W 8-6)    2 6 3 1:56
Mar 17, 2012 vs Belmont W 15-3 6 13-8-0 0-0-0 O'Reilly (W 1-0)    1 2 1 2:14
Mar 18, 2012 vs St. Bonaventure W 8-2 7 14-8-0 0-0-0 Nichols (W 5-2)    1 3 2 2:11
Mar 20, 2012 at #13 Louisville  L 0-7 7 14-9-0 0-0-0 Endicott (L 8-7)      0 2:14
Mar 20, 2012 at #14 Louisville  L 2-7 7 14-10-0 0-0-0 Nichols (L 5-3)    3 4 9 1:46
* Mar 24, 2012 INDIANA-1 W 4-3 (8) 15-10-0 1-0-0 Endicott (W 9-7) - 2:13
* Mar 24, 2012 INDIANA-2  L 1-4 7 15-11-0 1-1-0 Nichols (L 5-4)    7 0 6 2:07
* Mar 25, 2012 INDIANA W 7-3 7 16-11-0 2-1-0 Endicott (W 10-7)    3 5 2 2:12
Mar 28, 2012 WRIGHT STATE-1 W 6-0 7 17-11-0 2-1-0 Endicott (W 11-7) - 2:19
Mar 28, 2012 WRIGHT STATE-2 W 6-2 7 18-11-0 2-1-0 Nichols (W 6-4)    3 9 8 2:08
* Mar 31, 2012 at Michigan State-1 W 9-4 7 19-11-0 3-1-0 Endicott (W 12-7)   1 2 8 6 2:17
* Mar 31, 2012 at Michigan State-2 W 14-1 5 20-11-0 4-1-0 Nichols (W 7-4)    4 3 0 1:49
* Apr 01, 2012 at Michigan State W 6-4 7 21-11-0 5-1-0 Endicott (W 13-7)    8 1 6 2:33
Apr 04, 2012 BUFFALO-1 W 5-0 7 22-11-0 5-1-0 Endicott (W 14-7) - 1:41
Apr 04, 2012 BUFFALO-2 W 8-5 7 23-11-0 5-1-0 Nichols (W 8-4)    2 6 7 2:09
* Apr 06, 2012 #20 MICHIGAN  L 2-10 7 23-12-0 5-2-0 Endicott (L 14-8)    8 7 7 2:24
* Apr 07, 2012 #20 MICHIGAN-1  L 4-11 7 23-13-0 5-3-0 Nichols (L 8-5) - 2:32
* Apr 07, 2012 #20 MICHIGAN-2  L 5-6 7 23-14-0 5-4-0 Endicott (L 14-9)   1 2 1 7 2:28
Apr 11, 2012 DAYTON W 3-2 7 24-14-0 5-4-0 Endicott (W 15-9)    2 3 4 1:48
* Apr 15, 2012 at Purdue-1  L 1-2 7 24-15-0 5-5-0 Endicott (L 15-10)    2 9 1 1:39
* Apr 15, 2012 at Purdue-2  L 3-8 7 24-16-0 5-6-0 Nichols (L 8-6)    2 9 1 2:33
Apr 18, 2012 OHIO-1 W 9-5 7 25-16-0 5-6-0 Endicott (W 16-10) - 2:06
Apr 18, 2012 OHIO-2 W 13-3 5 26-16-0 5-6-0 Nichols (W 9-6)    3 2 7 1:54
* Apr 21, 2012 NEBRASKA-1  L 2-11 7 26-17-0 5-7-0 Endicott (L 16-11) - 2:42
* Apr 21, 2012 NEBRASKA-2  L 2-3 (8) 26-18-0 5-8-0 Nichols (L 9-7)    5 8 7 2:33
* Apr 22, 2012 NEBRASKA W 4-0 7 27-18-0 6-8-0 Nichols (W 10-7)    5 2 8 1:53
* Apr 28, 2012 at Northwestern W 6-2 7 28-18-0 7-8-0 Nichols (W 11-7)    3 1 0 2:31
* Apr 29, 2012 at Northwestern-1  L 1-3 7 28-19-0 7-9-0 Endicott (L 16-12) - 2:17
* Apr 29, 2012 at Northwestern-2  L 5-8 7 28-20-0 7-10-0 Nichols (L 11-8)    5 5 0 2:18
* May 05, 2012 IOWA-1  L 0-2 7 28-21-0 7-11-0 Endicott (L 16-13) - 1:35
* May 05, 2012 IOWA-2  L 5-13 7 28-22-0 7-12-0 Nichols (L 11-9)   1 1 4 7 2:16
* May 06, 2012 IOWA W 2-1 7 29-22-0 8-12-0 Endicott (W 17-13)    7 3 2 2:01
* May 11, 2012 at Penn State-1 W 5-2 7 30-22-0 9-12-0 Endicott (W 18-13) - 2:24
* May 11, 2012 at Penn State-2  L 5-6 (8) 30-23-0 9-13-0 Endicott (L 18-14)    5 0 8 2:46
* May 12, 2012 at Penn State W 4-1 7 31-23-0 10-13-0 Nichols (W 12-9)    4 6 3 2:20
* = Conference game
() extra inning game
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Krinon ClarK
Pitcher/First Base (1991-94)
1993 third team all-america
1994 second team all-america
	 Krinon	Clark	is	Ohio	State	softball’s	second	two-time	All-America	selection.	In	1993,	she	
led	the	Buckeyes	with	a	.392	batting	average,	62	hits,	four	home	runs,	36	runs	batted	in,	39	
runs	scored	and	18	doubles.	In	1994,	she	led	OSU	with	a	.377	batting	average,	24	doubles	
and	48	runs	scored.	She	played	for	Ohio	State	from	1991-94.
	 In	her	career,	she	was	also	a	three-time	regional	All-America	selection	and	a	four-time	
all-Big	Ten	honoree.
	 The	Anaheim,	Calif.,	 native	finished	her	 career	with	 then-school	 records	 in	hits	 (215),	
home	runs	(9)	and	runs	batted	in	(94).	She	still	holds	career	records	in	doubles	(58),	triples	
(17)	and	walks	(118).
	 Clark	was	inducted	into	the	Varsity	O	Hall	of	Fame	in	September	2000.
SaM MarDEr
catcher/Utility (2007-2010)
2008 third team all-america
2009 second team all-america
2010 third team all-america
	 Sam	Marder	finished	her	career	at	Ohio	State	by	cementing	her	status	as	one	of	 the	
greatest	power	hitters	in	Ohio	State	history	after	breaking	the	season	and	career	records	for	
homeruns	with	19	in	a	season	and	61	in	her	career.	The	2010	OSU	female	athlete	of	the	year	
from	Calabasas,	Calif.,	wrapped	up	her	career	with	a	.384	batting	average,	.778	slugging	
percentage	and	.571	on-base	percentage,	all	records	at	OSU.	She	also	hold	the	record	for	
RBIs	with	191,	total	bases	with	438,	walks	with	232,	hits	with	216	and	runs	scored	with	147.
	Her	junior	year	she	led	the	nation	with	a	school	record	67	walks	–	including	18	intentional.	
Behind	the	plate,	the	two-time	All-American	catcher	threw	out	16-of-21	base-runners,	in-
cluding	two	during	the	NCAA	Regional	games.
	 As	a	sophomore,	Marder	was	an	at-large	selection	to	the	Third	Team	All-America	 list	
after	leading	the	nation	in	on	base	percentage	(.633)	and	walks	per	game	(1.07,	60	total)	
while	ranking	second	in	batting	average	(.475)	and	eighth	in	slugging	percentage	(.842).
	 Marder	also	ranked	among	the	national	leaders	in	runs	batted	in	(25th,	.96	per	game)	and	
home	runs	(14).	She	also	led	the	Big	Ten	in	runners	thrown	out	stealing	(21).	Sam	Marder	is	
the	only	Buckeye	to	earn	three	All-America	honors.
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KiM rEEDEr
Pitcher (2006-09)
2009 third team all-american
	 As	a	senior,	Kim	Reeder	broke	 the	school	pitching	 records	 for	both	single-season	and	
career	wins,	tallying	her	26	in	2009	and	85	in	her	career	to	secure	her	position	as	the	most	
successful	Ohio	State	pitcher	to	play	the	game	and	just	the	second	to	receive	the	sport’s	
highest	honor.	
The	Salinas,	Calif.,	native	finished	with	a	1.55	ERA	after	shutting	out	a	record-tying	11	op-
ponents	and	giving	up	more	than	two	earned	runs	in	just	seven	games.	She	also	had	215	
strikeouts	 to	 her	 credit	 in	 199.1	 innings	 pitched,	 averaging	 5.5	 per	 appearance	 (39).	Her	
career	innings	(741.0)	broke	yet	another	program	high,	adding	to	Reeder’s	prominence	in	the	
Buckeye	record	book.
BriTTanY VanDErinK
Utility/oUtField (2005-08)
2008 third team all-america
	 Brittany	Vanderink,	a	native	of	Hiram,	Ohio,	earned	Third	Team	All-America	honors	 in	
2008	as	utility/non-pitcher	position.	She	spent	time	at	second	base,	outfield	and	designated	
player	during	the	season,	batting	.368	with	39	runs	scored	and	17	stolen	bases	in	19	at-
tempts.
	 The	Buckeyes’	2008	captain,	Vanderink	led	the	Big	Ten	in	hits	during	the	regular	season	
with	71	and	also	ranked	among	the	league	leaders	in	runs	and	stolen	bases.	The	All-America	
honor	for	Vanderink	wraps	up	her	career	which	included	a	.347	batting	average,	219	hits,	63	
stolen	bases	and	127	runs	–	totals	which	all	rank	in	the	Top	5	in	Ohio	State	history.	
wEnDY allEn
Pitcher/oUtField/Utility (2001-02)
2002 second team all-america
	 Wendy	Allen,	a	2002	Second	Team	All-America	selection,	was	a	valuable	part	of	one	of	
the	greatest	seasons	in	Ohio	State	softball	history.	Allen,	the	2002	Big	Ten	Player	of	the	Year	
and	First	Team	All-Big	Ten	and	All-Great	Lakes	Region	selections,	led	the	conference	with	a	
1.00	ERA	and	ranks	among	the	best	in	the	nation.	She	struck	out	143	batters	while	limiting	
them	to	95	hits	on	509	at	bats	for	a	.187	average.	While	batting,	Allen	was	second	on	the	
team	with	a	.398	average,	78	hits	and	51	RBI.	She	also	recorded	19	doubles,	the	second-
most	in	a	single	season	at	OSU,	and	ran	for	128	total	bases	while	scoring	34	times.
anna SMiTh
oUtField (1999-02)
2002 First team all-america
2001-02 ohio state Female athlete oF the year
	 Anna	Smith,	a	Walnut,	Calif.	native,	was	Ohio	State	Softball’s	first-ever	first	team	All-
America	selection.	She	was	second	in	the	nation	with	a	.507	batting	average	in	2002	after	
racking	up	105	hits,	the	ninth-most	in	a	single	season	in	NCAA	history	and	the	most	in	both	
the	Big	Ten	and	OSU	record	books.	She	also	set	new	OSU	single-season	records	for	runs	
scored	(68)	and	stolen	bases	with	40.
	 Smith	is	OSU’s	career	leader	in	stolen	bases	(108),	hits	(243)	and	runs	scored	(166).	She	
helped	the	Buckeyes	to	55-14	record,	the	most	wins	in	program	history,	and	a	trip	to	the	
NCAA	Regional	tournament,	the	first	appearance	since	1990.
	 Smith	was	a	four-time	All-Big	Ten	selection.	Other	accolades	for	Smith	 included	2002	
First	Team	All-Big	Ten	and	All-Great	Lakes	Honors	and	2002	Ohio	State	MVP	and	Offensive	
Player	of	the	Year.	Smith	also	was	invited	to	USA	Softball’s	national	team	training	camp	in	
2002	and	won	a	roster	spot	on	the	USA	Softball’s	elite	team.	Smith	and	her	Elite	teammates	
went	to	the	Canada	Cup	and	advanced	to	the	championship	final	after	upsetting	the	USA	
National	Team,	the	most	dominant	team	in	the	world.
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JEn FrEDriCKSon
leFt Field (1991-94)
1994 second team all-america
	 Jen	Fredrickson	was	Ohio	State’s	first	outfielder	to	earn	All-America	honors.	In	1994,	she	
led	the	Buckeyes	with	67	hits,	six	triples	and	a	school	record	42	runs	batted	in.	That	season,	
she	batted	.358	with	14	doubles,	34	runs	scored	and	eight	stolen	bases.	 In	the	field,	she	
committed	only	two	errors	in	98	chances.	
	 Also	in	1994,	she	was	a	regional	All-American	and	an	all-Big	Ten	honoree.	
The	Walnut,	 Calif.,	 native	 finished	 her	 career	 	with	 a	 then	 school	 record	 of	 225	 games	
played.
	 In	the	classroom,	Fredrickson	received	academic	all-Big	Ten	accolades	three	times	and	
OSU	Scholar-Athlete	honors	four	times.
Shauna BowMan
third Base (1988-91)
1991 third team all-american
	 Shauna	Bowman	was	Ohio	State	softball’s	first	ever	All-America	selection.	In	1990,	she	
earned	third-team	honors	with	a	.331	batting	average,	56	hits	and	18	doubles.	In	her	career,	
she	was	also	a	two-time	regional	All-America	selection	and	a	three-time	all-Big	Ten	hon-
oree.	She	played	for	Ohio	State	from	1988-91.	
	 The	Hamilton,	Ohio,	native	finished	her	Buckeye	career	with	then-school	career	records	in	
home	runs	(4),	runs	batted	in	(77),	hits	(194),	and	doubles	(36).	
	 In	the	classroom,	Bowman	earned	academic	all-Big	Ten	accolades	three	times	and	OSU	
Scholar-Athlete	honors	four	times.
	 Most	recently	Bowman	became	softball’s	first	Varsity	O	Hall	of	Fame	member.	She	was	
inducted	September	1999.
JEnniFEr linK
second Base (2000-03)
2002 third team all-america
	 Through	her	junior	year,	Jenn	Link,	a	2002	Third	Team	All-American,	had	started	all	but	
five	games	at	second	base	for	the	Buckeyes	since	the	day	she	arrived	in	Columbus	and	had	
her	best	offensive	season	in	2002.	In	2002,	the	leadoff	hitter	for	OSU	hit	.349	and	collected	
75	hits	while	connecting	on	her	first	home	run.	Link’s	226	career	hits	ranks	third	all-time	and	
her	215	at	bats	in	2002	were	the	most	in	a	season	in	Buckeye	history.	As	a	junior,	she	stole	
30	bases	and	she	ended	her	career	with	68,	which	is	ranked	No.	3	among	Buckeye	leaders.
STaCY roTh
catcher (1999-02)
2002 third team all-america
	 Stacy	Roth,	a	2002	Third	Team	All-America	selection,	was	OSU’s	career	record	holder	in	
several	categories.	Roth	re-wrote	the	offensive	record	books	in	2002	and	holds	the	single-
season	record	for	runs	batted	in	with	66,	bringing	her	career	total	to	166,	second	in	OSU	
history.	Her	near	1.00	RBI	per	game	average	also	ranked	among	the	tops	in	the	nation	while	
leading	the	Big	Ten.	Roth	hit	at	a	.374	clip	with	71	hits	including	15	home	runs	and	held	the	
highest	slugging	percentage	at	.684	in	2002.	Stacy	was	inducted	into	the	Ohio	State	Varsity	
“O”	Hall	of	Fame	in	the	fall,	she	is	the	fifth	Buckeye	softball	player	to	garner	this	honor.
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college World series  
aPPearance
1982	(AIAW)	.... Coach	Dianne	Thompson
regional aPPearances
1978	(AIAW)	............ Coach	Don	Dungree
1979	(AIAW)	.... Coach	Dianne	Thompson
1982	(AIAW)	.... Coach	Dianne	Thompson
1990...................... Coach	Gail	Davenport
2002...................... Coach	Linda	Kalafatis
2004...................... Coach	Linda	Kalafatis
2005...................... Coach	Linda	Kalafatis
2006...................... Coach	Linda	Kalafatis
2007...................... Coach	Linda	Kalafatis
2009...................... Coach	Linda	Kalafatis
2010...................... Coach	Linda	Kalafatis
sUPer regional aPPearances
2009...................... Coach	Linda	Kalafatis
Big ten chamPions
1990...................... Coach	Gail	Davenport
2007...................... Coach	Linda	Kalafatis
Big ten toUrnament
chamPions
2007...................... Coach	Linda	Kalafatis
all-americans
First team
Anna	Smith...................................... 2002
second team
Krinon	Clark	..................................... 1993
Jen	Fredrickson	............................... 1994
Wendy	Allen	.................................... 2002
Sam	Marder	.................................... 2009
third team
Shauna	Bowman	............................. 1991
Krinon	Clark	..................................... 1993
Jennifer	Link.................................... 2002
Stacy	Roth	....................................... 2002
Sam	Marder	.................................... 2008
Brittany	Vanderink	........................... 2008
Kim	Reeder	...................................... 2009
Sam	Marder	.................................... 2010
all-region
First team
Shauna	Bowman	........................ 1990-91
Chris	Brooks	.................................... 1992
Krinon	Clark	...........................1992-93-94
Jen	Fredrickson	............................... 1994
Marla	Pickard	.................................. 1994
Genice	Turley	................................... 1994
Katie	Chain	...................................... 2001
Wendy	Allen	.................................... 2002
Stacy	Roth	.................................. 2000-02
Jennifer	Link.................................... 2002
Sarah	West	..................................... 2002
Megan	Schwab	............................... 2005
Jamee	Juarez	.................................. 2007
Brittany	Vanderink	...................... 2006-08
Sam	Marder	..........................2007-08-09
Alicia	Herron	................................... 2009
Kim	Reeder	...................................... 2009
Sam	Marder	.................................... 2010	
Alicia	Herron	.............................. 2010-12
Melanie	Nichols	.............................. 2010
second team
Tara	Alexander	................................ 1994
Ginger	Bonnell................................. 1995
Amy	Haug	................................... 1996-97
Cheryl	Palaroan	............................... 1998
Renae	Weigel	.................................. 1998
Anna	Smith...................................... 2001
Stacy	Roth	....................................... 2001
Katie	Chain	...................................... 2002
Karisa	Evans	.................................... 2003
Nycole	Koyano	................................ 2004
Jamee	Juarez	............................. 2004-05
Liz	Caputo	........................................ 2005
Megan	Schwab	............................... 2006
Nycole	Koyano	................................ 2006
Brittany	Vanderink	........................... 2007
all-Big ten
First team
Kelly	Kelland	................................... 1984
Shelley	Eger	.................................... 1985
Sue	Gahn	......................................... 1990
Shauna	Bowman	........................ 1990-91
Carolyn	Urse	.................................... 1991
Krinon	Clark	...........................1992-93-94
Alisa	Raifsnider	............................... 1992
Jen	Fredrickson	............................... 1994
Genice	Turley	................................... 1994
Amy	Haug	........................................ 1996
Candace	Kollen	............................... 1996
Katie	Chain	...................................... 2001
Wendy	Allen	.................................... 2002
Anna	Smith...................................... 2002
Stacy	Roth	....................................... 2002
Brittany	Vanderink	........................... 2006
Jamee	Juarez	.................................. 2007
Courtney	Pruner............................... 2007
Sam	Marder	............................... 2007-08
Dee	Dee	Hillman	............................. 2009
Alicia	Herron	................................... 2010	
Sam	Marder	.................................... 2010
Courtney	Pruner............................... 2010
Melanie	Nichols	.............................. 2010
second team
Edie	Bargar	...................................... 1988
Tracie	Matheney	............................. 1988
Sue	Gahn	......................................... 1989
Shauna	Bowman	............................. 1989
Donna	Rupolo	.................................. 1990
Carolyn	Urse	.................................... 1990
Krinon	Clark	..................................... 1991
Marla	Pickard	........................1992-93-94
Tara	Alexander	................................ 1994
Jodi	Dolan	....................................... 1996
Jaime	Chenevey	.............................. 1998
Jennifer	Link.................................... 2000
Stacy	Roth	.................................. 2000-01
Anna	Smith................................. 2000-01
Wendy	Allen	.................................... 2001
Kristi	DeVries	.................................. 2004
Liz	Caputo	........................................ 2005
Jamee	Juarez	............................. 2005-06
Megan	Schwab	............................... 2006
Nycole	Koyano	................................ 2006
Brittany	Vanderink	........................... 2007
Alicia	Herron	................................... 2009
Sam	Marder	.................................... 2009
Kim	Reeder	...................................... 2009
third team
Samantha	Kimura............................ 1999
Anna	Smith...................................... 1999
Kristi	DeVries	.................................. 2001
Jenn	Link	.................................... 2001-03
Kristine	Himes	................................. 2002
Stacy	Roth	....................................... 2002
Karisa	Evans	.................................... 2004
Jamee	Juarez	.................................. 2004
Nycole	Koyano	................................ 2005	
Karisa	Evans	.................................... 2005
Ashley	Cutcliff	................................. 2005
Billie	Carder..................................... 2006
Christina	Douglas	............................ 2007
Lauren	Daykin.................................. 2007
Megan	Schwab	............................... 2007
Dee	Dee	Hillman	............................. 2008
Brittany	Goodchild........................... 2010
Dee	Dee	Hillman	............................. 2010
Alicia	Herron	.............................. 2011-12
Shelby	Pickett.................................. 2012
honorable mention
Renee	Pearson	................................ 1986
Shelley	Eger	.................................... 1987
Big ten Freshman
oF the year
Melanie	Nichols	.............................. 2010
Wendy	Allen	.................................... 2001
Big ten sPortsmanshiP
aWard
Megan	Coletta	................................ 2012
Dee	Dee	Hillman	............................. 2011
Megan	Miller	.................................. 2010
Kim	Reeder	...................................... 2009
Brittany	Vanderink	........................... 2008
Lauren	Daykin.................................. 2007
Big ten Player oF the year
Wendy	Allen	.................................... 2002
Big ten coach oF the year
Gail	Davenport	................................ 1990
Linda	Kalafatis	...................... 2002,	2007
Big ten medal oF honor
Donna	Rupolo	.................................. 1991
academic all-district iV 
First team
Chris	Brooks	.................................... 1993
Jodi	Bixler	....................................... 1994
Genice	Turley	................................... 1995
Natalie	Tomoguchi	.......................... 1998
Stacy	Roth	....................................... 2002	
Ashley	Cutclif	.................................. 2005
Lauren	Daykin.................................. 2007
Christina	Douglas	............................ 2007
Kim	Reeder	................................. 2007-09
Alicia	Herron	................................... 2012
second team
Donna	Rupolo	.................................. 1990
Tina	Aguilar	..................................... 1993
Belinda	Cernava	.............................. 1993
Jen	Fredrickson	............................... 1993
Marla	Pickard	.................................. 1994
Jodi	Bixler	....................................... 1995
Nicole	Paloney	................................ 1996
Natalie	Tomoguchi	.......................... 1996
Jaime	Cheveney	.............................. 1999
Wendy	Allen	.................................... 2002
Sarah	West	..................................... 2002
Lauren	Daykin.................................. 2006
Tory	Haddad		................................... 2009
Alicia	Herron	.............................. 2010-11
academic all-Big ten
Terri	Laux	.................................... 1983-84	
Tarla	Leipply	.................................... 1984
Shelley	Eger	.................................... 1987
Colleen	Kennedy	............................. 1987
Kim	Vargecko	.................................. 1987
Karen	Krautz	............................... 1987-88
Karen	Hyland	................................... 1987
Tami	Galvin	...................................... 1988
Tracie	Matheney	...................1988-89-90
Chris	Molnar.................................... 1988
Edie	Bargar	...................................... 1989
Shauna	Bowman	...................1989-90-91
Lori	Capozza	.................................... 1989
Donna	Rupolo	........................1989-90-91
Carolyn	Urse	..........................1989-90-91
Sherri	Winland	........................... 1991-92
Chris	Brooks	..........................1991-92-93
Belinda	Cernava	....................1991-92-93
Jen	Fredrickson	.....................1992-93-94
Marla	Pickard	........................1992-93-94
Tina	Aguilar	..................................... 1993
Aimee	Bickel	.............................. 1993-95
CeCe	Anthony.................................. 1994
Jodi	Bixler	.............................1994-95-96
Tara	Alexander	................................ 1995
Wendy	Dietrich	............................... 1995
Nicole	Paloney	......................1995-96-97
Genice	Turley	................................... 1995
Melissa	Williamson	..............1995-96-97
Candace	Kollen	.....................1996-97-98
Natalie	Tomoguchi	................1996-97-98
Jaime	Chenevey	....................1997-98-99
Sharon	Fodor	................................... 1997
Natalie	Kratzer	......................1997-98-99
Meaghan	Robinson	...............1997-98-99
Kelli	Tom	................................1997-98-99
Julie	Bauman	.................................. 1998
Renae	Weigel	............................. 1998-99
Kristi	Martin	............................... 1999-00
Cheryl	Palaroan	............................... 1999
Jennifer	Elwell	......................2000-01-02
Chrissy	Fowler	.......................2000-01-02	
Stacy	Roth	.............................2000-01-02
Sarah	West	...........................2000-01-02
Katie	Chain	............................2001-02-03
Elizabeth	Kacsanek	...............2001-02-03
Jenn	Link	...............................2001-02-03
Wendy	Allen	.................................... 2002
Kristi	DeVries	........................2002-03-04
Amy	Ellis..................................... 2002-03
Kristine	Himes	................................. 2002
Breana	Pozzi	..........................2002-03-04
Karisa	Evans	..........................2003-04-05
Jennifer	Johnson	..................2003-04-05
Meghan	Rowlands	................2003-04-05
Chelsea	Baker	.......................2004-05-06
Natalie	Hales	............................. 2004-05
Nicole	Lancaster	...................2004-05-06
Andrea	Tribuzi	............................ 2004-05
Ashley	Cutcliff	................................. 2005
Christina	Douglas	..................2005-06-07
Lauren	Daykin............................. 2006-07
Kim	Reeder	............................2007-08-09
Michelle	Reynolds-Parra	................. 2007
Megan	Schwab	............................... 2007
Cortney	Cannon		......................... 2008-09
Whitney	Cooper	......................... 2008-09
Victoria	Haddad	.......................... 2008-09
Sam	Marder	............................... 2008-09
Lindsay	Bodeker	.............................. 2009
Dee	Dee	Hillman	............................. 2009
Karisa	Medrano.......................... 2009-11
Katie	Simonton................................ 2012
Rebecca	Schultz	.............................. 2009
Alicia	Herron	.............................. 2010-12
Dee	Dee	Hillman	............................. 2010
Brittany	Mills.............................. 2011-12
Melissa	Rennie	............................... 2012
Kasie	Kelly....................................... 2012
Alyson	Mott..................................... 2012
Audrey	Plant	.................................... 2012
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CarEEr BaTTinG 
rECorDS
games Played
	1.	 Nicole	Paloney	 1994-97	 236
	2.	 Kristine	Himes	 2000-03	 233
		 Candace	Kollen	 1995-98	 233
	4.	 Jodi	Dolan	 1995-98	 230
	5.	 Jennifer	Link	 2000-03	 228
	6.	 Jamee	Juarez	 2004-07	 226
	7.	 Courtney	Pruner	 2006-pres.	225
		 Jodi	Bixler	 1993-96	 225
		 Jen	Fredrickson	 1991-94	 225
	10.	Anna	Smith	 1999-02	 224
		 Krinon	Clark	 1991-94	 224
		 Sam	Marder	 2007-10	 224
	13.	Nycole	Koyano	 2004-07	 223
at Bats
	1.	 Candace	Kollen	 1995-98	 751
	2.	 Jennifer	Link	 2000-03	 685
	3.	 Jodi	Dolan	 1995-98	 683
	4.	 Nicole	Paloney	 1994-97	 669
	5.		 Megan	Schwab	 2004-07	 668
	6.	 Nycole	Koyano	 2004-07	 665
	7.	 Shauna	Bowman	 1988-91	 659
	8.	 Marla	Pickard	 1991-94	 653
		 Anna	Smith	 1999-02	 653
	10.	Jen	Fredrickson	 1991-94	 635
		 Krinon	Clark	 1991-94	 635
	12.	Stacy	Roth	 1999-02	 634
rUns Batted in
	1.	 Sam	Marder	 2007-10	 191
	2.	 Alicia	Herron		 2009-12	 176
	3.	 Stacy	Roth	 1999-02	 166
	4.	 Courtney	Pruner	 2006-10	 158
	5.	 Kristine	Himes	 2000-03	 138
	6.	 Alicia	Herron	 2009-pres	 128
	7.	 Jamee	Juarez	 2004-07	 127
	8.	 Megan	Schwab	 2004-07	 116
	9.	 Nicole	Paloney	 1994-97	 96
	10.	Krinon	Clark	 1991-94	 94
	11.	Jaime	Chenevey	 1996-99	 91
	12.	Renae	Weigel	 1997-00	 90
		 Jodi	Dolan	 1995-98	 90
	
stolen Bases
	1.	 Anna	Smith	 1999-02	 108
	2.	 Nycole	Koyano	 2004-2007	 76
	3.	 Jennifer	Link	 2000-03	 68
	4.	 Brittany	Vanderink	 2005-2008	 63
	5.	 Cheryl	Palaroan	 1996-99	 56
	6.	 Candace	Kollen	 1995-98	 44
	7.	 Kathy	Boettcher	 1988-91	 42
	8.	 Pam	Carr	 1976,	78-79	41
	9.	 Jodi	Dolan	 1995-98	 38
		 Alicia	Herron	 2009-12	 38
	11.	 Tara	Alexander	 1994-95	 37
		 Julie	Bauman	 1995-98	 37
	13.	Greta	Slagle	 1978-79	 35
	
Batting aVerage (minimUm 250 aB)
	1.	 Pam	Robinson	 1976,	78	 .428
	2.	 Sam	Marder	 2007-10	 .384
	3.	 Wendy	Allen	 2001-02	 .378
	4.	 Anna	Smith	 1999-02	 .372
	5.	 Alicia	Herron	 2009-12	 .367
	6.	 Amy	Haug	 1996-97	 .349
	7.	 Stacy	Roth		 1999-02	 .348
	8.	 Brittany	Vanderink	 2005-08	 .347
	9.	 Krinon	Clark	 1991-94	 .338
		 Jennifer	Link	 2000-03	 .338
		 Karisa	Evans	 2002-05	 .338
	12.	Pam	Guy	 1979-82	 .326
	13.	Nycole	Koyano	 2004-07	 .316
	14.	Megan	Schwab	 2004-07	 .310
	15.	Candace	Kollen	 1995-98	 .309
	16.	Jamee	Juarez	 2004-07	 .301
		
hits
	1.	 Anna	Smith	 1999-02	 243
	2.	 Candace	Kollen	 1995-98	 232
	3.	 Jennifer	Link	 2000-03	 226
		 Alicia	Herron	 2009-12	 226
	5.	 Stacy	Roth	 1999-02	 221
	6.	 Brittany	Vanderink	 2005-08	 219
	7.	 Sam	Marder	 2007-10	 216
	8.	 Krinon	Clark	 1991-94	 215
	9.		 Nycole	Koyano	 2004-07	 210
	10.	Megan	Schwab	 2004-07	 207
	11.	Shauna	Bowman	 1988-91	 194
	12.	Nicole	Paloney	 1994-97	 188
	13.	Jamee	Juarez	 2004-07	 186
	14.	Marla	Pickard	 1991-94	 185
	15.	Jaime	Chenevey	 1996-99	 180
	16.	Jodi	Dolan	 1995-98	 179
	17.	Kristine	Himes	 2000-03	 177
	
doUBles
	1.	 Krinon	Clark	 1991-94	 58
	2.	 Megan	Schwab	 2004-07	 47
	3.	 Stacy	Roth	 1999-02	 45
	4.	 Kristine	Himes	 2000-03	 40
		 Alicia	Herron	 2009-12	 40
	6	 Jamee	Juarez	 2004-07	 39
	7.	 Jodi	Dolan	 1995-98	 38
	8.	 Marla	Pickard	 1991-94	 36
		 Shauna	Bowman	 1988-91	 36
		 Courtney	Pruner	 2006-10	 36
	11.	Sam	Marder	 2007-10	 35
	12.	Nicole	Paloney	 1994-98	 34
	13.	Alicia	Herron	 2009-pres	 33
	14.	Jaime	Chenevey	 1996-99	 32
	15.	Wendy	Allen	 2001-02	 31
	16.	Christina	Douglas	 2004-07	 30
	17.	Amy	Haug	 1996-97	 29
	18.	Renae	Weigel	 1997-00	 28
		 Karen	Krautz	 1985-88	 28
		 Jennifer	Link	 2000-03	 28
triPles
	1.	 Krinon	Clark	 1991-94	 17
	2.	 Nycole	Koyano	 2004-07	 14
	3.	 Jen	Fredrickson	 1991-94	 13
	4.	 Anna	Smith	 1999-02	 11
		 Brittany	Vanderink	 2005-08	 11
		 Alicia	Herron	 2009-12	 11
	7.	 Pam	Guy	 1979-82	 9
	8.	 Sue	Gahn	 1987-90	 8
		 Alisa	Raifsnider	 1990-93	 8
		 Tracie	Matheney	 1987-90	 8
		 Jennifer	Link	 2000-03	 8
home rUns
	1.	 Sam	Marder	 2007-10	 61
	2.	 Alicia	Herron	 2009-12	 49
	3.	 Kristine	Himes	 2000-03	 41
	4.	 Courtney	Pruner	 2006-10	 38
	5.	 Stacy	Roth	 1999-02	 29
	6.	 Sarah	West	 1999-02	 20
	7.	 Megan	Schwab	 2004-07	 18
	8.	 Chelsea	Baker	 2003-06	 15
	9.	 Ashley	Cutcliff	 2003-05	 14
		 Jamee	Juarez	 2004-07	 14
	11.	Renae	Weigel	 1997-00	 13
	12.	Jodi	Dolan	 1995-98	 12
		 Evelyn	Carrillo	 2011-pres	 12
	14.	 Jaime	Chenevey	 1996-99	 11
	
Walks
	1.	 Sam	Marder	 2007-10	 232
	2.	 Krinon	Clark	 1991-94	 118
	3.	 Nycole	Koyano	 2004-07	 117
	4.	 Courtney	Pruner	 2006-10	 115
	5.	 Alicia	Herron	 2009-12	 113
	6.	 Kristine	Himes	 2000-03	 74
	7.	 Stacy	Roth	 1999-02	 70
		 Jamee	Juarez	 2004-07	 70
	9.	 Candace	Kollen	 1995-98	 68
	10.	Carolyn	Urse	 1988-91	 67
	11.	Kim	Vargecko	 1984-87	 65
	12.	Jodi	Dolan	 1995-98	 61
		 Jodi	Bixler	 1993-96	 61
	
rUns scored
	1.	 Alicia	Herron	 2009-12	 168
	2.	 Anna	Smith	 1999-02	 166
	3.	 Nycole	Koyano	 2004-07	 158
	4.	 Sam	Marder	 2007-10	 147
	5.	 Jennifer	Link	 2000-03	 142
	6.	 Dee	Dee	Hillman	 2008-2011	135
	7.	 Courtney	Pruner	 2006-10	 129
	8.	 Candace	Kollen	 1995-98	 129
	8.	 Brittany	Vanderink	 2005-07	 127
	10.	Megan	Schwab	 2004-07	 124
	11.	Stacy	Roth	 1999-02	 114
	12.	 Krinon	Clark	 1991-94	 110
	13.	Kristine	Himes	 2000-03	 106
	14.	Jodi	Dolan	 1995-98	 102
	15.	Karisa	Evans	 2002-05	 86
	16.	Marla	Pickard	 1991-94	 85
	17.	Pam	Guy	 1979-82	 85
	18.	Shauna	Bowman	 1988-91	 84
	19.	Christina	Douglas	 2004-07	 83
		 Jamee	Juarez	 2004-07	 83
 
sacriFices
	1.	 Kathy	Boettcher	 1988-91	 39
		 Terry	Laux	 1981-84	 39
	3.	 Anna	Smith	 1999-02	 34
	4.	 CeCe	Anthony	 1991-94	 33
	5.	 Jodi	Bixler	 1993-96	 32
		 Kim	Vargecko	 1984-87	 32
		 Stephanie	Breslin	 1980-82	 32
		 Wendy	Allen	 2001-02	 32
SEaSon BaTTinG 
rECorDS
at Bats
	1.	 Jennifer	Link	 215	 2002
	2.	 Anna	Smith	 207	 2002
	3.	 Candace	Kollen	 198	 1995
	4.	 Candace	Kollen	 196	 1996
		 Wendy	Allen	 196	 2002
	6.	 Kathy	Boettcher	 195	 1990
	7.	 Amy	Haug	 194	 1996
	8.	 Brittany	Vanderink	 193	 2008
	9.	 Marla	Pickard	 192	 1992
			 Brittany	Vanderink	 192	 2007
	11	 Carolyn	Urse	 191	 1990
	12.	Stacy	Roth	 190	 2002
	12.	Candace	Kollen	 188	 1998
Batting aVerage (minimUm 100 aB)
	1.	 Anna	Smith	 .507	 2002
	2.	 Sam	Marder	 .475	 2008
	3.	 Greta	Slagle	 .449	 1979
	4.	 Alicia	Heron	 .415	 2010
	5.	 Wendy	Allen	 .398	 2002
	6.	 Krinon	Clark	 .392	 1993
	7.	 Stacy	Roth	 .386	 2000
	8.	 Alicia	Herron	 .378	 2012
	9.	 Krinon	Clark	 .377	 1994
	10.	Stacy	Roth	 .374	 2002
	11.	Brittany	Vanderink	 .368	 2008
	12.	Amy	Haug	 .366	 1996
	13.	Jennifer	Link		 .364	 2001
	14.	Pam	Guy	 .362	 1981
		 Megan	Schwab	 .362	 2005
	16.	Jamee	Juarez	 .361	 2005
	17.	Sam	Marder	 .359	 2010
		 Brittany	Vanderink	 .359	 2006
			 Sam	Marder	 .359	 2007
	
hits
	1.	 Anna	Smith	 105	 2002
	2.	 Wendy	Allen	 78	 2002
	3.	 Jennifer	Link	 75	 2002
	4.	 Alicia	Herron	 71	 2010
		 Amy	Haug	 71	 1996
		 Stacy	Roth	 71	 2002
		 Brittany	Vanderink	 71	 2008
	8.	 Jennifer	Link	 67	 2001
		 Jen	Fredrickson	 67	 1994
	10.	Krinon	Clark	 66	 1994
		 Sam	Marder	 66	 2008
	12.	Brittany	Vanderink	 64	 2007
	13.	Krinon	Clark	 62	 1993
		 Candace	Kollen	 62	 1995
		 Taylor	Watkins	 62	 2012
	
rUns Batted in
	1.	 Stacy	Roth	 66	 2002
	2.	 Sam	Marder	 54	 2008
	3.	 Wendy	Allen	 51	 2002
	4.	 Alicia	Herron	 50	 2010
	5.	 Sam	Marder	 49	 2007
	6.	 Alicia	Herron	 48	 2009
		 Alicia	Herron	 48	 2012
	8.		 Evelyn	Carrillo	 47	 2012
	9.	 Courtney	Pruner	 46	 2009
10.	 Sam	Marder	 45	 2010
11.	 Sam	Marder	 43	 2009
12.	 Courtney	Pruner	 42	 2010
		 Jen	Fredrickson	 42	 1994
14.	 Courtney	Pruner	 37	 2007
15.	 Marla	Pickard	 36	 1994
		 Krinon	Clark	 36	 1994
		 Stacy	Roth	 36	 2000
		 Jamee	Juarez							 36				 2004
	19.	Whitney	Cooper	 35	 2010
		 Billie	Carder	 35	 2006
		 Kristine	Himes	 35	 2000
		 Kristine	Himes	 35	 2001
		 Sarah	West	 35	 2002
	
doUBles
	1.	 Krinon	Clark	 24	 1994
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	2.	 Wendy	Allen	 19	 2002
	3.	 Krinon	Clark	 18	 1994
		 Shauna	Bowman	 18	 1990
	5.	 Alicia	Herron	 15	 2010
		 Amy	Haug	 15	 1997
	7.	 Amy	Haug	 14	 1996
		 Jen	Fredrickson	 14	 1994
		 Stacy	Roth	 14	 2002
	10.	Megan	Schwab				 13				 2004
		 Natalie	Tomoguchi	 13	 1995
		 Karisa	Evans	 13	 2003
	13.	Marla	Pickard	 12	 1993
		 Marla	Pickard	 12	 1992
		 Ginger	Bonnell	 12	 1995
		 Jodi	Dolan		 12	 1995
		 Stacy	Roth	 12	 1999
		 Kristine	Himes	 12	 2001
		 Wendy	Allen	 12	 2001
		 Jamee	Juarez						 12			 2004
		 Christina	Douglas	 12	 2005
		 Megan	Schwab	 12	 2006
		 Christina	Douglas	 12	 2005
		 Sam	Marder	 12	 2007
		
triPles
	1.	 Krinon	Clark	 8	 1992
		 Anna	Smith	 8	 2002
	3.	 Nycole	Koyano	 6	 2005
		 Krinon	Clark	 6	 1993
		 Jen	Fredrickson	 6	 1994
		 Nycole	Koyano	 6	 2007
	
home rUns
	1.	 Sam	Marder	 19	 2009
	2.	 Sam	Marder	 18	 2010
		 Kristine	Himes			 16	 2002
	4.	 Stacy	Roth	 15	 2002
	5.	 Sam	Marder	 14	 2008
		 Alicia	Herron	 14	 2009
		 Alicia	Herron	 14	 2012
	8.	 Courtney	Pruner	 12	 2010
		 Alicia	Herron	 12	 2010
		 Courtney	Pruner	 12	 2009
	11.	Kristine	Himes			 10	 2000
		 Sam	Marder	 10	 2007
	13.	Wendy	Allen	 9	 2002
		 Kristine	Himes			 9	 2003
		 Alicia	Herron	 9	 2011
	16.	Whitney	Cooper	 8	 2010
		 Sarah	West	 8	 2002
		 Chelsea	Baker	 8	 2006
	19.	Courtney	Pruner	 7	 2006
		 Megan	Schwab	 7	 2005
		 Courtney	Pruner	 7	 2007
rUns scored
	1.	 Anna	Smith	 68	 2002
	2.	 Jennifer	Link	 55	 2002
	3.	 Krinon	Clark	 48	 1994
		 Alicia	Herron	 48	 2012
	5.	 Anna	Smith	 44	 2000
		 Vanessa	Spears	 44	 2012
	7.	 Dee	Dee	Hillman	 42	 2010
		 Nycole	Koyano	 42	 2006
		 Nycole	Koyano	 42	 2007
	10.	Alicia	Herron	 41	 2010
		 Nycole	Koyano	 41	 2005
	12.	Sam	Marder	 40	 2010
		 Tara	Alexander	 40	 1994
		 Alicia	Herron	 40	 2009
	15.	Brittany	Vanderink	 39	 2008
		 Sam	Marder	 39	 2009
		 Alicia	Herron	 39	 2011
	18.	Candace	Kollen	 38	 1995
		 Krinon	Clark	 38	 1993
		 Sam	Marder	 38	 2008
		 Whitney	Cooper	 38	 2009
	22.	Taylor	Watkins	 37	 2012
	23.	Chrissy	Fowler	 27	 2002
		 Kathy	Boettcher	 27	 1990
		 Stacy	Roth	 27	 2002
		 Courtney	Pruner	 27	 2007
		 Brittany	Vanderink	 27	 2007
		 Dee	Dee	Hillman	 27	 2009
		 	
stolen Bases
	1.		 Anna	Smith	 40	 2002
	2.	 Anna	Smith	 37	 2000
	3.	 Jennifer	Link	 30	 2002
	4.	 Nycole	Koyano	 26	 2006
	5.	 Kathy	Boettcher	 24	 1990
	6.	 Greta	Slagle	 23	 1979
	7.	 Anna	Smith	 22	 2001
			 Cheryl	Palaroan	 22	 1998
	9.	 Cheryl	Palaroan	 20	 1999
		 Tara	Alexander	 20	 1995
	11.	Julie	Bauman	 18	 1997
		 Candace	Kollen	 18	 1996
		 Alisa	Raifsnider	 18	 1993
		 Carolyn	Urse	 18	 1990
		 Nycole	Koyano	 18	 2007
Walks
	1.	 Sam	Marder		 67	 2009
	2.	 Sam	Marder	 61	 2010
	3.	 Sam	Marder	 60	 2008
	4.	 Alicia	Herron	 52	 2012
	5.	 Sam	Marder	 44	 2007
	6.	 Krinon	Clark	 41	 1994
	7.	 Krinon	Clark	 34	 1993
	8.	 Kim	Vargecko	 33	 1987
		 Tory	Haddad	 33	 2008
	10.	Tracie	Matheney	 32	 1990
	11.	Nycole	Koyano	 30	 2005
		 Nycole	Koyano	 30	 2006
		 Nycole	Koyano	 30	 2007
		 Alicia	Herron	 30	 2011
	15.	Courtney	Pruner	 29	 2009
		 Courtney	Pruner	 29	 2007
		
FrEShMan BaTTinG 
rECorDS
games Played	
	1.	 Candace	Kollen	 63	 1995
		 Natalie	Tomoguchi	 63	 1995
	3.	 Amy	Haug	 62	 1996
		 Jaime	Chenevey	 62	 1996
		 Carrie	Vanderpool	 62	 1995
		 Jodi	Dolan	 62	 1995
	7.	 Ginger	Bonnell	 61	 1995
at Bats
	1.	 Candace	Kollen	 198	 1995
	2.	 Amy	Haug	 194	 1996
	3.	 Megan	Schwab					 183					 2004
	4.	 Taylor	Watkins	 181	 2012
	5.	 Jamee	Juarez						 172						 	2004
	6.	 Nicole	Paloney	 169	 1994
	7.	 Nycole	Koyano	 168				 2004
		 Wendy	Allen	 168	 2001
	9.	 Natalie	Tomoguchi	 167	 1995
		 Brittany	Goodchild	 167	 2008
	11.Jodi	Dolan	 164	 1995
	
Batting aVerage (minimUm 100 aB)
	1.	 Kelly	Kelland	 .389	 1981
	2.	 Amy	Haug	 .366	 1996
	3.	 Sam	Marder	 .359	 2007
	4.	 Wendy	Allen	 .355	 2001
	5.	 Taylor	Watknis	 .343	 2012
	6.	 Kelly	Devers	 .333	 1981
		 Carrie	Peake	 .333	 1981
	8.	 Nycole	Koyano			 .327	 2004
	9.	 Stacy	Roth	 .326	 1999
	10.	Alicia	Herron	 .321	 2009
	11.	Danielle	LeBeau	 .319	 2012
	12.	Candace	Kollen	 .313	 1985
	13.	Ginger	Bonnell	 .297	 1995
	14.	Megan	Schwab				 .295	 2004
		
hits
	1.	 Amy	Haug	 71	 1996
	2.	 Jennifer	Link	 65	 2001
	3.	 Candace	Kollen	 62	 1995
		 Taylor	Watkins	 62	 2012
	5.	 Wendy	Allen	 55	 2001
		 Nycole	Koyano	 55	 2004
		 Sam	Marder	 55	 2007
	8.	 Megan	Schwab	 54	 2004
	9.	 Alicia	Herron	 52	 2009
	10.	Nicole	Paloney	 49	 1994
	11.	Jamee	Juarez	 48	 2004
		 Jennifer	Link	 48	 2000
	13.	Evelyn	Carrillo	 46	 2011
	14.	Dee	Dee	Hillman	 45	 2008
	15.	Stacy	Roth	 44	 1999
		 Ginger	Bonnell	 44	 1995
	
doUBles
	1.	 Amy	Haug	 14	 1996
	2.	 Megan	Schwab	 13	 2004
		 Natalie	Tomoguchi	 13	 1995
	4.	 Jamee	Juarez							 12	 2004
		 Stacy	Roth	 12	 1999
		 Ginger	Bonnell	 12	 1995
		 Jodi	Dolan	 12	 1995
		 Sam	Marder	 12	 2007
	9.	 Rogeanna	Hottinger11	 2000
	10.Wendy	Allen	 10	 2001
		 Krinon	Clark	 10	 1991
	12.	Megan	Coletta	 8	 2010	
		 Samantha	Kimura	 8	 1999
		 Nicole	Paloney	 8	 1994
		 Danielle	LeBeau	 8	 2012
triPles
	1.	 Courtney	Pruner	 4	 2006
		 Brittany	Vanderink	 4	 2005
		 Nicole	Paloney	 4	 1994
	4.	 Natalie	Tomoguchi	 3	 1995
	5.	 Kristine	Himes	 2	 2000
		 Wendy	Allen	 2	 2001
		 Stephanie	Breslin	 2	 1980
		 Kelly	Devers	 2	 1980
		 Holly	English	 2	 1998
		 Kelly	Kelland	 2	 1981
		 Renee	Pearson	 2	 1983
		 Teri	Ruslander	 2	 1980
		 Anna	Smith	 2	 1999
		 Vicki	Volpe	 2	 1985
		 Katie	Wessendorf	 2	 1998
home rUns
	1.	 Alicia	Herron	 14	 2009
	2.	 Sam	Marder	 10	 2007
		 Kristine	Himes	 10	 2000
	4.	 Courtney	Pruner	 7	 2006
	5.	 Evelyn	Carrillo	 6	 2011
	6.	 Liz	Caputo	 4	 2005
	7.	 Jamee	Juarez	 4						 2004
	8.	 Vanessa	Spears	 3	 2009
		 Megan	Schwab	 3					 2004
		 Rogeanna	Hottinger3	2000
		 Stacy	Roth	 3	 1999
		 Renae	Weigel	 3	 1997
		 Amy	Haug	 3	 1996
		 Melissa	Rennie	 3	 2011
rUns Batted in
	1.	 Sam	Marder	 49	 2007
	2.	 Alicia	Herron	 48	 2009
	3.	 Jamee	Juarez						 36	 2004
	4.	 Kristine	Himes						 35	 2000
	5.	 Evelyn	Carrillo	 34	 2011
	6.	 Courtney	Pruner	 33	 2006
	7.	 Stacy	Roth	 31	 1999
	8.	 Amy	Haug	 28	 1996
	9.	 Megan	Coletta	 25	 2010
		 Megan	Schwab					 25	 2004
	11.Nicole	Paloney	 24	 1994
		 Danielle	LeBeau	 24	 2012
	13.Natalie	Tomoguchi	 23	 1995
		 Taylor	Watkins	 23	 2012
	15.Rogeanna	Hottinger	 22	 2000
	16.Ginger	Bonnell	 21	 1995
	17.Jennifer	Link	 20	 2000
		 Carrie	Vanderpool	 20	 1995
		 Terri	Laux	 20	 1981
rUns
	1.	 Alicia	Herron	 40	 2009
	2.	 Candace	Kollen	 38	 1995
	3.	 Taylor	Watkins	 37	 2012
	4.	 Dee	Dee	Hillman	 34	 2008
	5.	 Nycole	Koyano					 33					 2004
	6.	 Jennifer	Link	 31	 2000
	7.	 Sam	Marder	 30	 2007
	8.	 Courtney	Pruner	 29	 2006
	9.	 Megan	Schwab				 28				 2004
	10.Kristine	Himes	 27	 2000
	11.Wendy	Allen	 26	 2001
	12.Brittany	Vanderink	 25	 2005
		 Jamee	Juarez					 25					 2004
	14.Stacy	Roth	 24	 1999
	15.Ginger	Bonnell	 23	 1995
stolen Bases
	1.	 Nycole	Koyano	 16	 2004
	2.	 Brittany	Vanderink	 14	 2005
	3.	 Candace	Kollen	 12	 1995
	4.	 Cheryl	Palaroan	 11	 1996
	5.	 Katie	Simonton	 10	 2009
		 Wendy	Allen	 10	 2001
	7.	 Megan	Schwab	 9	 2004
		 Meghan	Rowlands	 9	 2002
		 Jennifer	Link	 9	 2000
		 Anna	Smith	 9	 1999
11.	Jamee	Juarez	 8	 2004
		 Rogeanna	Hottinger8	2000
		 Natalie	Tomoguchi	 8	 1995
14.	Liz	Caputo	 7	 2005
		 Stacy	Roth	 7	 1999
		 Stephanie	Breslin	 7	 1980
B at t i n g  R e c O R d S
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Batting aVerage
2012	 Alicia	Herron	...........................378
2011	 Alicia	Herron	...........................354
2010	 Alicia	Herron	...........................415
2009	 Sam	Marder	............................343
2008	 Sam	Marder	............................475
2007	 Sam	Marder	............................359
2006	 Brittany	Vanderink	..................359
2005	 Ashley	Cutcliff	........................391
2004	 Nycole	Koyano	........................327
2003	 Karisa	Evans	...........................345
2002	 Anna	Smith	.............................507
2001	 Jennifer	Link	...........................364
2000	 Stacy	Roth	..............................386
1999	 Stacy	Roth	..............................326
1998	 Renae	Weigel	.........................344
1997	 Amy	Haug	...............................319
1996	 Amy	Haug	...............................366
1995	 Candace	Kollen	.......................313
1994	 Krinon	Clark	............................377
1993	 Krinon	Clark	............................392
1992	 Chris	Brooks	............................331
1991	 Shauna	Bowman	....................331
1990	 Shauna	Bowman	....................314
1989	 Edie	Bargar	.............................271
1988	 Edie	Bargar	.............................298
1987	 Tami	Galvin	.............................294
1986	 Teri	Travillian	..........................254
1985	 Teri	Travillian	..........................268
1984	 N/A
1983	 Libby	Ison	................................255
1982	 Pam	Guy	..................................330
1981	 Kelly	Kelland	...........................390
hits
2012	 Taylor	Watkins	..........................62
2011	 Alicia	Herron	.............................52
2010	 Alicia	Herron	.............................71
2009	 Whitney	Cooper	........................56
2008	 Brittany	Vanderink	....................71
2007	 Brittany	Vanderink	....................64
2006	 Megan	Schwab	........................61
2005	 Nycole	Koyano	..........................49
2004	 Nycole	Koyano	..........................55
2003	 Karisa	Evans	.............................49
2002	 Anna	Smith	.............................105
2001	 Jennifer	Link	.............................65
2000	 Anna	Smith	...............................55
1999	 Jaime	Cheveney	.......................48
1998	 Candace	Kollen	.........................60
1997	 Candace	Kollen	.........................49
1996	 Amy	Haug	.................................71
1995	 Candace	Kollen	.........................62
1994	 Jen	Fredrickson	........................67
1993	 Krinon	Clark	..............................62
1992	 Krinon	Clark	..............................50
	 Alisa	Raifsnider	........................50
1991	 Shauna	Bowman	......................56
1990	 Shauna	Bowman	......................58
1989	 Shauna	Bowman	......................41
1988	 Edie	Bargar	...............................40
	 Tracie	Matheny	.........................40
1987	 Sue	Gahn	..................................29
1986	 Teri	Travillian	............................34
1985	 Teri	Travillian	............................20
1984	 N/A
1983	 Teri	Ruslander	...........................35
1982	 Pam	Guy	....................................39
1981	 Barbara	Bliss	............................39
doUBles
2012	 Vanessa	Spears	........................10
2011	 Alicia	Herron	.............................11
2010	 Alicia	Herron	.............................15
2009	 Courtney	Pruner	........................10
2008	 Sam	Marder	................................9
2007	 Sam	Marder	..............................12
2006	 Megan	Schwab	........................12
2005	 Christina	Douglas	.....................12
2004	 Megan	Schwab	........................13
2003	 Karisa	Evans	.............................13
2002	 Wendy	Allen	.............................19
2001	 Wendy	Allen	.............................12
	 Kristine	Himes,	.........................12
2000	 Rogeanna	Hottinger	.................11
1999	 Stacy	Roth	................................12
1998	 Toni	Hileman	.............................10
	 Renae	Weigel	...........................10
	 Jodi	Dolan	................................10
1997	 Amy	Haug	.................................15
1996	 Amy	Haug	.................................14
1995	 Natalie	Tomoguchi	...................13
1994	 Krinon	Clark	..............................24
1993	 Krinon	Clark	..............................18
1992	 Marla	Pickard	...........................12
1991	 Krinon	Clark	..............................10
1990	 Shauna	Bowman	......................18
1989	 Edie	Barger	.................................8
	 Sue	Gahn	....................................8
1988	 Shauna	Bowman	......................11
1987	 Karen	Krautz	.............................11
1986	 Teri	Travillian	..............................4
1985	 Teri	Travillian	..............................7
1984	 N/A
1983	 Teri	Ruslander	.............................4
1982	 Kelly	Kelland	...............................6
1981	 Kelly	Kelland	...............................6
triPles
2012	 Alicia	Herron	...............................4
2011	 Alicia	Herron	...............................4
2010	 Alicia	Herron	...............................3
2009	 Whitney	Cooper	..........................1
	 Brittney	Goodchild	......................1
	 Leah	Ledford	...............................1
	 Sam	Marder	................................1
	 Courtney	Pruner	..........................1
	 Rebecca	Schultz	.........................1
	 Racheal	Shepherd	......................1
2008	 Brittany	Vanderink	......................2
2007	 Nycole	Koyano	............................6
2006	 Courtney	Pruner	..........................4
2005	 Nycole	Koyano	............................7
2004	 Karisa	Evans	...............................2
	 Meghan	Rowlands	.....................2
2003	 Jennifer	Link	...............................3
2002	 Anna	Smith	.................................8
2001	 Jennifer	Link	...............................3
	 Stacy	Roth	..................................3
2000	 Kristine		Himes	...........................2
	 Rogeanna	Hottinger	...................2
1999	 Anna	Smith	.................................2
	 Cheryl	Paloroan	..........................2
1998	 Julie	Bauman	..............................2
	 Jodi	Dolan	..................................2
	 Holly	English	...............................2
	 Katie	Wessendorf	.......................2
1997	 Julie	Bauman	..............................4
1996	 Candace	Kollen	...........................2
1995	 Nicole	Paloney	............................3
	 Natalie	Tomoguchi	.....................3
1994	 Jen	Fredrickson	..........................6
1993	 Krinon	Clark	................................6
1992	 Krinon	Clark	................................8
1991	 Shauna	Bowman	........................1
	 Kathy	Boettcher	..........................1
	 Alisa	Raifsnider	..........................1
1990	 Tracie	Matheny	...........................5
1989	 Shauna	Bowman	........................2
	 Tracie	Matheny	...........................2
1988	 Edie	Bargar	.................................5
1987	 Edie	Bargar	.................................1
	 Sue	Gahn	....................................1
	 Becky	Jozwiak	............................1
	 Darlene	Nicosia	..........................1
	 Amy	Smothers	............................1
1986	 Teri	Travillian	..............................2
1985	 Teri	Travillian	..............................2
	 Vicki	Volpe	..................................2
1984	 N/A
1983	 Renee	Pearson	............................2
1982	 Steph	Breslin	..............................4
1981	 Steph	Breslin	..............................2
	 Kelly	Devers	................................2
	 Kelly	Kelland	...............................2
	 Teri	Ruslander	.............................2
rUns scored
2012	 Alicia	Herron	.............................48
2011	 Alicia	Herron	.............................39
2010	 Dee	Dee	Hillman	......................42
2009	 Alicia	Herron	.............................40
2008	 Brittany	Vanderink	....................39
2007	 Nycole	Koyano	..........................42
2006	 Nycole	Koyano	..........................42
2005	 Nycole	Koyano	..........................41
2004	 Nycole	Koyano	..........................33
2003	 Karisa	Evans	.............................32
2002	 Anna	Smith	...............................68
2001	 Jennifer	Link	.............................32
	 Stacy	Roth	................................32
	 Anna	Smith	...............................32
2000	 Anna	Smith	...............................44
1999	 Cheryl	Paloroan	........................26
1998	 Jaime	Chenevey	.......................31
	 Candace	Kollen	.........................31
1997	 Jodi	Dolan	................................29
1996	 Candace	Kollen	.........................33
1995	 Candace	Kollen	.........................38
1994	 Krinon	Clark	..............................48
1993	 Krinon	Clark	..............................39
1992	 Chris	Brooks	..............................20
1991	 Shauna	Bowman	......................19
1990	 Kathy	Boettcher	........................37
1989	 Shauna	Bowman	......................17
1988	 Tracie	Matheny	.........................21
1987	 Kim	Vargecko	............................22
1986	 Kim	Vargecko	............................17
1985	 Teri	Travillian	............................20
1984	 N/A
1983	 Kathy	Kelland	...........................15
1982	 Pam	Guy	....................................19
	 Kelly	Kelland	.............................19
home rUns
2012	 Alicia	Herron	.............................14
2011	 Alicia	Herron	...............................9
2010	 Sam	Marder	..............................18
2009	 Sam	Marder	..............................19
2008	 Sam	Marder	..............................14
2007	 Sam	Marder	..............................10
2006	 Chelsea	Baker	.............................8
2005	 Megan	Schwab	..........................7
2004	 Ashley	Cutcliff	............................4
	 Jamee	Juarez	.............................4
2003	 Kristine	Himes	............................9
2002	 Kristine	Himes	..........................16
2001	 Kristine	Himes	............................6
2000	 Kristine	Himes	..........................10
1999	 Renae	Weigel	.............................6
1998	 Jaime	Chenevey	.........................4
1997	 Jodi	Dolan	..................................5
1996	 Jodi	Dolan	..................................4
1995	 Genice	Turley	..............................2
1994	 Marla	Pickard	.............................5
1993	 Krinon	Clark	................................4
1992	 Krinon	Clark	................................2
1991	 None
1990	 Francine	Donohue	.......................1
	 Tracie	Matheny	...........................1
1989	 Sue	Gahn	....................................3
1988	 Shauna	Bowman	........................2
1987	 Karen	Krautz	...............................1
1986	 none
1985	 Becky	Jozwiak	............................1
	 Teri	Travillian	..............................1
1984	 N/A
1983	 none
1982	 Kelly	Kelland	...............................2
	 Carrie	Peake	...............................2
rUns Batted in 
2012	 Alicia	Herron	.............................48
2011	 Evelyn	Carrillo	...........................34
2010	 Alicia	Herron	.............................50
2009	 Alicia	Herron	.............................48
2008	 Sam	Marder	..............................54
2007	 Sam	Marder	..............................49
2006	 Billie	Carder	..............................35
2005	 Megan	Schwab	........................33
2004				 Jamee	Juarez	...........................36
2003	 Kristine	Himes	..........................34
2002	 Stacy	Roth	................................66
2001	 Kristine	Himes	..........................35
2000	 Stacy	Roth	................................36
1999	 Stacy	Roth	................................31
1998	 Jaime	Chenevey	.......................32
1997	 Amy	Haug	.................................27
1996	 Nicole	Paloney	..........................29
1995	 Nicole	Paloney	..........................25
1994	 Jen	Fredrickson	........................42
1993	 Krinon	Clark	..............................36
1992	 Marla	Pickard	...........................15
1991	 Jen	Fredrickson	........................14
1990	 Shauna	Bowman	......................32
1989	 Shauna	Bowman	......................23
1988	 Edie	Barger	...............................17
	 Sue	Gahn	..................................17
1987	 Karen	Krautz	.............................12
1986	 Teri	Travillian	............................14
1985	 Teri	Travillian	............................14
1984	 N/A
1983	 Terri	Laux	..................................16
1982	 Steph	Breslin	............................19
stolen Bases
2012	 Alicia	Herron	.............................14
2011	 Alicia	Herron	.............................10
2010	 Alicia	Herron	.............................10
2009	 Dee	Dee	Hillman	......................17
2008	 Brittany	Vanderink	....................17
2007	 Nycole	Koyano	..........................18
2006	 Nycole	Koyano	..........................26
2005	 Nycole	Koyano	..........................16
2004	 Nycole	Koyano	..........................16
2003	 Jennifer	Link	.............................12
2002	 Anna	Smith	...............................40
2001	 Anna	Smith	...............................22
2000	 Anna	Smith	...............................37
1999	 Cheryl	Paloroan	........................20
1998	 Cheryl	Palaroan	........................22
1997	 Julie	Bauman	............................18
1996	 Candace	Kollen	.........................18
1995	 Tara	Alexander	.........................20
1994	 Tara	Alexander	.........................17
1993	 Alisa	Raifsnider	........................18
1992	 Alisa	Raifsnider	..........................6
1991	 Kathy	Boettcher	........................11
1990	 Kathy	Boettcher	........................24
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CarEEr PiTChinG 
rECorDS
innings Pitched 
	1.	 Kim	Reeder	 2006-09	 763.2
	2.	 Jamee	Juarez	 2004-07	 746.1
	3.	 Katie	Chain	 2000-03	 677.1
	4.	 Belinda	Cernava	 1990-93	 631
	5.	 Jodi	Dolan	 1995-98	 622
	6.		 Kristi	DeVries	 2001-04	 600.1
	7.	 Shelly	Eger	 1984-87	 536.1
	8.	 Colleen	Kennedy	 1986-90	 501.2
	9.	 Meaghan	Robinson	 1996-99			431.2	
	10.	Krinon	Clark	 1991-94		408.1
	11.	Renee	Pearson	 1983-86		407.1
	12.	Genice	Turley	 1994-95	 380
	
Wins
	1.	 Kim	Reeder	 2006-09	 77
	2.	 Jamee	Juarez	 2004-07	 76
	3.	 Katie	Chain	 2000-03	 67
	4.	 Kristi	DeVries	 2001-04	 59
	5.	 Kim	Reeder	 2006-09	 51
	6.	 Jodi	Dolan	 1995-98	 41
	7.	 Genice	Turley	 1994-95	 39
	8.	 Belinda	Cernava	 1990-93	 38
	9.	 Krinon	Clark	 1991-94	 34
	10.	Melanie	Nichols			 2010-pres			33
	11.Megan	Miller	 2007-10	 31
	12.Colleen	Kennedy	 1986-90	 30
	
strikeoUts
	1.	 Jamee	Juarez	 2004-07	 747
	2.	 Kim	Reeder	 2006-09	 706
	3.	 Katie	Chain	 2000-03	 692
	4.		Kristi	DeVries	 2001-04	 624
	5.	 Genice	Turley	 1994-95	 307
	6.	 Belinda	Cernava	 1990-93	 260
	7.	 Lindsay	Bodecker	 2007-10	 257
	8.	 Shelly	Eger	 1984-87	 254
	9.	 Wendy	Allen	 2001-02	 226
10.		Melanie	Nichols		 2010-pres	218
11.	Mikayla	Endicott	 2012-pres	189
12.	Kristi	Martin	 1998-00	 186
13.	Renee	Pearson	 1983-86	 183
		 	
earned rUn aVerage (min. 250 iP)
	1.		Kelly	Kelland	 1.36	 1981-84
	2.	 Kristi	DeVries	 1.52	 2001-04
			 Belinda	Cernava	 1.52	 1990-93
	4.	 Genice	Turley	 1.57	 1994-95
	5.		Katie	Chain	 1.65	 2000-03
	6.		Tarla	Leipply	 1.71	 1981-84
	7.		Lori	Capozza	 1.72	 1988-89
	
shUtoUts
	1.	 Jamee	Juarez	 27	 2004-07
	2.	 Katie	Chain	 26	 2000-03
	3.	 Kim	Reeder	 21	 2006-09
	4.	 Kristi	DeVries	 19	 2001-04
	5.	 Genice	Turley	 17	 1994-95
	6.	 Jodi	Dolan	 16	 1995-98
	7.	 Lindsay	Bodeker	 13	 2007-10
		 Krinon	Clark	 13	 1991-94
	9.	 Renee	Pearson	 12	 1983-86
	10.Stacey	Dickens	 11	 1991-93
		 Shelly	Eger	 11	 1984-87
		 Colleen	Kennedy	 11	 1986-90
SEaSon PiTChinG 
rECorDS
innings Pitched	
	1.	 Genice	Turley	 226.2	 1994
	2.	 Kim	Reeder	 222.0	 2008
	3.	 Jamee	Juarez	 213.0	 2005
	4.		Lori	Capozza	 208.0	 1988
	5.	 Katie	Chain	 202.2	 2002
	6.	 Kim	Reeder	 199.1	 2009
	7.	 Toni	Hileman	 197.2	 1999
	8.	 Mikayla	Endicott	 197.0	 2012
	9.	 Katie	Chain	 189.2	 2000
10.Jamee	Juarez	 189.1	 2006
11.	Jodi	Dolan	 189.0	 1995
12.	Jamee	Juarez	 185.2	 2007
 
Wins
	1.	 Kim	Reeder	 26	 2009
	2.	 Jamee	Juarez	 25	 2005
	3.	 Genice	Turley	 24	 1994
	4.	 Katie	Chain	 23	 2001
	5.		Katie	Chain	 22	 2002
	6.	 Melanie	Nichols	 21	 2010
		 Jamee	Juarez	 21	 2007
	8.		Wendy	Allen	 18	 2002
		 Kim	Reeder	 18	 2008
		 Mikayla	Endicott	 18	 2012
11.	Jamee	Juarez	 17	 2006
		 	Kim	Reeder	 17	 2007
12.	Lindsay	Bodeker	 16	 2009
		 Kim	Reeder	 16	 2006
		 Kristi	DeVries								 16	 2004
		 Kristi	DeVries	 16	 2001
		 Krinon	Clark	 16	 1994
		 Donna	Rupolo	 16	 1990
			
strikeoUts 
	1.	 Jamee	Juarez	 240	 2007
	2.	 Katie	Chain	 222	 2002
	3.	 Kim	Reeder	 215	 2009
	4.	 Kim	Reeder	 200	 2008
	5.	 Kristi	DeVries					 198				 2004
	6.	 Jamee	Juarez	 196	 2006
	7.	 Jamee	Juarez	 193	 2005
	8.	 Mikayla	Endicott	 189	 2012
	9.	 Katie	Chain	 185	 2001
10.	Kristi	DeVries	 173	 2001
	11.	Lindsay	Bodeker	 164	 2009
	12.	Katie	Chain	 161	 2003
	13.	Kim	Reeder	 158	 2006
	14.	Genice	Turley	 154	 1994
	15.	Genice	Turley	 153	 1995
	
earned rUn aVerage (min. 60 iP)
	1.	 Kelly	Kelland	 0.55	 1982
	2.	 Krinon	Clark	 0.57	 1991
				 Kelly	Kelland	 0.57	 1981
	4.	 Wendy	Allen	 0.83	 2001
	5.	 Tarla	Leipply	 0.88	 1982
	6.	 Katie	Chain	 0.95	 2001
	7.	 Wendy	Allen	 1.00	 2002
	8.	 Rene	Pearson	 1.13	 1986
shUtoUts
1.	 Kim	Reeder	 11	 2009
		 Katie	Chain	 11	 2001
3.	 Genice	Turley	 10	 1994
		 Jamee	Juarez	 10	 2005
5.	 Lindsay	Bodeker	 8	 2009
		 Donna	Rupolo	 8	 1990
		 Jamee	Juarez	 8	 2007
8.	 Kristi	DeVries	 7	 2002
		 Genice	Turley	 7	 1995
		 Stacy	Dickins	 7	 1993
11.	Jamee	Juarez	 6	 2006
		 Kristi	DeVries				 6					 2004
		 Katie	Chain	 6	 2003
		 Katie	Chain	 6	 2002
		 Kristi	DeVries	 6	 2001
		 Jodi	Dolan	 6	 1996
		 Shelly	Eger	 6	 1987
		 Lisa	Perrott	 6	 1979
comPlete games in a season 
(since 1996)
	1.	 Kim	Reeder	 23	 2008
	2.	 Jamee	Juarez	 22	 2005
		 Katie	Chain	 22	 2000
	4.	 Kim	Reeder	 21	 2009
	5.	 Jodi	Dolan	 20	 1996
	6.	 Katie	Chain	 19	 2001
		 Kristi	DeVries	 19	 2004
	8.	 Katie	Chain	 17	 2002
	9.	 Jamee	Juarez	 16	 2007
		 Jamee	Juarez	 16	 2006
		 Toni	Hileman	 16	 1999
		 Mikayla	Endicott	 16	 2012
13.	Melanie	Nichols	 15	 2010
		 Kim	Reeder	 15	 2006
		 Meaghan	Robinson				15	 1996
aPPearances in a season
	1.	 Jamee	Juarez	 40	 2007
		 Jamee	Juarez	 40	 2005
		 Toni	Hileman	 40	 1999
		 Mikayla	Endicott	 40	 2012
	5.	 Genice	Turley	 39	 1994
		 Kim	Reeder	 39	 2008
		 Kim	Reeder	 39	 2009
	8.	 Karisa	Medrano	 37	 2011
	9.	 Melanie	Nichols	 36	 2010
		 Jamee	Juarez	 36	 2006
		 Katie	Chain	 36	 2002
		 Jodi	Dolan	 36	 1995
	13.	Kim	Reeder	 35	 2006
		 	Katie	Chain	 35	 2001
	15.	Katie	Chain	 34	 2000
		 	Jodi	Dolan	 34	 1996
	
decisions in a season
	1.	 Jamee	Juarez	 37	 2005
	2.	 Genice	Turley	 34	 1994
		 Kim	Reeder	 34	 2008
	4.	 Kim	Reeder	 32	 2009
		 Mikayla	Endicott	 32	 2012
	6.	 Jodi	Dolan	 31	 1996
	7.	 Jamee	Juarez	 31	 2007
	8.	 Katie	Chain	 29	 2001
		 Jodi	Dolan	 29	 1995
10.	Toni	Hileman	 28	 1999
11.	Jamee	Juarez	 28	 2006
		 Karisa	Medrano	 28											2011	
13.	Kim	Reeder	 27	 2006
		 Kristi	DeVries	 27	 2004
		 Katie	Chain	 27	 2004
		 Belinda	Cernava	 27	 1992
consecUtiVe Wins in a season 
(all-time)
	1.	 Katie	Chain	 15	 2001	 3/28-5/5
	2.	 Kristi	DeVries	 12	 2002	 3/3-5/2
		 Jamee	Juarez	 12	 2007	 4/13-5/18
	4.	 Melanie	Nichols	11			2010	 4/10-5/8
		 Genice	Turley	 11	 1994	 4/12-5/6
	6.	 Jamee	Juarez	 9	 2005	 2/27-3/24
		 Katie	Chain	 9	 2002	 4/14-5/18
	8.	 Lindsay	Bodeker	 8					2009	 4/1-5/3
		 Kristi	DeVries	 8	 2004	 4/21-5/14
10.	Melanie	Nichols	7				2010	 2/13-3/23
		 Wendy	Allen	 7	 2002	 4/6-4/28
		 Katie	Chain	 7	 2002	 3/6-3/24
		 Krinon	Clark	 7	 1994	 4/12-4/26
		 Mikayla	Endicott	7	2012	2/17-3/2
FrEShMan PiTChinG 
rECorDS
innings Pitched	
	1.	 Lori	Capozza		 208.0	 1988
	2.	Mikayla	Endicott	 197.0	 2012
	3.	 Jodi	Dolan	 189.0	 1995
	4.	 Kim	Reeder	 179.2	 2006
	5.	 Melanie	Nichols	 167.2	 2010
	6.	 Kristi	DeVries	 158.2	 2001
	7.	 Jamee	Juarez						 158.1					 2004
	8.	 Katie	Chain	 149.1	 2000
	9.	 Meaghan	Robinson				145.1	 1996
10.	Belinda	Cernava	 137.2	 1990
11.	Renee	Pearson	 120.0	 1983
12.	Colleen	Kennedy	 119.2	 1986
13.	Kristi	Martin	 100.1	 1998
14.	Tarla	Leipply	 92.2	 1991
Wins
1.	 Melanie	Nichols	 21	 2010
2.	 Mikayla	Endicott	 18	 2012
3.	 Kim	Reeder	 16	 2006
		 Kristi	DeVries	 16	 2001
5.	 Jodi	Dolan	 14	 1995
6.	 Jamee	Juarez	 13	 2004
7.	 Katie	Chain	 12	 2000
		 Lori	Capozza	 12	 1988
9.	 Meaghan	Robinson				9	 												1996
		 Kristi	Martin	 9	 1998
11.	Belinda	Cernava	 8	 1990
		 Renee	Pearson	 8	 1983
13.	Colleen	Kennedy	 7	 1986
		 Kelly	Kelland	 7	 1981
strikeoUts
	1.	 Kristi	DeVries	 173	 2001
	2.	 Kim	Reeder	 158	 2006
	3.	 Wendy	Allen	 140	 2002
		 Melanie	Nichols	 130	 2010
	5.	 Katie	Chain	 125	 2000
	6.	 Jamee	Juarez	 118	 2004
	7.	 Kristi	Martin	 83	 1998
	8.	 Belinda	Cernava	 61	 1990
	9.	 Courtney	Prunner	 49	 2006
		 Jodi	Dolan	 56	 1995
11.	Tarla	Leipply	 47	 1981
12.	Lori	Capozza	 43	 1998	
13.	Renee	Pearson	 43	 1983
14.	Shelley	Eger	 41	 1984
earned rUn aVerage (min. 60 iP)
p i tc h i n g  R e c O R d S
2 0 1 3  S O F T B A L L M e d i a  i N F O R M a T i O N
2 2
	1.	 Krinon	Clark	 0.57	 1991
	2.	 Wendy	Allen	 0.83	 2001
	3.	 Renee	Pearson	 1.23	 1983
	4.	 Kristi	DeVries	 1.36	 2001
	5.	 Belinda	Cernava	 1.49	 1990
	6.	 Colleen	Kennedy	 1.64	 1986
	7.	 Jamee	Juarez			 1.72							 2004
	8.	 Tarla	Leipply	 1.74	 1981
	9.	 Lori	Capozza	 1.75	 1988
	10.	Kim	Reeder	 1.91	 2006
	11.	Kristi	Martin	 2.02	 1998
FrEShMan PiTChinG 
rECorDS (ConT’D)
shUtoUts
	1.	 Kristi	DeVries	 6	 2001
	2.	 Jodi	Dolan	 5	 1995
	3.	 Melanie	Nichols	 4	 2010
		 Lori	Capozza	 4	 1988
		 Renee	Pearson	 4	 1983
		 Kelly	Kelland	 4	 1981
		 Kim	Reeder	 4	 2006
	8.	 Jamee	Juarez					 3						 2004
		 Katie	Chain	 3	 2000
		 Meaghan	Robinson3	 1996
		 Krinon	Clark	 3	 1991
		 Mikayla	Endicott	 3	 2012
comPlete games
	1.	 Lori	Capozza	 23	 1988
	2.	 Jodi	Dolan	 22	 1995
	3.		Mikayla	Endicott	 16	 2012
	4.	 Melanie	Nichols	 15	 2010
		 Kim	Reeder	 15	 2006
		 Meaghan	Robinson15	 1996
		 Colleen	Kennedy	 15	 1986
	8.	 Jamee	Juarez				 13					 2004
	9.	 Kristi	DeVries	 12	 2001
		 Belinda	Cernava	 12	 1990
PiTChinG rECorDB-
Wins
2012	 Mikayla	Endicott	...................	...18
2011	 Kasie	Kelly	................................	4
2010	 Melanie	Nichols	.......................21
2009	 Kim	Reeder	...............................26
2008		 Kim	Reeder	...............................18
2007	 Jamee	Juarez	...........................21
2006	 Jamee	Juarez	...........................17
2005	 Jamee	Juarez	...........................25
2004	 Kristi	DeVries	............................16
2003	 Kristi	DeVries	............................12
2002	 Katie	Chain	...............................21
2001	 Katie	Chain	...............................23
2000	 Katie	Chain	...............................12
1999	 Toni	Hileman	...............................7
1998	 Jodi	Dolan	................................12
1997	 Meaghan	Robinson	....................8
1996	 Jodi	Dolan	..................................9
	 Meaghan	Robinson	....................9
1995	 Genice	Turley	............................15
1994	 Genice	Turley	............................24
1993	 Belinda	Cernava	.......................12
	 Stacy	Dickins	............................12
1992	 Belinda	Cernava	.......................12
1991	 Belinda	Cernava	.........................6
	 Stacy	Dickins	..............................6
	 Krinon	Clark	................................6
1990	 Donna	Rupolo	...........................16
1989	 Lori	Capozza	................................8
1988	 Lori	Capozza	..............................12
1987	 Shelley	Eger	..............................13
1986	 Colleen	Kennedy	.........................7
1985	 Shelley	Eger	................................5
	 Renee	Pearson	............................5
1984	 N/A
1983	 Renee	Pearson	............................8
1982	 Tarla	Leipply	.............................10
1981	 Kelly	Kelland	...............................8
	 Beth	Perine	.................................8
aPPearances
2012	 Mikayla	Endicott	...................	...40
2011	 Kasie	Kelly	...............................34
2010	 Melanie	Nichols	.......................36
2009	 Kim	Reeder	...............................39
2008	 Kim	Reeder	...............................39
2007	 Jamee	Juarez	...........................40
2006	 Jamee	Juarez	...........................36
2005	 Jamee	Juarez	...........................40
2004	 Kristi	DeVries	............................31
	 Jamee	Juarez	...........................31
2003	 Katie	Chain	...............................29
2002	 Katie	Chain	...............................36
2001	 Katie	Chain	...............................35
2000	 Katie	Chain	...............................34
1999	 Toni	Hileman	.............................40
1998	 Jodi	Dolan	................................25
1997	 Meaghan	Robinson	..................24
1996	 Jodi	Dolan	................................34
1995	 Jodi	Dolan	................................22
1994	 Genice	Turley	............................39
1993	 Belinda	Cernava	.......................29
1992	 Belinda	Cernava	.......................33
1991	 Belinda	Cernava	.......................23
1990	 Colleen	Kennedy	.......................61
1989	 Lori	Capozza	..............................33
1988	 Lori	Capozza	..............................37
1987	 Colleen	Kennedy	.......................38
1986	 Renee	Pearson	..........................46
1985	 Shelley	Eger	..............................33
1984	 N/A
1983	 Renee	Pearson	............................8
1982	 Tarla	Leipply	.............................22
1981	 Tarla	Leipply	.............................18
innings Pitched
2012		 Mikayla	Endicott	.............	....197.0
2011	 Kelly	Kasie	..........................111.1
2010	 Melanie	Nichols	..................167.2
2009	 Kim	Reeder	..........................199.1
2008	 Kim	Reeder	..........................222.0
2007	 Jamee	Juarez	......................185.2
2006	 Jamee	Juarez	......................189.1
2005	 Jamee	Juarez	......................213.0
2004	 Kristi	DeVries	.......................172.2
2003	 Kristi	DeVries	.......................147.1
2002	 Katie	Chain	..........................202.2
2001	 Katie	Chain	..........................189.2
2000	 Katie	Chain	..........................149.1
1999	 Toni	Hileman	........................197.2
1998	 Jodi	Dolan	...........................121.1
1997	 Jodi	Dolan	...........................135.1
1996	 Jodi	Dolan	...........................176.1
1995	 Jodi	Dolan	...........................189.0
1994	 Genice	Turley	.......................226.2
1993	 Belinda	Cernava	..................164.0
1992	 Stacy	Dickins	.......................131.1
1991	 Belinda	Cernava	..................141.1
1990	 Donna	Rupolo	......................158.2
1989	 Lori	Capozza	.........................166.0
1988	 Lori	Capozza	.........................208.0
1987	 Shelley	Eger	.........................173.0
1986	 Shelley	Eger	.........................123.0
1985	 Shelley	Eger	.........................168.2
1984	 N/A
1983	 Kelly	Kelland	........................141.2
1982	 Kelly	Kelland	........................126.1
1981	 Tarla	Leipply	..........................92.2
earned rUn aVerage(min. 60 iP)
2012	 Mikayla	Endicott	...............	...	2.56
2011	 Kelly	Kasie	............................6.10
2010	 Melanie	Nichols	....................1.92
2009	 Kim	Reeder	............................1.55
2008	 Kim	Reeder	............................2.46
2007	 Jamee	Juarez	........................1.66
2006	 Kim	Reeder	............................1.91
2005	 Jamee	Juarez	........................2.00
2004	 Kristi	DeVries	.........................1.62
2003	 Kristi	DeVries	.........................1.33
2002	 Wendy	Allen	..........................1.00
2001	 Wendy	Allen	..........................0.83
2000	 Kristi	Martin	..........................1.90
1999	 Meaghan	Robinson	...............1.49
1998	 Kristi	Martin	..........................2.02
1997	 Jodi	Dolan	.............................2.48
1996	 Meaghan	Robinson	...............2.89
1995	 Genice	Turley	.........................1.83
1994	 Genice	Turley	.........................1.39
1993	 Belinda	Cernava	....................1.49
1992	 Krinon	Clark	...........................1.52
1991	 Belinda	Cernava	....................1.39
1990	 Donna	Rupolo	........................1.41
1989	 Lori	Capozza	...........................1.69
1988	 Lori	Capozza	...........................1.75
1987	 Shelley	Eger	...........................1.38
1986	 Renee	Pearson	.......................1.13
1985	 Shelley	Eger	...........................2.95
1984	 N/A
1983	 Renee	Pearson	.......................1.23
1982	 Kelly	Kelland	..........................0.55
1981	 Kelly	Kelland	..........................0.57
strikeoUts
2012	 Mikayla	Endicott	................	....189
2011	 Kelly	Kasie	............................			57
2010	 Melanie	Nichols	.....................130
2009	 Kim	Reeder	.............................215
2008	 Kim	Reeder	.............................200
2007	 Jamee	Juarez	.........................240
2006	 Jamee	Juarez	.........................196
2005	 Jamee	Juarez	.........................193
2004	 Kristi	DeVries	..........................198
2003	 Katie	Chain	.............................161
2002	 Katie	Chain	.............................222
2001	 Katie	Chain	.............................185
2000	 Katie	Chain	.............................125
1999	 Toni	Hileman	.............................74
1998	 Kristi	Martin	.............................83
1997	 Jodi	Dolan	................................50
1996	 Jodi	Dolan	................................37
1995	 Genice	Turley	..........................153
1994	 Genice	Turley	..........................154
1993	 Stacy	Dickens	.........................102
1992	 Belinda	Cernava	.......................88
1991	 Belinda	Cernava	.......................41
1990	 Belinda	Cernava	.......................61
1989	 Lori	Capozza	..............................23
1988	 Lori	Capozza	..............................43
1987	 Shelley	Eger	..............................77
1986	 Shelley	Eger	..............................75
1985	 Renee	Pearson	..........................66
1984	 N/A
1983	 Kelly	Kelland	.............................44
1982	 Tarla	Leipply	.............................68
1981	 Tarla	Leipply	.............................47
comPlete games
2012	 Mikayla	Endicott	................	.....	16
2011	 Kelly	Kasie	................................	4
2010	 Melanie	Nichols	.......................15
2009	 Kim	Reeder	...............................21
2008	 Kim	Reeder	...............................23
2007	 Jamee	Juarez	...........................16
2006	 Jamee	Juarez	...........................16
2005	 Jamee	Juarez	...........................22
2004	 Kristi		DeVries			.........................19	
2003	 Katie	Chain	...............................12
2002	 Katie	Chain	...............................17
2001	 Katie	Chain	...............................19
2000	 Kristi	Martin	.............................12
1999	 Toni	Hileman	.............................16
1998	 Jodi	Dolan	................................10
1997	 Jodi	Dolan	................................15
1996	 Jodi	Dolan	................................20
1995	 Jodi	Dolan	................................22
1994	 Genice	Turley	............................27
1993	 Belinda	Cernava	.......................18
1992	 Belinda	Cernava	.......................17
1991	 Belinda	Cernava	.......................15
1990	 Donna	Rupolo	...........................18
1989	 Lori	Capozza	..............................20
1988	 Lori	Capozza	..............................23
1987	 Shelley	Eger	..............................21
1986	 Colleen	Kennedy	.......................15
shUtoUts
2012	 Mikayla	Endicott	...................	....	3
2010	 Melanie	Nichols		........................4
2009	 Kim	Reeder	...............................11
2008	 Kim	Reeder	.................................4
2007	 Jamee	Juarez	.............................8
2006	 Jamee	Juarez	.............................6
2005	 Jamee	Juarez	...........................10
2004	 Kristi	DeVries	..............................6
p i tc h i n g  L e a d e R S  B y  y e a R
2 0 1 3  S O F T B A L L M e d i a  i N F O R M a T i O N
2 3
PiTChinG
no hitters and PerFect games
Lindsay	Bodeker,	March	14,	2009	vs.	Eastern	Michigan	(5.0	IP)
Jamee	Juarez,	April	18,	2007	vs.	IUPUI,	Game	2	(5.0	IP)
	 PERFECT	GAME
Jamee	Juarez,	March	18,	2007	vs.	Oakland,	Game	2	(7.0	IP)
Kim	Reeder,	March	18,	2007	vs.	Oakland,	Game	1	(5.0	IP)
	 Juarez	and	Reeder	back-to-back	no-hitters
Jamee	Juarez,	March	24,	2006	at	Long	Beach	State,	Game	2
Kristi	DeVries,	March	6,	2004	vs.	Wright	State	(6.0	IP,	at	Dayton)		
	 PERFECT	GAME
Kristi	DeVries,	April	17,	2002	vs.	Morehead	State	(5.0	IP)
Wendy	Allen,	March	16,	2002	vs.	Robert	Morris	(7.0)
Kristi	DeVries,	April	4,	2001	vs.	Eastern	Michigan	(6.0	IP)…	
	 DeVries	and	Chain	back-to-back	no-hitters
Katie	Chain,	April	3,	2001	at	Miami,	Ohio	(5.0	IP)		
	 PERFECT	GAME
Katie	Chain,	March	17,	2000	vs.	Tennessee	State	(5.0	IP)		
	 at	Cherry	Fields	in	Rock	Hill,	S.C.
Kristi	Martin,	Feb.	12,	2000	vs.	Nicholls	State	(7.0	IP),		
	 at	Tiger	Park	in	Baton	Rouge,	La.
Jodi	Dolan,	Apr.	15,	1997	vs.	Morehead	State	(5.0	IP)
most strikeoUts (14+)
18,	Kristi	DeVries	vs.	Buffalo,	Feb.	9,	2001	(7.0	IP)
16,	Jamee	Juarez	vs.	Massachusetts,	Feb.	29,	2004	(9.0	IP)
16,	Katie	Chain	vs.	Liberty,	Feb.	22,	2003	(6.0	IP)
15,	Kristi	DeVries	vs.	Minnesota,	April	25,	2003	(12.2	IP)
15,	Katie	Chain	vs.	Morehead	State,	April	17,	2002	(6.2	IP)
15,	Kristi	DeVries	vs.	Campbell,	March	23,	2001	(7.0	IP)
14,	Kristi	DeVries	vs.	Akron,	April	10,	2003	(11.2	IP)
14,	Chelsea	Baker	vs.	Morehead	State,	March	15,	2003	(7.0	IP)
13,	many	times
hiTTinG
hits (4+)
5,	Cheryl	Palaroan	vs.	Penn	State,	April	28,	1999	(went	5-for-6)		
	 (OSU	record)
4.	Alicia	Herron	vs.	Drake,	March	5,	2011
4.	Dee	Dee	Hillman	vs.	Southeastern	La.,	Feb.	19,	2011
4,	Alicia	Herron	vs.	Cornell,	March	24,	2010	(went	4-for5)
4,	Courtney	Pruner	vs.	Stetson,	Feb.	19,	2010	(went	4-for-4)
4,	Sam	Marder	vs.	Penn	State,	April	20,	2008	(went	4-for-6)
4,	Brittany	Vanderink	at	Fla.	International,	Feb.	16,	2008	(went	4-for-4)
4,	Sam	Marder	at	Fla.	International,	Feb.	16,	2008	(went	4-for-5)
4,	Brittany	Vanderink	at	Iowa,	April	28,	2006	(went	4-for-4)
4,	Stacy	Hibma	vs.	Central	Florida,	Feb.	19,	2006	(went	4-for-4)
4,	Liz	Caputo	at	New	Mexico	State,	Feb.	10,	2006	(went	4-for-4)
4,	Billie	Jo	Carder	vs.	Marshall,	March	20,	2005	(went	4-for-5)
4,	Nycole	Koyano	vs.	Rutgers,	Feb.	18,	2005	(went	4-for-4)
4,	Megan	Schwab	vs.	Winthrop,	March	12,	2004	(went	4-for-4)
4,	Megan	Schwab	vs.	Arizona	State,	Feb.	15,	2004	(went	4-for-4)
4,	Jennifer	Link	vs.	Buffalo,	March	18,	2001	(went	4-for-4)
4,	Anna	Smith	vs.	Sacramento	State,	Feb.	18,	2001	(went	4-for-4)
4,	Anna	Smith	vs.	Penn	State,	April	28,	1999
4,	Jaime	Chenevey	vs.	Akron,	March	6,	1999	(went	4-for-7)
rBi (6+)
7,	Alicia	Herron	at	Indiana,	April	8,	2009
7,	Liz	Caputo	vs.	Long	Island,	Feb.	27,	2005
6,	Alicia	Herron	vs	East	Tenn.	St.,	March	5,	2010
6,	Christina	Douglas	vs.	Toledo,	April	11,	2006
6,	Christina	Douglas	vs.	Marshall,	March	20,	2005
6,	Kristine	Himes	vs.	Kentucky,	March	5,	2003
6,	Wendy	Allen	vs.	Seton	Hall,	March	15,	2002
hr (2+)
3,	Jamee	Juarez	vs.	Oregon,	Feb.	25,	2006
2,	a	total	of	25	times	
most	recently	Alicia	Herron	vs	Kentucky,	May	22,	2010
FrEShMan hiTTinG
hits (3+)
4,	Dee	Dee	Hillman	vs.	Illinois,	March	30,	2008
4,	Megan	Schwab	vs.	Winthrop,	March	12,	2004
4,	Megan	Schwab	vs.	Arizona	State,	Feb.	15,	2004
4,	Anna	Smith	vs.	Penn	State,	April	28,	1999
3,	by	17	players	a	total	of	40	times,		
	 most	recently	Evelyn	Carrillo	vs.Penn	St.,	May	11,	2011
rBi (5+)
7,	Alicia	Herron	at	Indiana,	April	8,	2009
7,	Liz	Caputo	vs.	Long	Island,	Feb.	27,	2005
5,	Alicia	Herron	twice	in	2009
5,	Kristine	Himes	twice	in	2000
5,	Rogeanna	Hottinger	once	in	2000
doUBles (2+)
3,	Katie	Wessendorf	vs.	Oregon,	March	22,	1998	
2,	Evelyn	Carrillo	at	San	Diego,	March	18,	2011
2,	Megan	Coletta	at	San	Diego,	March	18,	2011
2,	Alicia	Herron	vs.	Drake,	March	5,	2011
2,	by	nine	players
hr (2+)
2,	Melissa	Rennie	vs.	Evansville,	Feb.	20,	2011
2,	Alicia	Herron	three	times	in	2009
2,	Sam	Marder	vs.	Oklahoma,	Feb.	25,	2007
2,	Courtney	Pruner	at	Miami	(Ohio),	April	19,	2006
2,	Liz	Caputo	vs.	Long	Island,	Feb.	27,	2005
2,	Kristine	Himes	vs.	UNC-Greensboro,	March	18,	2000
inDiViDual SEaSon hiTTinG 
since 1998 
(no	data	available	for	seasons	prior	to	1998)
mUltiPle hit games in a season (16+)
34,	Anna	Smith	in	2002
23,	Brittany	Vanderink	in	2008
22,	Wendy	Allen	in	2002
21,	Alicia	Herron	in	2010
18,	Nycole	Koyano	in	2007
18,	Jennifer	Link	in	2002
17,	Brittany	Vanderink	in	2007
17,	Sam	Marder	in	2008
16,	Sam	Marder	in	2007
16,	Karisa	Evans	in	2003
16,	Stacy	Roth	in	2002
16,	Jennifer	Link	in	2001
16,	Anna	Smith	in	2000
16,	Candace	Kollen	in	1998
mUltiPle rBi games in a season (10+)
18,	Wendy	Allen	in	2002
16,	Stacy	Roth	in	2002
13,	Alicia	Herron	in	2012
13,	Alicia	Herron	in	2010
13,	Sam	Marder	in	2010
13,	Sam	Marder	in	2007
13,	Stacy	Roth	in	2000
12,	Alicia	Herron	in	2009
12,	Sam	Marder	in	2009
11,	Courtney	Pruner	in	2009
11,	Megan	Schwab	in	2005
10,	Courtney	Pruner	in	2010
10,	Jamee	Juarez	in	2006
10,	Jamee	Juarez	in	2004
10,	Kristine	Himes	in	2000
10,	Stacy	Roth	in	1999
longest hitting streaks (11+)
18,	Anna	Smith	in	2002
15,	Jennifer	Link	in	2002
15,	Stacy	Roth	in	2000
15,	Taylor	Watkins	in	2012	
15,	Alicia	Herron	in	2012	
13,	Alicia	Herron	in	2010
13,	Brittany	Vanderink	in	2006
12,	Brittany	Vanderink	in	2007
12,	Annie	Dedic	in	2003
12,	Jaime	Chenevey	in	1998
11,	Jamee	Juarez	in	2005
11,	Jaime	Chenevey	in	1999
11,	Candace	Kollen	in	1998
11,	Renae	Weigel	in	1998
Walk-oFF home rUns (2001-2011)
Feb.	8,	2009	by	Rachael	Shepherd	vs.	Colorado	State,	2R	HR		
	 	at	New	Mexico	State	Tournament,	OSU	won	11-2
March	8,	2007	by	Jamee	Juarez	vs.	Fordham,	solo	HR	at	USF				
						adidas	Invitational,	OSU	won	3-2
April	9,	2006	by	Chelsea	Baker	vs.	No.	15	Northwestern,	solo	HR		
	 at	Buckeye	Field,	OSU	won	2-1	(game	one	of	DH)
April	21,	2002	by	Chrissy	Fowler	vs.	Illinois	at	Buckeye	Field,	solo	HR,		
	 	OSU	won	6-5	(OSU	trailed	5-0)
April	13,	2002	by	Kristi	DeVries	at	Iowa,	two-run	HR,	
	 	OSU	won	4-2
Feb.	8,	2002	by	Stacy	Roth	at	Cal	State	Northridge,	three-run	HR,		
	 	OSU	won	4-2
team home rUns in a game (2001-2011)
4,	vs.	Long	Beach	St.,	Feb.	18,	2012	at	UNLV	Classic	
4,	vs.	East	Tenn.	St.,	Mar.	5,	2010	at	Buckeye	Field
4,	vs.	Stetson,	Feb.	19,	2010	at	Buckeye	Field
4,	vs.	Kentucky,	May	16,	2009	at	Buckeye	Field
4,	vs.	Boston	University,	March	5,	2005	at	Buzz	Classic	in		
	 Marietta,	Ga.
4,	vs.	Campbell,	March	22,	2002	at	Buzz	Classic	in		 	
Marietta,	Ga.
team triPles in a game (2003-2011)
3,	vs.	Wright	State,	April	16	at	Buckeye	Field
3,	vs.	Rutgers,	Feb.	18,	2005	at	Florida	Atlantic	Double	 	
	tree	Invitational	in	Boca	Raton,	Fla.
team extra-Base hits in a game (2003-2011)
9,	vs.	North	Carolina	A&T,	March	12,	2004	in	Rock	Hill,	S.C.,	
	 won	14-4	with	19	total	hits
8,	vs.	Cleveland	State,	Feb.	6,	2009	in	Las	Cruces,	N.M.,	
	 won	10-2	iwth13	total	hits
8,	vs.	Long	Beach	St.,	Feb.	18,	2012	at	UNLV	Classic
8,	vs.	Ohio,	April	28,	2012	in	Columbus	
team home rUns in an inning
3,	vs.	Eastern	Michigan	in	fifth	inning,	March	14,	2009,	a		
	 	2-run	and	two	solo	home	runs,	OSU	won	11-0
3,	vs.	Butler	in	first	inning,	April	6,	2004,	a	3-run,	2-run	and		 	
	solo	home	run	before	Butler	recorded	an	out,	OSU	won	10-0
3,	at	Michigan	State	in	third	inning,	April	16,	2000,	two	were	
	 solo	home	runs	and	the	other	was	a	grand	slam,	OSU	won	8-4
YEARS	RESEARCHED:	1997-2012
S i n g L e - g a M e  S u p e R L at i v e S
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grand slams (years researched: 1997-2012)
Vanessa	Spears,	March	31,	2012	at	Michigan	State
Sam	Marder,	April	25,	2010	vs.	Minnesota
at	Buckeye	Field	
Courtney	Pruner,	April	12,	2010	at.	Illinois	
Alicia	Herron,	Feb.	27,	2010	vs.	Oregon	State	at	Cathedreal	City	Classic	in	Cathedral	
City,	Calif.
Courtney	Pruner,	March	20,	2007	at	Long	Beach	State
Sam	Marder,	Feb.	9,	2007	vs.	New	Mexico	
	 at	ASU	Kajikawa	Classic
Billie	Jo	Carder,	April	23,	2006	vs.	Michigan	State	
	 at	Buckeye	Field
Chelsea	Baker,	April	11,	2006	vs.	Toledo	at	Buckeye	Field
Billie	Jo	Carder,	April	1,	2006	at	Indiana
Megan	Schwab,	Feb.	12,	2006	vs.	Texas-San	Antonio	
	 at	NMSU
Christina	Douglas,	March	20,	2005	vs.	Marshall	
	 at	Buckeye	Field
Billie	Jo	Carder,	March	6,	2005	vs.	Mississippi	State	
	 at	Buzz	Classic	in	Marietta,	Ga.
Liz	Caputo,	Feb.	27,	2005	vs.	Long	Island	
	 at	Palm	Springs	Classic	in	Palm	Springs,	Calif.
Jamee	Juarez,	Feb.	15,	2004	vs.	Arizona	State	
	 at	Arizona	State	Fiesta	Bowl	Classic	in	Tempe,	Ariz.
Kristine	Himes,	April	30,	2003	vs.	Marshall	
	 at	Buckeye	Field
Sarah	West,	April	14,	2002	at	Northwestern
Kristine	Himes,	March	24,	2002	vs.	North	Carolina	
	 at	Buzz	Classic	in	Marietta,	Ga.
Stacy	Roth,	March	23,	2002	vs.	Central	Florida	
	 at	Buzz	Classic	in	Marietta	Ga.
Stacy	Roth,	March	1,	2002	vs.	Portland	State	
	 at	Worth	Invitational	in	Fullerton,	Calif.
Beth	McAbier,	March	20,	2001	vs.	Robert	Morris	
	 at	Buckeye	Field
Stacy	Roth,	April	16,	2000	at	Michigan	State	
	 (one	of	three	home	runs	in	the	fourth	inning,	the	other		 	
two	were	solos,	of	an	8-4	win)
Rogeanna	Hottinger,	March	29,	2000	vs.	Miami,	Ohio	
	 at	Buckeye	Field
Renae	Weigel,	April	15,	1998	vs.	Bowling	Green	
	 at	Buckeye	Field
Renae	Weigel,	March	2,	1997	vs.	Southern	Utah	
	 at	Troy	Cox	Memorial	Tournament	in	Las	Cruces,	New	Mexico
oPPonent grand slams (years researched: 1997-2011)
Cassie	Gogreve,	Indiana,	April	13,	2011
Meaghan	Sullivan,	Butler,	April	2,	2010
Leslie	Standiford,	Campbell,	March	27,	1999
Solesbee,	Texas	A&M,	March	8,	1997	
	 at	Aggie	Invitational	in	College	Station,	Texas	(bottom		 	
of	eighth	inning,	walk-off	win,	4-0).
oPPonent no-hitters (years researched: 1997-2011)
Sara	Olson,	Indiana,	April	8,	2009	(Game	2)	
	 in	Bloomington,	Ind.
Lauren	Delaney,	Northwestern,	April	6,	2008	
	 at	Buckeye	Field
Angela	Tincher,	Virginia	Tech,	March	11,	2007	
	 at	South	Florida-adidas	Invitational	in	Clearwater,	Fla.
Sarah	Thomson,	Iowa,	March	30,	2001	
	 at	Buckeye	Field.	Iowa	won	2-0.
Jennifer	Bottoms,	Arkansas,	March	4,	2000	
	 at	Florida	International	in	Miami,	Fla	
Kristi	Hanks,	Iowa,	April	10,	1999	at	Buckeye	Field
Gioco,	Texas	A&M,	March	8,	1997	at	Aggie	Invitational	
	 in	College	Station,	Texas,	OSU	lost	4-0.	OSU	also	had		 	
no-hitter		 going	into	eighth	inning,	but	Texas	A&M	had		 	
two	hits	in	the	bottom	of	the	eighth	and	then	hit	a		 	
grand	slam	to	end	the	game.
Alison	Johnson,	Arizona,	March	20,	1997	
	 at	Pony	Invitational	in	Fullerton,	Calif.	(Arizona	ranked		 	
No.	1,	won	15-6)
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Wins oVer ranked teams since 1995
1995 (5)
Ohio	State	8,	No.	7	Utah	3	…	Feb.	17,	1995	at	Arizona	State	Coca-Cola	Classic	in	Phoenix,	Ariz.
Ohio	State	3,	No.	23	Notre	Dame	0	…	March	23,	1995	at	Notre	Dame,	Ind.
Ohio	State	7,	No.	25	Iowa	6	…	April	30,	1995	at	Buckeye	Field
Ohio	State	4,	No.	25	Iowa	3	…	April	30,	1995	at	Buckeye	Field
1996 (5)
Ohio	State	4,	No.	2	Arizona	0	…	Feb.	18,	1996	at	Arizona	State	Coco-Cola	Classic	in	Phoenix,	Ariz.
Ohio	State	3,	No.	3	Fresno	State	2	…	March	3,	1996	at	UCLA	Easton/Reebok	Invitational	in	Los	Angeles
Ohio	State	1,	No.	9	Florida	State	0	…	March	15,	1996	at	Lady	Seminole	Invitational	in	Tallahassee,	Fla.
Ohio	State	1,	No.	23	Utah	0	…	March	23,	1996	at	Sacramento	State	AT&T	Wireless	Classic	in	Sacramento,	Calif.
Ohio	State	3,	No.	13	Minnesota	2	…	April	14,	1996	at	Buckeye	Field
1997 (3)
Ohio	State	4,	No.	20	Minnesota	2	…	March	1,	1997	at	Troy	Cox	Memorial	Tournament	in	Albuquerque,	N.M.
Ohio	State	3,	No.	20	Louisiana	Tech	2	…	March	9,	1997	at	Aggie	Invitational	in	College	Station,	Texas
Ohio	State	3,	No.	12	Oklahoma	State	2	(12	innings)	…	March	22,	1997	at	Pony	Invitational	in	Fullerton,	Calif.
1998 (3)
Ohio	State	1,	No.	5	South	Florida	0	…	March	1,	1998	at	Louisville	Slugger	Invitational	in	Tampa,	Fla.
Ohio	State	9,	No.	19	Oregon	…	March	22,	1998	at	Capital	Classic	in	Sacramento,	Calif.
Ohio	State	9,	No.	20	Minnesota	6	(12	innings)	…	March	28,	1998	at	Buckeye	Field
1999 (1)
Ohio	State	8,	No.	20	Iowa	7	…	April	11,	1999	at	Buckeye	Field
2001 (1)
Ohio	State	4,	No.	22	Long	Beach	State	1	…	Feb.	16,	2001	at	the	Campbell-Cartier	Classic		
	 hosted	by	San	Diego	State	in	Poway,	Calif.
2002 (7) ... ohio state rank UnaVailaBle
Ohio	State	6,	No.	10	Pacific	2	…	March	3,	2002	at	Worth	Invitational	in	Fullerton,	Calif.
Ohio	State	2,	No.	20	Florida	State	1	…	March	23,	2002	at	Buzz	Classic	in	Marietta,	Ga.
No.	25	Ohio	State	5,	No.	25	Minnesota	0	…	April	6,	2002	at	Buckeye	Field	
No.	25	Ohio	State	5,	No.	25	Minnesota	3	…	April	6,	2002	at	Buckeye	Field	
No.	25	Ohio	State	2,	No.	20	Iowa	0	…	April	12,	2002	at	Iowa
No.	25	Ohio	State	4,	No.	20	Iowa	2	…	April	13,	2002	at	Iowa
No.	20	Ohio	State	2,	No.	6	Washington	1	…	May	18,	2002	in	NCAA	tournament	in	Ann	Arbor,	Mich.
2003 (5)
No.	16	Ohio	State	7,	No.	22	Alabama	2	…	Feb.	9,	2003	at	Golden	Panther	Invitational	in	Miami,	Fla.
No.	21	Ohio	State	4,	No.	8	DePaul	3	…	Feb.	22,	2003	at	NFCA	Leadoff	Classic	in	Columbus,	Ga.
No.	19	Ohio	State	1,	No.	6	California	0	…	March	1,	2003	at	Worth	Invitational	in	Fullerton,	Calif.	
	 							(Cal	defending	national	champion)
No.	19	Ohio	State	1,	No.	7	Cal	State	Fullerton	0	…	March	2,	2003	at	Worth	Invitational	in	Fullerton,	Calif.
Ohio	State	4,	No.	13	Michigan	0	…	April	19,	2003	at	Buckeye	Field
2004 (3)
Ohio	State	3,	No.	20	Oregon	1	…	Feb.	14,	2004	at	Arizona	State	Fiesta	Bowl	Tournament	in	Tempe,	Ariz.
Ohio	State	6,	No.	19	Arizona	State	3	…	Feb.	15,	2004	at	Arizona	State	Fiesta	Bowl	Tournament	in	Tempe,	Ariz.
Ohio	State	7,	No.	24	Cal	State	Fullerton	2	…	Feb.	27,	2004	at	NFCA	Leadoff	Classic	in	Columbus,	Ga.
2005 (1)
Ohio	State	5,	No.	19	Georgia	Tech	3	…	March	6,	2005	at	Buzz	Classic	in	Marietta,	Ga.
2006 (5)
Ohio	State	6,	No.	22	Oregon	0	…	Feb.	25,	2006	at	Palm	Springs	Classic	in	Cathedral	City,	Calif.
Ohio	State	3,	No.	6	Alabama	1	…	March	3,	2006	at	Hampton	Inn	Crimson	Classic,	Tuscaloosa,	Ala.
Ohio	State	2,	No.	15	Northwestern	1	…	April	9,	2006	at	Buckeye	Field
Ohio	State	3,	No.	15	Northwestern	2	…	April	9,	2006	at	Buckeye	Field
Ohio	State	1,	No.	25	Auburn	0	(10	inn.)	…	May	18,	2006	at	Tucson,	Ariz.	(NCAA	Tournament)
2007 (6)
Ohio	State	2,	No.	22	Fresno	State	1…	Feb.	23,	2007	at	Palm	Springs	Classic	in	Cathedral	City,	Calif.
Ohio	State	10,	No.	17	California	7	…	Feb.	24,	2007	at	Palm	Springs	Classic	in	Cathedral	City,	Calif.
Ohio	State	4,	No.	26	Virginia	Tech	0	…March	10,	2007	at	South	Florida-adidas	Invitational	in	Clearwater,	Fla.
Ohio	State	5,	No.	7	Northwestern	3	…March	13,	2007	at	Northwestern
No.	25	Ohio	State	2,	No.	6	Northwestern	1	…	May	12,	2007	at	Buckeye	Field	for	the	Big	Ten	Championship
No.	21	Ohio	State	2,	No.	13	Virginia	Tech	1	…	May	19,	2007	in	NCAA	Tournament	at	Buckeye	Field
2008 (1)
No.	18	Ohio	State	4,	No.	23	Cal	State	Fullerton	0	...	Feb.	22,	2008	at	Palm	Springs	Classic	in	Cathedral	City,	Calif.
2009 (7)
Ohio	State	2,	No.	21	LSU	0	...	Feb.	13,	2009	at	the	LSU	Tiger	Classic	in	Baton	Rouge,	La.	
Ohio	State	9,	No.	5	Texas	A&M	3	...	Feb.	14,	2009	at	the	LSU	Tiger	Classic	in	Baton	Rouge,	La.	
Ohio	State	2,	No.	5	Texas	A&M	0	...	Feb.	15,	2009	at	the	LSU	Tiger	Classic	in	Baton	Rouge,	La.	
No.	23	Ohio	State	3,	No.	17	Nevada	1	...	Feb.	20,	2009	at	the	Cathedral	City	Classic	in	Cathedral	City,	Calif.
No.	22	Ohio	State	3,	No.	17	Louisville	...	March	14,	2009
No.	11	Ohio	State	7,	No.	12	Northwestern	6	...	May	2,	2009	at	Northwestern
No.	11	Ohio	State	10,	No.	12	Northwestern	1	...	May	3,	2009	at	Northwestern
2010 (6) 
No.	14	Ohio	State	4,	No.	15	Baylor	3	...	Feb.	13,	2010	at	Houston	Tournament
No.	14	Ohio	State	2,	No.	22	Louisville	...	Feb.	14,	2010	at	Houston	Tournament
No.	17	Ohio	State	4,	No.	19	Fresno	State	1	...	Feb.	26,	2010	at	Cathedral	City	Classic
No.	17	Ohio	State	7,	No.	5	UCLA	0	...	Feb.	28,	2010	at	Cathedral	City	Classic
No.	20	Ohio	State		10,	No.	18	Illinois	0	...	April	11,	2010	in	Columbus
No.	19	Ohio	State	5,	No.	2	Michigan	3	...	April	28,	2010	in	Columbus	
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Best	Win	Pct................. .810	............ 2009
Worst	Win	Pct.	............. .217	............ 1988
Winning	Streak	............. 19	.............. 2002
Losing	Streak................. 15	.............. 1985
Best	Season	Start	.........6-0	............. 2008
Worst	Season	Start	.......0-5	............. 1991
Best	10-game	Start	.......9-1	........ 2002-09
Worst	10-game	Start	....2-8	...1988-89-96
hitting ..........................record ..... year
At	Bats.............................1,816	....... 2002
Runs.................................. 368	......... 2002
Hits	................................... 604	......... 2002
Doubles	............................. 91	.......... 2002
Triples	................................ 28	.......... 1992
Home	Runs	........................ 68	.......... 2009
Runs	Batted	In	.................. 318	......... 2002
Batting	Average	................333	........ 2002
Stolen	Bases	.................... 117	......... 2002
Walks	............................... 220	......... 2009
On-Base	Pct.	......................387	........ 2009
Strikeouts	......................... 307	......... 2006
Fielding ........................record ..... year
Put	Outs	...........................1,396	....... 2002
Assists	.............................. 665	......... 1982
Errors	................................ 118	......... 1980
Fielding	Average	...............968	........ 1982
team Pitching .............record ..... year
Appearances	..................... 94	.......... 2002
Innings	Pitched	................465.1	....... 2002
Earned	Run	Average		........1.06	........ 2001
Shutouts	............................ 24	.......... 2002
Saves	.................................. 8	........... 2007
Strikeouts	......................... 477	......... 2002
osU indiV. game records
Hits:		....................	5,	Cheryl	Palaroan,	April	28,	
1999	at	Penn	State
Runs:	...................	5,	Jen	Fredrickson,	March	26,	
1994	vs.	Cleveland	St.
RBI:		.....................	8,	Shauna	Bowman,	April	29,	
1989	vs.	Nevada	Reno
Doubles:		.............	3,	three	times,	Kristie	DeVries,	
April	17,	2004	at	Michigan	
State,	Katie	Wessendorf	vs.	
Oregon	March	22,	2988	and	
Sue	Gahn,	May	5,	1990	at	
Michigan	State
Triples:		................	2,	eight	times,	last:	Brittany	
Vanderink,	May	1,	2007	vs	
Wright	State
Home	Runs:		........	3,	twice,	Jamee	Juarez	vs.	
Oregon,	Feb.	25,	2006,	and	
Amy	Haug,		
Feb.	14,	1997	vs.	Texas
Walks:		................	5,	Sam	Marder,	March	9,	2007	
vs	Hofstra
Stolen	Bases:		.....	5,	Anna	Smith,	March	18,	
2000	vs.	UNC-Charlotte
oPPonent game records
Hits		.....................	5	,	three	times	last	by	Hollie	
Pinchback,	Illinois	(2009)
Runs	....................	4,	six	times	last	by	Danielle	
Zymkowitz,	Illinois	(2009)
RBI		......................	7,	Shannon	Beeler,	Minnesota	
(1998)
Doubles		..............	2,	30	times	last	by	Hollie	
Pinchback,	Illinois	(2009)
Triples		.................	2,	three	times	last	by	Melissa	
Wielandt,	Iowa	(1996)
Home	Runs		.........	2,	eight	times	last	by		Molly	
Johnson,	Kentucky	(2010)
Walks		.................	4,	Mary	Claire	Brenner,	
Oregon	State	(2010)
Stolen	Bases	.......	3,	Chellevold,	Arizona	(1993),	
Weimer,	Ball	State	(1990)
all-time Winningest 
senior classes
	 Wins	 Class
1.	 162	....................................................2004
2.	 159	....................................................2010
2.	 159	....................................................2009
4.	 155	....................................................2003
5.	 149	....................................................2002
6.	 148	....................................................2005
7.	 146	....................................................2007
8.	 145	....................................................2008
9.	 132	....................................................2006
10.	 127	....................................................2001
	 127	....................................................1995
lETTErwinnErS
Tina	Aguilar	................................ 1992,	93
Tara	Alexander	........................... 1994,	95
Wendy	Allen	............................... 2001,	02
CeCe	Anthony	................ 1991,	92,	93,	94
Laura	Atkinson	................................. 1980
Chelsea	Baker	................ 2003,	04,	05,	06
Kerry	Baker	................................. 1979,	80
Mary	Kay	Bangtson	.............. 1990,	91,	92
Edith	Bargar.................... 1986,	87,	88,	89
Julie	Bauman	................. 1995,	96,	97,	98
Aimee	Bickel	........................ 1993,	94,	95
Jodi	Bixler	...................... 1993,	94,	95,	96
Sherri	Bleichner.................... 1977,	78,	79
Barbara	Bliss	.................. 1979,	80,	81,	82
Lindsay	Bodeker	.................... 2008,	09,10
Kathy	Boettcher.............. 1988,	89,	90,	91
Ginger	Bonnell...................... 1995,	96,	97
Lisa	Borelli........................................ 1977
Katen	Bott	............................ 1977,	78,	79
Shauna	Bowman	............ 1988,	89,	90,	91
Stephanie	Breslin	................. 1980,	81,	82
Chris	Brooks	................... 1990,	91,	92,	93
Danette	Brooks................................. 1985
Charlotte	Burt	............................. 1976,	77
Cortney	Cannon	.............. 2006,	07,	08,	09
Lori	Capozza	............................... 1988,	89
Liz	Caputo	....................... 2005,	06,	07,	08
Billie	Jo	Carder............... 2003,	04,	05,	06
Pam	Carr	............................... 1976,	78,	79
evelyn carrillo ......................... 2011, 12
Kady	Caughenbaugh	.................. 2008,	09
Belinda	Cernava	............. 1990,	91,	92,	93
Katie	Chain	..................... 2000,	01,	02,	03
Jaime	Chenevey	............. 1996,	97,	98,	99
Krinon	Clark	.................... 1991,	92,	93,	94
megan coletta .................... 2010,11, 12
Brenda	Condes	............... 1981,	82,	82,	84
caitlin conrad................................ 2012
Whitney	Cooper	.............. 2007,	08,	09,10
Kari	Crandell............................... 2001,	02
Ashley	Cutcliff	...................... 2003,	04,	05
Lauren	Daykin............................. 2006,	07
Kelly	Dever	................................. 1981,	82
Annie	Dedic	................................ 2002,	03
Kristi	DeVries	................. 2001,	02,	03,	04
Stacy	Dickins	........................ 1991,	92,	93
alex didomenico.......................... 2012 
Jodi	Dolan	...................... 1995,	96,	97,	98
Francine	Donohue	............................ 1990
Christina	Douglas		.......... 2004,	05,	06,	07
Shelley	Eger	................... 1984,	85,	86,	87
Amy	Ellis............................... 2001,	02,	03
Jennifer	Elwell	............... 1999,	00,	01,	02
Mikayla	Endicott	.............................. 2012
Holly	English................... 1998,	99,	00,	01
Karisa	Evans	................... 2002,	03,	04,	05
Sharon	Fodor	.............................. 1996,	97
Chrissy	Fowler	...................... 2000,	01,	02
Jen	Fredrickson	.............. 1991,	92,	93,	94
Michelle	Fulton	.......................... 1988,	89
Sue	Gahn	........................ 1987,	88,	89,	90
Tami	Galvin	..................... 1987,	88,	89,	90
Dannette	Germond	........................... 1980
Nicole	Gragson................................. 2005
Brittany	Goodchild............ 2008,	09,10,11
Chris	Gossman	................................. 1985
Lori	Green	......................................... 1987
leesa gresham........................ 2011, 12
Diane	Grimes.................................... 1976
Pamela	Guy	.................... 1979,	80,	81,	82
Tory	Haddad	.......................... 2007,08,	09
Natalie	Hales	....................... 2003,	04,	05
Cathy	Hansen	............................. 1988,	89
Amy	Haug	................................... 1996,	97
Audrey	Henry........................ 1987,	88,	89
Alicia	Herron	.................... 2009,10,11,	12
Stacy	Hibma	................... 2003,	04,	05,	06
Toni	Hileman	........................ 1998,	99,	00
Chris	Hill	........................................... 1980
Stephanie	Hill............................. 2005,	06
Dee	Dee	Hillman	........ 2007,	08,	09,10.11
Kristine	Himes	................ 2000,	01,	02,	03
Sue	Hoke	.......................................... 1977
Rogeanna	Hottinger	....... 2000,	01,	02,	03
Sheryl	Hutchinson	...................... 1976,	77
Karen	Hyland	.................. 1984,	85,	86,	87
Libby	Ison	................................... 1983,	84
Jennifer	Johnson	........... 2002,	03,	04,	05
Becky	Jozwiak	...................... 1985,	86,	87
Jamee	Juarez		................ 2004,	05,	06,	07
Elizabeth	Kacsanek	........ 2000,	01,	02,	03
Kelly	Kelland	.................. 1981,	82,	83,	84
kasie kelly ............................... 2011, 12
Colleen	Kennedy	............ 1986,	87,	89,	90
Samantha	Kimura............................. 1999
Jan	King	............................... 1976,	77,	78
Candace	Kollen	.............. 1995,	96,	97,	98
Nycole	Koyano	............... 2004,	05,	06,	07			
Natalie	Kratzer	............... 1996,	97,	98,	99
Karen	Krautz	................... 1985,	86,	87,	88
Nicole	Lancaster	............ 2003,	04,	05,	06
Me-Chelle	Larsuel	...................... 1992,	93
Terri	Laux	........................ 1981,	82,	83,	84
danielle leBeau ........................... 2012
Leah	Ledford.................... 2007,	08,	09,10
Tarla	Leipply	................... 1981,	82,	83,	84
Andrea	Line	...................................... 1992
Jennifer	Link................... 2000,	01,	02,	03
Tracie	Matheney	............ 1987,	88,	89,	90
Sam	Marder	.................... 2007,	08,	09,10
Kristi	Martin	............................... 1998,	00
Vicki	Matro	....................................... 1983
Marcy	Maurer	...................... 1976,	77,	78
Beth	McAbier	................. 2001,	02,	03,	04
Missy	McCalla	................................. 1990
maddy mcintyre............................ 2012
Anne	McGowan	............................... 2012
Karisa	Medrano................ 2008,	09,10,11
Heather	Michaelis............................ 1993
Maryanne	Miller	........................ 1978,	79
Megan	Miller	.................. 2007,	08,	09,10
Peggy	Miller	......................... 1977,	78,	79
Brittany mills ..................... 2010,11, 12
Valerie	Mitrione	......................... 1979,	80
Chris	Molnar......................... 1986,	87,	88
Lika	Moore	................................. 1993,	94
Amy	Jo		Morrison....................... 1977,	78
alyson mott.............................. 2011, 12
melanie nichols ..................... 2010, 12
Darlene	Nicosia................................ 1987
Karen	Oberhottzer	...................... 1979,	80
Jackie	Oelerich................................. 1982
Kim	Olnhausen	........................... 1976,	78
olivia o’reilly................................ 2012
Cheryl	Palaroan	.............. 1996,	97,	98,	99
Nicole	Paloney	............... 1994,	95,	96,	97
Amy	Paumier	.................................... 1998
Carrie	Peake	................... 1980,	81,	82,	83
Renee	Pearson	............... 1983,	84,	85,	86
Julia	Pecina		................................ 2010,11
Nic	Perales	....................................... 2008
Elizabeth	Perine.............. 1979,	80,	81,	82
Cheryl	Perkins................. 1981,	82,	83,	84
Lisa	Perrott	................................. 1978,	79
Marla	Pickard	................. 1991,	92,	93,	94
shelby Pickett ............................... 2012
audrey Plant .................................. 2011
Nancy	Pound	.............................. 1981,	82
Breana	Pozzi	................... 2001,	02,	03,	04
Pat	Price	........................................... 1982
Missy	Prince	............................... 1988,	89
Courtney	Pruner............... 2006,	07,	09,10
Alisa	Raifsnider	.............. 1990,	91,	92,	93
Kim	Reeder	..................... 2006,	07,	08,	09
Sue	Reiner	........................................ 1985
melissa rennie ............................. 2011
Michelle	Reynolds-Parra	.................. 2007
Meaghan	Robinson	........ 1996,	97,	98,	99
Pamela	Robinson........................ 1976,	78
Meghan	Rowlands	......... 2002,	03,	04,	05
Stacy	Roth	...................... 1999,	00,	01,	02
Dianne	Rouch	................................... 1977
Diane	Roud	....................................... 1979
Donna	Rupolo	................. 1988,	89,	90,	91
Teri	Ruslander	................ 1980,	81,	82,	83
melaina saalfeld .................... 2011, 12
Grace	Sacher	.................................... 1976
Denise	Sands	............................. 1976,	77
Karen	Sapienza	................................ 1978
Mary	Schnabel	........................... 1980,	81
Rebecca	Schultz	.............. 2007,	08,	09,10
Megan	Schwab	.............. 2004,	05,	06,	07
Rachael	Shephard	................. 2008,	09,10
Lourdes	Simon...................... 1977,	78,	79
Katie	Simonton....................... 2009,10,12
Gretchen	Slagle.......................... 1978,	79
Anna	Smith..................... 1999,	00,	01,	02
Amy	Smothers	...................... 1985,	87,	88
Renee	Spanos	.................................. 2000
Vanessa	Spears	................ 2009,10,11,	12
Anita	Staubach........................... 1976,	77
Jen	Stemple	..................................... 1995
Debbie	Stephan.............. 1971,	72,	73,	74
Linda	Sterling	....................... 1978,	79,	80
Lori	Thomas	...................................... 1982
Teri	Travillian	.................. 1983,	84,	85,	86
Andrea	Tribuzi	...................... 2003,	04,	05
Kelli	Tom	......................... 1996,	97,	98,	99
Natalie	Tomoguchi	......... 1995,	96,	97,	98
Genice	Turley	.................................... 1994
Carolyn	Urse	................... 1988,	89,	90,	91
Kim	Vargecko	................. 1984,	85,	86,	87
Carrie	Vanderpool	...................... 1995,	99
Brittany	Vanderink	........... 2005,	06,	07,08
Vicki	Volpe	............................ 1985,	86,	87
taylor Watkins .............................. 2012 
Renae	Weigel	................. 1997,	98,	99,	00
Katie	Wessendorf	...................... 1998,	99
Sarah	West	.................... 1999,	00,	01,	02
Nancy	White	.................................... 1976
Melissa	Williamson	............. 1995,	96,	97
Sheri	Winland	...................... 1990,	91,	92
Bunny	Woebkenberg	........................ 1977
Natalie	Woods	................................. 2000
Bold indicates current player.
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oPPonent W-l-t last
Adelphi		.................................... 1-2	 1986
Akron	...................................... 13-7	 2007
Alabama	................................... 2-4	 2010
Arizona		.................................. 2-12	 2007
Arizona	State............................ 3-9	 2007
Arkansas................................... 1-2	 2001
Ashland	.................................... 5-1	 1988
Auburn	...................................... 2-2	 2006
Ball	State................................ 15-6		 2009
Baylor	....................................... 3-1	 2010
Belmont	.................................... 1-0	 2012
Bethune-	Cookman.............	... ..	1-0				 2004
Birmingham-Southern	.............. 1-0	 2007
Bluffton..................................... 1-8		 1976
Boston	University	..................... 1-0	 2005
Bowling	Green	..................24-10-1	 2010
Bradley		.................................... 3-1	 1990
Brown		...................................... 5-1	 1990
Bucknell	.................................... 1-0	 2010
Buena	Vista	.............................. 2-0	 1983
Buffalo	...................................... 4-0	 2012
Butler	........................................ 4-0	 2010
BYU........................................... 2-1	 2011
California	.................................. 4-6	 2010
Cal	Riverside	............................ 2-0	 2010
California-Santa	Barbrara	........ 1-2	 2011
Cal	St.	Northridge	.................. 4-10	 2011
Cal	Poly-SLO	............................. 1-4	 1996
Cal	St.	Fullerton...................... 8-17	 2012
Campbell	.................................. 2-1	 2002
Canisius	.................................... 2-0	 2009
Central	Florida	.......................... 2-2	 2010
Central	Michigan...................... 2-3	 2007
Charleston	................................ 7-3	 1984
Charleston	Southern	................ 1-0	 2001
Chattanooga	(UTC)	................... 0-1	 2002
Cleveland	State	...................... 15-1	 2009
Coastal	Carolina	....................... 2-1	 2006
Colorado	State			....................... 6-1	 2012
Connecticut	.............................. 2-1	 2001
Cortland	State			........................ 1-0	 1981
Cornell	...................................... 1-0	 2010
Creighton	.................................. 0-1	 1990
C.W.	Post	.................................. 1-0	 1984
Dayton	.................................... 12-2	 2012
DePaul			.................................... 4-1	 2011
Detroit	...................................... 3-0	 2008
Drake	........................................ 4-4	 2011
East	Carolina	............................ 1-1	 1988
East	Tennessee	State	............... 2-0	 2010
Eastern	Illinois.......................... 3-1		 1989
Eastern	Kentucky...................... 4-0		 1976
Eastern	Michigan	................... 13-3	 2009
Evansville	................................. 5-0	 2011
Florida	Atlantic	......................... 4-4	 2012
Florida	A&M	............................. 5-4	 2012
Florida	International	................. 3-2	 2011
Florida	State	........................... 2-10	 2002
Fordham.................................... 2-0	 2008
Fresno	State	............................. 6-5	 2012
Furman...................................... 2-2	 2004
Gardner-Webb	.......................... 1-0	 2005
George	Mason.......................... 1-1	 1988
Georgetown.............................. 1-0	 2012
Georgia	..................................... 0-3	 2009
Georgia	Southern	..................... 2-0	 1998
Georgia	State	........................... 2-4	 1999
Georgia	Tech	............................ 1-0	 2005
Grand	Valley	State	................... 2-1	 1981
Hawaii	...................................... 1-4	 2009
Harvard	..................................... 2-1	 2011
Hofstra...................................... 1-1	 2009
Houston	.................................... 1-2	 2012
Idaho	State	............................... 1-0	 2012
Illinois	................................... 17-12	 2011
Illinois	State	............................. 2-0	 2009
Indiana...............................36-53-2	 2012
IUPUI......................................... 5-1	 2007
Indiana	State	............................ 5-5	 1999
Iowa...................................... 37-63	 2012
Iowa	State	................................ 1-4	 2011
Jacksonville	State	.................... 1-0				 2004
Kansas			.................................... 4-0	 2010
Kent	State	............................ 17-13	 2006
Kentucky	................................... 8-5	 2011
Liberty....................................... 1-0	 2003
Long	Beach	State	................... 5-11		 2012
Long	Island	............................... 2-1	 2010
Longwood	................................. 1-0	 2012
Louisiana	State	........................ 2-3	 2009
Louisiana	Tech	.......................... 2-3	 1997
Louisville	.................................. 2-3	 2012
Loyola	(Chi.)	.............................. 5-1	 2009
Loyola	Marymount	................... 4-5	 2011
Maine	....................................... 2-0	 1985
Marist	....................................... 2-0	 2008
Marshall	................................... 5-2	 2008
Maryland	.................................. 0-1	 1999
Massachusetts	......................... 3-3	 2007
McNeese	State	........................ 3-0	 2002
Memphis	.................................. 0-1	 2011
Miami	(Ohio)......................20-15-1	 2006
Michigan	.............................. 20-78	 2012
Michigan	State..................... 57-41	 2012
Minnesota	............................ 36-56	 2011
Missouri	................................... 1-5	 1992
Missouri-Kansas	City	............... 1-0	 2009
Missouri-St.	Louis	.................... 1-0	 1979
Mississippi	State	..................... 3-1	 2009
Montclair	State		....................... 1-0	 1984
Morehead	State	..................... 17-2	 2011
Morris	Harvey........................... 2-0	 1979
Muskingum............................. 11-0	 1980
Nittaidai	(Japan)	.................... First	 2002
Nebraska	.................................. 4-5	 2012
Nevada	Las-Vegas	................... 0-2	 1995
Nevada	..................................... 5-0	 2009
New	Mexico	............................. 1-2	 2007
New	Mexico	State	................... 4-4	 2009
Nicholls	State........................... 2-1	 2000
North	Carolina			........................ 2-5	 2012
North	Carolina	A&T.................. 2-0	 2004
North	Carolina	State	............	.. 	3-1				 2009
North	Dakota	............................ 0-1	 2011
North	Florida	............................ 1-2	 2012
NC-Charlotte	............................ 1-0	 2000
NC-Greensboro	............................1-0	 2000
NC-Wilmington	.............................1-0	 2000
Northeast	Louisiana	................. 0-1	 1992
Northern	Colorado.................... 3-3	 2008	
Northern	Illinois	....................... 7-2	 2004
Northwestern	....................32-60-3	 2012
Notre	Dame	.............................. 3-5	 2012
Oakland	.................................. 12-1	 2009
Ohio	Northern......................... 15-4	 1982
Ohio	...................................... 42-20	 2012
Oklahoma	Baptist	..................... 1-1	 1980
Oklahoma	City	.......................... 2-0	 1983
Oklahoma	................................. 0-6	 2007
Oklahoma	State		...................... 1-3	 1997
Oregon			.................................... 6-2	 2008
Oregon	State	............................ 1-8	 2012
Otterbein	.................................. 3-0	 1975
Pacific		...................................... 4-5		 2005
Penn	State	............................ 45-29	 2012
Pittsburg	St.	(Kan.)	................... 1-0	 1980
Pittsburgh	................................. 8-3	 2012
Portland	State	.......................... 4-0	 2008
Princeton	.................................. 1-1	 2002
Providence	................................ 1-0	 2008
Purdue	.................................. 17-16	 2012
Rhode	Island............................. 2-0	 2010
Rio	Grande................................ 9-1	 1975
Robert	Morris	......................... 15-0	 2007
Rutgers		.................................... 2-0	 2005
Sacred	Heart	............................ 1-0	 1984
Sacramento	State	.................... 2-5	 2008
St.	Bonaventure........................ 1-0	 2012
St.	John’s	.................................. 2-0	 1984
St.	Louis.................................. 10-1	 1999
St.	Mary’s	................................. 2-0				 2004
Samford	.................................... 0-1	 2007
Sam	Houston	............................ 5-2	 2010
San	Diego	................................. 3-0	 2011
San	Diego	State	....................... 4-4	 2011
San	Jose	State	......................... 1-1	 2012
Seton	Hall................................. 2-0	 2002
Shepherd	.................................. 1-0	 1975
Slippery	Rock............................ 2-0	 1981
South	Alabama......................... 0-1	 2011
South	Carolina.......................... 1-2	 2005
South	Dakota	State	.................. 1-0	 2005
South	Florida	............................ 2-4	 2010
South	Utah	State...................... 0-1	 1989
SE	Louisiana			........................... 1-1	 2011
Southern	Illinois	....................... 2-1	 1996
Southern	Mississippi	............... 3-1	 2000
Southern	Utah	.......................... 1-0	 1997
SW	Missouri	State................... 1-1	 1998
Stanford.................................... 0-1	 2008
Stephen	F.	Austin	..................... 1-1	 2002
Stetson	..................................... 4-1	 2010
Syracuse	................................... 2-1	 2010
Tarkio			...................................... 0-1	 1979
Temple			.................................... 1-0	 1990
Tennessee	................................ 0-1	 2010
Tennessee-Chat.	....................... 0-1	 2011
Tennessee-Martin	.................... 0-1	 2011
Tennessee	State	....................... 2-0	 2012
Tennessee	Tech	........................ 1-1	 2001
Texas	A&M	............................... 2-9	 2011
Texas	A&M	Corpus	Christi	....	. 	0-1				 2004
Texas-Arlington		....................... 1-3	 1990
Texas-San	Antonio	................... 0-1	 2006
Texas	........................................ 1-2	 2007
Texas	Tech	................................ 0-2	 2012
Tokyo	...................................... First	 2002
Toledo	..................................... 15-1	 2006
Tulsa	......................................... 0-1	 2011
UAB	.......................................... 1-1	 2007
UCF	........................................... 0-1	 2012
UCLA......................................... 1-7	 2011
UIC	............................................ 1-0	 2009
UNLV......................................... 3-2	 2012
U.S.	International	..................... 1-1	 1990
Utah	.......................................... 4-8	 2007
Utah	State	................................ 1-4	 2001
Villanova	................................... 1-0	 2003
Virginia	..................................... 2-2	 1988
Virginia	Tech	............................. 2-2			 2007
Washington	.............................. 2-9	 2009
Wayne	State	............................ 1-0	 1975
West	Florida	............................. 2-3	 1988
Western	Illinois	........................ 2-5	 1992
Western	Michigan	................... 3-2	 2009
West	Virginia	........................... 1-1	 1982
Winthrop	.................................. 1-0				 2004
Wisconsin............................. 19-19	 2011
Wis.-Green	Bay	........................ 2-1	 1990
Wis.-Whitewater	..................... 1-0	 1979
Wright	State........................... 27-1	 2012	
Youngstown	State	.................. 12-0	 2011
(SINCE	2000)
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c Oa c h i n g  R e c O R d S
oVerall                                                                                                                                   Big ten
season coach Won lost tie Pct. ncaa Won lost tie Pct. Finish/teams
1972	 Catherine	O’Brien	 7	 2	 0	 .778	 –	 –	 –	 –	 –	 –
1973	 Catherine	O’Brien	 9	 4	 0	 .778	 –	 –	 –	 –	 –	 –
1974	 Harriet	Reynolds	 6	 8	 0	 .429	 –	 –	 –	 –	 –	 –
1975	 Harriet	Reynolds	 6	 4	 0	 .600	 –	 –	 –	 –	 –	 –
1976	 Harriet	Reynolds	 8	 6	 0	 .571	 –	 –	 –	 –	 –	 –
1977	 Harriet	Reynolds	 7	 10	 0	 .412	 –	 0	 3	 0	 .000	 6th/6	*
1978	 Don	Dungree	 20	 7	 0	 .741	 AIAW	Regional	 0	 2	 0	 .000	 T4th/5	*
1979	 Dianne	Thompson	 24	 11	 0	 .686	 AIAW	Regional	 0	 2	 0	 .000	 T5th/6	*
1980	 Dianne	Thompson	 20	 16	 0	 .556	 –	 1	 2	 0	 .333	 4th/6	*
1981	 Dianne	Thompson	 26	 16	 0	 .619	 –	 1	 2	 0	 .333	 5th/7	*
1982	 Dianne	Thompson	 27	 16	 1	 .614	 AIAW	World	Series	 3	 2	 0	 .600	 T3rd/6
1983	 Dianne	Thompson	 19	 28	 1	 .406	 –	 4	 14	 1	 .155	 7th/6
1984	 Dianne	Thompson	 20	 25	 0	 .444	 –	 6	 18	 0	 .250	 7th/7
1985	 Dianne	Thompson	 10	 35	 0	 .222	 –	 3	 21	 0	 .125	 7th/7
1986	 Barb	Dearing	 12	 33	 1	 .272	 –	 3	 21	 0	 .125	 7th/7
1987	 Barb	Dearing	 22	 25	 0	 .468	 –	 10	 14	 0	 .417	 5th/7
1988	 Barb	Dearing	 19	 31	 1	 .217	 –	 5	 18	 0	 .382	 7th/7
1989	 Gail	Davenport	 15	 36	 0	 .294	 –	 6	 18	 0	 .250	 7th/7
1990	 Gail	Davenport	 39	 25	 0	 .609	 Columbus	Regional	 17	 7	 0	 .708	 1st/7
1991	 Gail	Davenport	 20	 32	 0	 .385	 –	 10	 14	 0	 .417	 4th/7
1992	 Gail	Davenport	 23	 36	 0	 .390	 –	 11	 17	 0	 ,393	 6th/8
1993	 Gail	Davenport	 31	 25	 0	 .554	 –	 16	 12	 0	 .571	 5th/8
1994	 Gail	Davenport	 40	 20	 0	 .667	 –	 18	 10	 0	 .643	 3rd/8
1995	 Gail	Davenport	 33	 30	 0	 .524	 –	 11	 17	 0	 .393	 6th/9
1996	 Gail	Davenport	 19	 43	 0	 .306	 –	 6	 18	 0	 .250	 8th/10
1997	 Linda	Kalafatis	 20	 31	 0	 .392	 –	 4	 18	 0	 .182	 9th/10
1998	 Linda	Kalafatis	 33	 23	 0	 .589	 –	 10	 14	 0	 .417	 6th/10
1999	 Linda	Kalafatis	 20	 32	 0	 .385	 –	 5	 19	 0	 .263	 9th/10	
2000	 Linda	Kalafatis	 28	 26	 0	 .519	 –	 4	 13	 0	 .235	 T9th/10
2001	 Linda	Kalafatis	 46	 18	 0	 .718	 –	 14	 6	 0	 .700	 3rd/11
2002	 Linda	Kalafatis	 55	 14	 0	 .797	 Ann	Arbor	Regional	 16	 4	 0	 .800		 2nd/11
2003	 Linda	Kalafatis	 26	 23	 0	 .530	 –	 5	 11	 0	 .310	 9th/11
2004	 Linda		Kalafatis	 35	 25	 0	 .583	 Tallahasee	Regional	 8	 11	 0	 .421	 6th/11
2005	 Linda	Kalafatis	 32	 17	 0	 .653	 –	 9	 7	 0	 .563	 4th/11		
2006	 Linda	Kalafatis	 39	 23	 0	 .629	 Tucson	Regional	 11	 7	 0	 .611	 4th/11
2007	 Linda	Kalafatis	 40	 18	 0	 .689	 Columbus	Regional	 14	 2	 0	 .875	 1st/11
2008	 Linda	Kalafatis	 33	 23	 0	 .589	 -	 7	 13	 0	 .350	 8th/11
2009	 Linda	Kalafatis	 47	 11	 0	 .810	Athens	Super	Regional	 16	 4	 0	 .800	 2nd/11
2010	 Linda	Kalafatis	 39	 14	 0	 .735	 Columbus	Regional	 16	 2	 0	 .889	 2nd/11
2011	 Linda	Kalafatis	 14	 37	 0	 .274	 	 3	 17	 0	 .150	 11th/11
2012	 Linda	Kalafatis	 31	 23	 0	 .574	 	 10	 13	 0	 .435	 8th/12
totals  1020 882 4 .533  278 374 1 .425	
*	Unofficial	Big	Ten	results
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1987
overall record: 22-25
Big ten record: 10-14/5th
date opponent result
3-20	 Eastern	Michigan	@	 L	 5-3
3-20	 Georgia	State	@	 L	 6-4
3-21	 Bradley	@	 W	 2-1
3-21	 Furman	@	 L	 2-1
3-22	 Massachusetts@	 L	 1-0
3-26	 at	West	Florida	 L	 3-2
3-26	 at	West	Florida	 W	 6-5	
3-27	 vs.	Brown	 W	 6-5
3-27	 vs.	Brown	 W	 7-0
3-28	 vs.	So.	Mississippi	 W	 2-1
3-28	 vs.	So.	Mississippi	 W	 4-3	
4-3	 at	Michigan	 L	 4-0
4-3	 at	Michigan	 L	 8-0
4-4	 at	Michigan	 W	 3-1
4-4	 at	Michigan	 L	 3-0
4-8	 Morehead	State	 W	 6-5
4-9	 Morehead	State	 W	 10-0
4-10	 at	Northwestern	 L	 1-0
4-10	 at	Northwestern	 L	 4-0
4-11	 at	Northwestern	 L	 7-0
4-11	 at	Northwestern	 L	 4-0
4-14	 Bowling	Green	 L	 2-0
4-14	 Bowling	Green	 L	 5-4
4-15	 Kent	State	 L	 6-0
4-15	 Kent	State	 W	 4-0
4-17	 vs.	Wright	State	 W	 4-1
4-17	 at	Akron	 L	 2-1
4-18	 at	Akron	 W	 6-0
4-18	 vs.	Dayton	 L	 3-1
4-21	 at	Indiana	 W	 4-3
4-21	 at	Indiana	 L	 6-4
4-24	 Iowa	 W	 8-7
4-24	 Iowa	 W	 12-11
4-26	 Iowa	 W	 2-0
4-26	 Iowa	 W	 4-1
4-28	 Indiana	 W	 2-0
4-28	 Indiana	 L	 6-3
5-1	 Michigan	State	 L	 3-2
5-1	 Michigan	State	 L	 7-0
5-2	 Michigan	State	 W	 3-1
5-2	 Michigan	State	 W	 3-0
5-5	 at	Ohio		 W	 2-0
5-5	 at	Ohio		 L	 6-3
5-8	 at	Minnesota	 L	 6-0
5-8		 at	Minnesota	 L	 10-0
5-9	 at	Minnesota	 L	 6-0
5-9	 at	Minnesota	 W	 2-1
@	Florida	State	Tournament
1986
overall record: 12-33-1
Big ten record: 3-21/7th
date opponent result
3-21	 Mississippi	@	 L	 3-2
3-21	 West	Florida	@	 W	 2-0
3-22	 Bradley	@	 L	 2-0
3-22	 Eastern	Michigan	@	 L	 2-0
3-25	 Florida	State	@	 L	 4-1
3-26	 Florida	State	@	 L	 3-2
3-26	 Nevada-Reno	@	 W	 2-0
3-27	 at	Georgia	State	 L	 2-1
3-27	 at	Georgia	State	 W	 3-1
4-1	 at	Miami	(Ohio)	 L	 4-1
4-1	 at	Miami	(Ohio)	 T	 2-2
4-4	 Northwestern	 L	 8-0
4-4	 Northwestern	 L	 8-0
4-5	 Northwestern	 L	 1-0
4-5	 Northwestern	 L	 2-1
4-8	 at	Indiana	 L		 10-0
4-8	 at	Indiana	 L	 2-0
4-12	 Adelphi	#	 L	 4-0
4-12	 Connecticut	#	 W	 2-0
4-12	 Virginia	#	 L	 2-1
4-13	 Penn	State	#	 L	 5-3
4-13	 Penn	State	#	 W	 8-3
4-13	 Virginia	#	 W	 2-1
4-18	 at	Michigan	State	 L	 2-0
4-18	 at	Michigan	State	 W	 2-1
4-19	 at	Michigan	State	 W	 1-0
4-19	 at	Michigan	State	 L	 3-1
4-22	 Ohio		 W	 4-3
4-22	 Ohio		 L	 11-5
4-25	 at	Iowa	 L	 3-1
4-25	 at	Iowa	 L	 8-0
4-26	 at	Iowa	 L	 1-0
4-26	 at	Iowa	 L	 1-0
4-29	 Indiana	 L	 3-0
4-29	 Indiana	 L	 3-0
5-2	 Minnesota	 L	 3-2
5-2	 Minnesota	 L	 6-2
5-3	 Minnesota	 L	 5-0
5-3	 Minnesota	 L	 6-0
5-6	 Kent	 L	 4-0
5-6	 Kent		 W	 4-3
5-9	 Michigan	 L	 1-0
5-9	 Michigan	 L	 14-4
5-10	 Michigan	 L	 3-0
5-11	 Michigan	 W	 3-0
@	Florida	State	Tournament;	#	Penn	State	
Tournament
1988
overall record: 19-31-1
Big ten record: 5-18/7th
date opponent result
3-18	 South	Florida	@	 L	 4-2
3-18	 Eastern	Illinois	@	 L	 6-4
3-19	 Furman	@	 L	 1-0
3-19	 So.	Mississippi	@	 W	 1-0
3-19	 Bradley	@	 L	 3-2
3-22	 at	Florida	State	 L	 6-1
3-22	 at	Florida	State	 L	 2-1
3-23	 at	West	Florida	 L	 9-2
3-23	 at	West	Florida	 L	 3-2
3-30	 Youngstown	State	 W	 7-0
3-30	 Youngstown	State	 W	 2-1
4-1	 Wright	State	#	 W	 3-0
4-1	 Akron	#	 W	 4-2
4-2	 George	Mason	#	 W	 1-0
4-2	 Ashland	#	 W	 4-0
4-2	 Morehead	State#	 W	 10-4
4-5	 Ohio		 W	 4-0
4-5	 Ohio		 W	 7-6
4-8	 George	Mason	%	 L	 1-0
4-8	 South	Carolina	%	 L	 4-3
4-8	 Penn	State	%	 L	 4-3
4-9	 East	Carolina	%	 L	 2-1
4-10	 Virginia	@	 L	 2-1	
4-12	 at	Indiana	 L	 6-1
4-12	 at	Indiana	 L	 6-1
4-15	 Michigan	 L	 9-0
4-15	 Michigan	 L	 5-0
4-16	 Michigan	 W	 4-3
4-16	 Michigan	 L	 6-0
4-20	 at	Bowling	Green	 TIE	 2-2
4-22	 Minnesota	 L	 4-1
4-22	 Minnesota	 L	 6-0
4-23	 Minnesota	 L	 8-3
4-26	 Cleveland	State	 W	 4-1
4-26	 Cleveland	State	 W	 4-0
4-29	 at	Michigan	State	 L	 4-3
4-29	 at	Michigan	State	 L	 2-1
4-30	 at	Michigan	State	 W		 7-5
4-30	 at	Michigan	State	 W	 2-1
5-3	 Miami	(Ohio)	 W	 3-1
5-3	 Miami	(Ohio)	 W	 6-2
5-6	 at	Iowa	 L	 1-0
5-6	 at	Iowa	 L	 5-2
5-7	 at	Iowa	 L	 5-0
5-7	 at	Iowa	 L	 8-1
5-10	 Indiana	 W	 1-0
5-10	 Indiana	 L	 4-3
5-13	 Northwestern	 W	 2-1
5-13	 Northwestern	 L	 4-1
5-14	 Northwestern	 L	 5-2
5-14	 Northwestern	 L	 12-0
@	Florida	State	Tournament;	#	Buckeye	
Invitational;	%	Virginia	Invitational
1989
overall record: 15-36
Big ten record: 6-18/7th
date opponent result
3-16	 North	Carolina	@	 L	 2-0
3-16	 Missouri	@	 L	 2-0
3-17	 Illinois	State	@	 L	 4-0
3-17	 Georgia	State	@	 L	 7-1
3-20	 vs.	Eastern	Illinois	 W	 2-1
3-20	 vs.	Eastern	Illinois	 W	 8-2
3-23	 at	Louisiana	Tech	 L	 5-4
3-24	 Sam	Houston	State	%	 L	 5-1
3-24	 Kent	State	%	 L	 4-2
3-25	 Louisiana	Tech	%	 L	 9-1
3-25	 Missouri	%	 L	 2-0
3-28	 Eastern	Michigan	 W	 3-2
3-28	 Eastern	Michigan	 L	 6-3
4-1	 Penn	State	#	 W	 2-0
4-2	 Ball	State	#	 L	 8-2
4-2	 Dayton	#	 W	 4-0
4-4	 at	Indiana	 L	 1-0
4-4	 at	Indiana	 L	 1-0
4-7	 at	Michigan	 W	 1-0
4-7	 at	Michigan	 L	 1-0
4-9	 at	Michigan	 L	 2-0
4-9	 at	Michigan	 L	 4-0
4-11	 at	Ohio		 W	 4-0
4-11	 at	Ohio		 L	 1-0
4-14	 Iowa	 L	 3-1
4-14	 Iowa	 L	 1-0
4-15	 Iowa	 L	 2-0
4-15	 Iowa	 W	 4-3
4-21	 at	Northwestern	 L	 3-2
4-21	 at	Northwestern	 L	 1-0
4-22	 at	Northwestern	 L	 6-1
4-22	 at	Northwestern	 L	 4-2
4-25	 Indiana	 L	 5-3
4-25	 Indiana	 L	 7-0
4-27	 Colorado	State	^	 W	 5-4
4-28	 Utah	State	^	 L	 3-1
4-28	 Arizona	^	 L	 2-0
4-28	 Utah	^	 L	 3-0
4-29	 Southern	Utah	^	 L	 1-0
4-29	 Nevada-Reno	^	 W	 17-3
4-29	 Colorado	State	^	 L	 7-1
5-2	 Akron	 L	 4-3
5-2	 Akron	 W	 8-1
5-6	 at	Minnesota	 L	 2-0
5-6	 at	Minnesota	 W	 1-0
5-7	 at	Minnesota	 L	 2-1
5-7	 at	Minnesota	 L	 3-2
5-13	 Michigan	State	 W	 7-1
5-13	 Michigan	State	 L	 7-5
5-14	 Michigan	State	 W	 5-4
5-14	 Michigan	State	 W	 2-1
@	Florida	State	Tournament;	%	Louisiana	
Tech	Tournament;	#	Buckeye	Invitational;	
^	Utah	Invitational
Note	–	Accurate	year-by-year	results	are	unavailable	prior	to	1986.
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1991
overall record: 20-32
Big ten record: 10-14/4th
date opponent result
2-14	 Oregon@	 L	 8-1
2-15	 Arizona	State	@	 L	 5-4
2-15	 Minnesota	@	 L	 6-0
2-15	 Cal	State	Fullerton@	 L	 4-1
2-16	 Cal	State	Northridge	@	 L	 3-2
2-16	 Long	Beach	State	@	 W	 2-1
2-16	 Arizona	@	 W	 1-0
2-17	 Cal	State	Northridge	@	W	 5-3
2-17	 Arizona	State	@	 L	 1-0
3-2	 Sacramento	State	#	 L	 4-1
3-2	 Utah	#	 L	 6-4
3-2	 Iowa	State	#	 L		 2-1
3-3	 UCLA	#	 L	 2-0
3-3	 UNLV	#	 L	 5-1
3-24	 at	Long	Beach	State	 L	 4-3
3-24	 at	Long	Beach	State	 L	 2-0
3-29	 at	Cal	Poly	Pomona	 W	 3-1
3-29	 at	Cal	Poly	Pomona	 L	 3-2
3-30	 at	San	Diego	State	 W	 2-0
3-30	 at	San	Diego	State	 L	 2-1
4-2	 Akron	 W	 3-0
4-2	 Akron	 L	 7-1
4-5	 at	Northwestern	 W	 3-2
4-5	 at	Northwestern	 L	 2-1
4-6	 at	Northwestern	 W	 4-1
4-6	 at	Northwestern	 W	 2-1
4-9	 Indiana	 W	 2-1
4-12	 Michigan	State	 W	 8-0
4-12	 Michigan	State	 W	 3-1
4-13	 Michigan	State	 L	 1-0
4-13	 Michigan	State	 W	 3-1
4-19	 at	Minnesota	 L	 2-0
4-19	 at	Minnesota	 L	 5-0
4-20	 at	Minnesota	 L	 3-0
4-20	 at	Minnesota	 L	 3-2
4-23	 Wright	State	 W	 10-0
4-23	 Wright	State	 W	 6-1
4-26	 Iowa	 W	 2-1
4-26	 Iowa	 L	 12-0
4-27	 Iowa	 L	 1-0
4-27	 Iowa	 W	 1-0
5-1	 at	Ohio		 W	 4-0
5-1	 at	Ohio		 L	 3-2
5-3	 at	Michigan	 L	 2-1
5-3	 at	Michigan	 L	 3-1
5-4	 at	Michigan	 L	 3-1
5-4	 at	Michigan	 L	 2-0
5-7	 at	Indiana	 W	 4-1
5-8	 at	Indiana	 L	 1-0
5-9	 Indiana	 L		 1-0
5-11	 Kent	State	 L	 4-3
5-11	 Kent	State	 W	 5-0
@Arizona	Classic;	#Las	Vegas	Spring	
Tourney
1992
overall record: 23-36
Big ten record: 11-17/6th
date opponent result
2-13	 Arizona@	 L	 1-0
2-14	 Cal	State	Fullerton	@	 L	 4-0
2-14	 Texas	A&M	@	 L	 2-1
2-14	 Pacific	@	 W	 3-1
2-15	 Long	Beach	State	@	 L	 4-0
2-15	 New	Mexico	State	@	 W	 4-1
2-16	 UCLA@	 L	 1-0
3-6	 Nebraska	#	 W	 6-2
3-6	 Texas	A&M	#	 L	 4-3
3-6	 Louisiana	Tech	#	 W	 1-0
3-7	 Northeast	Louisiana	#	 L	 7-5
3-7	 Northern	Illinois	#	 W	 6-2
3-7	 Missouri	#	 L		 3-2
3-8	 Illinois	State#	 W	 8-1
3-8	 South	Carolina#	 L	 2-0
3-24	 vs.	Utah	 L	 1-0
3-24	 vs.	Utah	 L	 2-0
3-25	 vs.	Western	Illinois	 L	 6-0
3-25	 Cal	State	Fullerton	%	 L	 4-0
3-26	 Missouri	%	 W	 4-2
3-27	 Florida	State	%	 L	 1-0
3-28	 Cal	Poly	Pomona	%	 L	 8-0
3-28	 Oregon	%	 W	 8-2
4-3	 Michigan	State	 L	 2-1
4-3	 Michigan	State	 W	 6-0
4-5	 Michigan	State	 W	 6-2
4-5	 Michigan	State	 W	 1-0
4-7	 at	Penn	State	 W	 7-0
4-7	 at	Penn	State	 W	 4-0
4-10	 Minnesota	 L	 2-1
4-10	 Minnesota	 W	 3-2
4-11	 Minnesota	 L	 8-1
4-11	 Minnesota	 L	 6-5
4-13	 Wright	State	 W	 6-0
4-13	 Wright	State	 W	 4-0
4-15	 Ohio		 L	 3-1
4-15	 Ohio		 L	 9-4
4-17	 at	Northwestern	 L	 3-0
4-17	 at	Northwestern	 L	 1-0
4-18	 at	Northwestern	 L	 3-2
4-18	 at	Northwestern	 L	 1-0
4-21	 Penn	State	 W	 2-0
4-21	 Penn	State	 L	 4-1
4-24	 Indiana	 L	 1-0
4-24	 Indiana	 L	 2-1
4-25	 Indiana	 W	 5-4
4-25	 Indiana	 W	 5-1
4-29	 Kent	State	 L	 3-2
4-29	 Kent	State	 L	 5-1
5-1	 at	Michigan	 L	 6-0
5-1	 at	Michigan	 W	 4-2
5-2	 at	Michigan	 L	 6-0
5-2	 at	Michigan	 L	 7-3
5-4	 Dayton	 W	 6-0
5-4	 Dayton	 W	 10-0
5-8	 at	Iowa	 L	 5-0
5-8	 at	Iowa	 L	 2-1
5-9	 at	Iowa	 L	 3-0
5-9	 at	Iowa	 W	 1-0
@Arizona	Softball	Classic;	#Aggie	Invita-
tional;	%PONY	Softball	Tournament
1990
overall record: 39-25
Big ten record: 17-7/1st
date opponent result
2-15	 Pacific	@	 L	 3-1
2-16	 Oregon	@	 L	 6-3
2-16	 US	International	@	 W	 3-0
2-16	 California	@	 W	 3-2
2-17	 Arizona	State	@	 L	 3-1
2-17	 Long	Beach	State	@	 L	 3-2
2-18	 Arizona	@	 L	 3-0
3-15	 Colorado	State	#	 L	 3-1
3-15	 Kansas	#	 W	 7-2
3-15	 SE	Louisiana	#	 L	 7-3
3-16	 Northern	Illinois	#	 W	 6-3
3-16	 Temple	#	 W	 5-2
3-17	 Texas	A&M	#	 L	 4-3
3-17	 Creighton	#	 L	 3-0
3-19	 vs.	Drake	 W	 7-5
3-19	 vs.	Wisc.-Green	Bay	 W	 4-1
3-20	 vs.	Stephen	F.	Austin	 L	 1-0
3-20	 vs.	Texas-Arlingtopn	 L	 1-0
3-22	 vs.	Drake	 W	 3-2
3-22	 at	Sam	Houston	 L		 4-2
3-23	 vs.	Brown	 W	 8-2
3-23	 vs.	Brown	 W	 10-2
3-24	 vs.	Wis.-Green	Bay	 L	 3-0
3-30	 Bowling	Green	%	 W	 1-0
3-31	 Western	Illinois	%	 W	 1-0
3-31	 Utah	%	 W	 14-5
4-4	 Indiana	 W	 2-1
4-4	 Indiana	 W	 4-1
4-6	 DePaul	^	 W	 3-0
4-6	 Bradley	^	 W	 6-0
4-6	 Wis.-Green	Bay	^	 W	 8-1
4-7	 Western	Illinois	^	 L	 5-0
4-7	 Northern	Illinois	^	 L		 8-7
4-13	 Michigan	 W	 2-1
4-13	 Michigan	 W	 1-0
4-15	 Michigan	 L	 7-6
4-15	 Michigan	 W	 1-0
4-17	 at	Indiana	 L	 4-1
4-17	 at	Indiana	 L	 5-0
4-21	 Minnesota	 W	 3-0
4-21	 Minnesota	 W	 3-1
4-22	 Minnesota	 W	 1-0
4-22	 Minnesota	 L	 1-0
4-24	 at	Ball	State	 W	 2-1
4-24	 at	Ball	State	 W	 2-0
4-27	 Northwestern	 W	 2-1
4-27	 Northwestern	 W	 8-4
4-28	 Northwestern	 W	 4-1
4-28	 Northwestern	 W		 1-0
5-1	 Miami	(Ohio)	 L	 5-2
5-1	 Miami	(Ohio)	 W	 6-0
5-4	 at	Michigan	State	 W	 10-0
5-4	 at	Michigan	State	 L	 2-1
5-5	 at	Michigan	State	 W	 9-3
5-5	 at	Michigan	State	 W	 4-0
5-8	 Ohio		 W	 9-1
5-8	 Ohio		 W	 11-4
5-11	 at	Iowa	 W	 1-0
5-11	 at	Iowa	 L	 3-2
5-12	 at	Iowa	 L	 3-0
5-12	 at	Iowa	 W	 8-0
5-18	 Kent	State	$	 L	 4-0
5-18	 Oregon	$	 W	 2-0
5-19	 Kent	State	$	 L	 5-3
@	Arizona	Softball	Classic;	#	Houston	
Games	Tournament;	%	Buckeye	Invita-
tional;	^	Western	Illinois	Winds	Classic;	
$	NCAA	Midwest	Regional	at	Ohio	State,	
Buckeye	Field
1993
overall record: 31-25
Big ten record: 16-12/5th
date opponent result
3-4		 California	@	 W	 9-6
3-4	 Arizona	State	@	 L	 11-0
3-5	 Cal	State	Fullerton@	 L	 3-2
3-5	 Northern	Illinois	@	 W	 12-5
3-6	 Arizona	@	 L	 17-2
3-6	 Fresno	State	@	 L	 9-0
3-20	 at	Cal	Poly	Pomona	 L	 1-0
3-20	 vs.	Massachusetts	 W	 8-1
3-21	 Cal	State	Fullerton	#	 L	 9-0
3-21	 DePaul	#	 W	 10-8
3-22	 at	Cal	State	Northridge	 L	 5-0
3-22	 at	Cal	State	Northridge	 L	 4-2
3-24	 Cal	State	Northridge	%	 L	 5-1
3-25	 Arizona	%	 L	 9-0
3-27	 Texas	A&M	%	 L	 4-1
3-27	 Washington	%	 L	 4-0
3-31	 Wright	State	 W	 11-0
4-3	 Kent	State	^	 W	 6-3
4-3	 Evansville		^	 W	 10-0
4-4	 Eastern	Michigan	^	 W	 5-2
4-4	 Evansville		^	 W	 3-0
4-4	 Eastern	Michigan	^	 W	 7-1
4-7	 Miami	(Ohio)	 L	 5-4
4-7	 Miami	(Ohio)	 W	 10-0
4-10	 at	Indiana		 W	 4-1
4-10	 at	Indiana	 L	 2-1
4-11	 at	Indiana	 W	 8-2
4-11	 at	Indiana	 W	 4-1
4-16	 Iowa	 W	 2-1
4-16	 Iowa	 L	 3-2
4-17	 Iowa	 W	 2-0
4-17	 Iowa	 L	 4-0
4-20	 Penn	State	 L	 2-0
4-20	 Penn	State	 W	 6-0
4-23	 at	Michigan	State	 W	 5-0
4-23	 at	Michigan	State	 W	 5-0
4-24	 at	Michigan	State	 W	 6-0
4-24	 at	Michigan	State	 W	 1-0
4-27	 Cleveland	State	 W	 4-0
4-27	 Cleveland	State	 W	 10-0
4-30	 at	Minnesota	 L	 1-0
4-30	 at	Minnesota	 L	 3-2
5-2	 at	Minnesota	 L	 2-1
5-2	 at	Minnesota	 W	 2-0
5-5		 at	Ohio		 W	 5-0
5-5	 at	Ohio		 W	 12-2
5-7	 Michigan	 L	 3-1
5-7	 Michigan	 L	 9-3
5-8	 Michigan	 L	 4-2
5-8	 Michigan	 L	 4-3
5-11	 at	Penn	State	 W		 5-0
5-11	 at	Penn	State	 W	 8-1
5-14	 Northwestern	 W	 2-1
5-14	 Northwestern	 W	 8-3
5-15	 Northwestern	 W	 5-2
5-15	 Northwestern	 L	 6-0
@Arizona	Softball	Classic;	#	Fullerton	
Mini-Tournament;	%	PONY	Softball	Tour-
nament;	^	Buckeye	Spring	Tournament
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1994
overall record: 40-20
Big ten: 18-10/3rd
date opponent result
2-24	 Arizona	State	@	 W	 5-0
2-25	 Sam	Houston	State	@	 W	 10-2
2-25	 Oklahoma	State	@	 L	 3-0
2-26	 San	Diego	State	@	 W	 3-1
2-27	 Washington@	 L	 6-4
3-3	 Arizona	#	 L	 9-3
3-3	 Cal	State	Fullerton	#	 L	 1-0
3-4	 Fresno	State	#	 W	 2-1
3-4	 Arizona	State	#	 L	 10-1
3-5	 Washington	#	 W	 2-1
3-5	 Arizona	State	#	 L	 1-0
3-20	 vs.	Kansas	 W	 2-1
3-20	 vs.	Kansas	 W	 7-4
3-22	 at	Cal	State	Northridge	 L	 9-0
3-22	 at	Cal	State	Northridge	 L	 3-1
3-26	 Cleveland	State	%	 W	 19-5
3-26	 Miami	(Ohio)	%	 W	 4-1
3-26	 Loyola	(Chicago)	%	 L	 3-1
3-27	 Cleveland	State	%	 W	 3-0
3-27	 Miami	(Ohio)	%	 W	 9-5
3-29	 Robert	Morris	 W	 2-1
3-29	 Robert	Morris	 W	 4-0
4-1	 at	Michigan	 W	 7-0
4-1	 at	Michigan	 W	 3-1
4-2	 at	Michigan	 L	 2-1
4-2	 at	Michigan	 L	 4-1
4-5	 Morehead	State	 W	 6-2
4-5	 Morehead	State	 W	 3-0
4-8	 Indiana	 L	 4-2
4-8	 Indiana	 L	 6-3
4-9	 Indiana	 L		 10-0
4-9	 Indiana	 L	 8-4	
4-12	 Wright	State	 W	 13-2
4-12	 Wright	State	 W	 11-1
4-16	 Minnesota	 W	 5-2
4-16	 Minnesota	 W	 10-6
4-17	 Minnesota	 W	 13-0
4-17	 Minnesota	 W	 13-5
4-19	 Youngstown	State	 W	 5-1
4-19	 Youngstown	State	 W	 11-0
4-20	 Cleveland	State	 W	 7-5
4-20	 Cleveland	State	 W	 8-0
4-22	 Michigan	State	 W	 7-0
4-22	 Michigan	State	 W	 3-2
4-23	 Michigan	State	 W	 2-0
4-23	 Michigan	State	 W	 6-0
4-26	 at	Penn	State	 W	 1-0
4-26	 at	Penn	State	 W		 6-3
5-3	 Ohio		 W	 9-2
5-3	 Ohio		 L	 8-2
5-6	 at	Northwestern	 W	 2-1
5-6	 at	Northwestern	 L	 5-0
5-8	 at	Northwestern	 L	 1-0
5-8	 at	Northwestern	 W	 4-0
5-10	 Penn	State	 W	 9-1
5-10	 Penn	State	 W	 5-0
5-13	 at	Iowa	 L	 1-0
5-13	 at	Iowa	 W	 1-0
5-14	 at	Iowa	 L	 5-1
5-15	 at	Iowa	 W	 3-2
@Arizona	State	Classic;	#	Arizona	Soft-
ball	Classic;	%	Miami	(Ohio)	Tournament
1995
overall record: 33-30
Big ten: 11-17/6th
date opponent result
2-17	 UNLV@	 L	 4-1
2-17	 Utah@	 W	 8-3
2-18	 Cal	State	Fullerton	@	 L	 2-0
2-18	 Arizona	State	@	 W	 8-3
2-18	 Utah	State	@	 L	 13-0
2-19	 Illinois	State	@	 L	 4-3
3-3	 UCLA	#	 L	 5-0
3-3	 South	Carolina	#	 L	 4-1
3-4	 Utah	#	 L	 5-3
3-17	 Southern	Illinois	%	 W	 2-1
3-17	 Princeton	%	 L	 8-2
3-17	 Eastern	Michigan	%	 W	 1-0
3-18	 Iowa	State	%	 L	 1-0
3-18	 Georgia	State	%	 L	 7-2
3-20	 vs.	Drake	 W	 9-2
3-20	 vs.	Drake	 L	 1-0
3-23	 at	Notre	Dame	 L	 1-0
3-23	 at	Notre	Dame	 W	 3-0
3-25	 Michigan	State	 W	 6-1
3-25	 Michigan	State	 W	 4-2
3-26	 Michigan	State	 W	 8-2
3-26	 Michigan	State	 L	 6-4
3-29	 Morehead	State	 W	 3-1
3-29	 Morehead	State	 W	 8-4
4-1	 Robert	Morris	^	 W	 6-0
4-1	 Loyola	(Chicago)	^	 W	 4-0
4-1	 Bowling	Green	^	 W	 5-3
4-2	 Robert	Morris	^	 W	 9-1
4-2	 Loyola	(Chicago)	^	 W	 4-0
4-5	 Miami	(Ohio)	 W	 6-0
4-5	 Miami	(Ohio)	 W	 3-0
4-8	 at	Indiana	 L	 4-3
4-9	 at	Indiana	 L	 8-0
4-9	 at	Indiana	 L	 4-2
4-10	 at	Indiana	 L	 13-0
4-12	 Ohio		 W	 9-0
4-12	 Ohio		 W	 8-0
4-15	 Purdue	 W	 6-3
4-15	 Purdue	 W	 6-4
4-16	 Purdue	 W	 1-0
4-16	 Purdue	 L	 7-3
4-18	 Notre	Dame	 W	 1-0
4-18	 Notre	Dame	 W	 8-6
4-20	 Robert	Morris	 W	 8-0
4-20	 Robert	Morris	 W	 6-2
4-22	 at	Northwestern	 L	 4-0
4-22	 at	Northwestern	 L	 2-1
4-23	 at	Northwestern	 L	 6-0
4-23	 at	Northwestern	 L	 4-2
4-26	 at	Penn	State	 L	 3-0
4-26	 at	Penn	State	 W	 6-3
4-29	 Iowa	 L	 3-0
4-29	 Iowa	 W	 7-6
4-30	 Iowa	 W	 4-3
4-30	 Iowa	 L	 7-2
5-3	 Michigan	 W	 4-2
5-3	 Michigan	 L	 7-0
5-6	 at	Minnesota	 L	 4-0
5-6	 at	Minnesota	 L	 15-0
5-7	 at	Minnesota	 L	 3-1
5-7	 at	Minnesota	 W	 3-2
5-10	 Toledo	 W	 2-1
5-10	 Toledo	 L	 9-1
@ASU/Coca-Cola	Classic;	#	UCLA/
Easton/Reebok	Invitational;	%	Florida	
State	Invitational;	^	Buckeye	Spring	
Invitational
1996
overall record: 19-43
Big ten: 6-18/8th
date opponent result
2-16	 New	Mexico	State@	 L	 10-3
2-16	 Washington@	 L	 17-4
2-16	 Utah	State@	 L	 6-0
2-17	 Oregon@	 L	 14-5
2-17	 Massachusetts@	 W	 6-4
2-18	 Arizona@	 W	 4-0
2-23	 Washington	#	 L	 6-3
2-23	 Arizona	#	 L	 6-4
2-24	 New	Mexico	State	#	 L	 7-3
2-24	 Arizona	#	 L	 11-2
2-25	 Washington	#	 L	 3-2
2-25	 New	Mexico	State	#	 L	 8-3
3-1	 Oregon	State	%	 L	 4-3
3-1	 Oregon	State	%	 L	 2-0
3-2	 UCLA	%	 L	 8-0
3-2	 UCLA	%	 L	 13-0
3-3	 Fresno	State	%	 L	 2-0
3-3	 Fresno	State	%	 W	 3-2
3-15	 Drake	^	 L	 6-5
3-15	 Eastern	Michigan	^	 W	 9-0
3-15	 Florida	State	^	 W	 1-0
3-16	 Southern	Illinois	^	 W	 2-0
3-16	 South	Florida	^	 L	 8-1
3-19	 at	Sacramento	State	 L	 6-0
3-19	 at	Sacramento	State	 L	 8-3
3-22	 Cal	Poly	SLO	$	 L	 5-4
3-22	 Pacific	$	 L	 7-2
3-22	 Nebraska	$	 L	 6-2
3-23	 Utah	$	 W	 1-0
3-23	 Bowling	Green	$	 W	 7-0
3-23	 Toledo	$	 W	 8-0
3-24	 Toledo	$	 W	 2-0
3-28	 Morehead	State	 L	 6-4
3-28	 Morehead	State	 W	 6-1
3-30	 Wisconsin	 W	 8-0
3-30	 Wisconsin	 W	 8-3
3-31	 Wisconsin	 L	 10-7
4-2	 at	Purdue	 L	 2-1
4-6	 at	Iowa	 L	 8-0
4-6	 at	Iowa	 L	 6-4
4-7	 at	Iowa	 L	 2-0
4-9	 Miami	(Ohio)	 W	 4-1
4-9	 Miami	(Ohio)	 W	 6-5
4-11	 at	Notre	Dame	 L	 3-2
4-11	 at	Notre	Dame	 L	 11-3
4-13	 Minnesota	 L	 9-8
4-13	 Minnesota	 L	 9-2
4-14	 Minnesota	 W	 3-2
4-17	 Indiana	 L	 7-1
4-17	 Indiana	 L	 2-0
4-20	 at	Northwestern	 L	 3-2
4-20	 at	Northwestern	 L	 3-0
4-21	 at	Northwestern	 L	 10-0
4-23		 Penn	State	 L	 6-2
4-23	 Penn	State	 W	 12-3
4-27	 at	Michigan	 L	 3-0
4-27	 at	Michigan	 L	 15-2
4-27	 at	Michigan	 L	 3-2
5-4	 Michigan	State	 W	 5-4
5-5	 Michigan	State	 L	 3-2
5-5	 Michigan	State	 L	 8-0
@	Arizona	State/Coca-Cola	Classic;	#	
Arizona	Classic;	%	UCLA	Tournament;	
^	Lady	Seminole	Invitational;	$	Sacra-
mento	State	Tournament
1997
overall record: 20-31
Big ten: 4-18/9th
date opponent result
2-14		 Utah	State	@	 L	 5-4
2-14	 Texas	@	 W	 7-6
2-15	 Fresno	State	@	 L	 7-4
2-15	 Oregon	@	 W	 4-3
2-16	 Florida	State	@	 L	 7-2
2-28	 Furman	#	 W	 12-3
2-28	 Loyola	#	 W	 8-2
3-1	 New	Mexico	#	 L	 4-3
3-1	 Minnesota	#	 W	 4-2	
3-2	 Southern	Utah	#	 W	 10-0
3-2	 New	Mexico	State	#	 W	 4-2
3-7	 Northern	Illinois	%	 L	 4-3
3-7	 Texas	A&M	%	 L	 2-0
3-8	 Louisiana	Tech	%	 L	 3-1
3-8	 Texas	A&M	%	 L	 4-0
3-9	 Northern	Illinois	%	 W	 2-1
3-9	 Louisiana	Tech	%	 W	 3-2
3-20	 Arizona	$	 L	 15-6
3-20	 Hawaii	$	 L	 8-0
3-21	 Oklahoma	State	$	 W	 3-2
3-22	 Oklahoma	$	 L	 3-1
3-22	 vs.	Texas	$	 L	 10-1	
3-29	 Northwestern	 W	 1-0
3-29	 Northwestern	 W	 7-3
3-30	 Northwestern	 L	 9-5
4-2	 at	Indiana	 L	 4-0
4-2	 at	Indiana	 L	 7-3
4-5	 at	Wisconsin	 L	 6-4
4-5	 at	Wisconsin	 L	 6-1
4-9	 Toledo	 W	 11-10
4-9	 Toledo	 W	 8-0
4-13	 at	Michigan	State	 L	 2-1
4-13	 at	Michigan	State	 L	 3-2
4-15	 Morehead	State	 W	 7-2
4-15	 Morehead	State	 W	 10-0
4-17	 Miami	(Ohio)	 W	 8-4
4-19	 Iowa	 L	 6-2
4-19	 Iowa	 L	 3-2
4-20	 Iowa	 L	 6-0
4-22	 at	Penn	State	 W	 2-1
4-22	 at	Penn	State	 L	 1-0
4-26	 at	Minnesota	 L	 6-3
4-26	 at	Minnesota	 L	 4-1
4-27	 at	Minnesota	 L	 3-0
4-29	 Purdue	 W	 1-0
4-29	 Purdue	 L	 5-3
5-3	 Michigan	 L	 5-4
5-4	 Michigan	 L	 5-0
5-4	 Michigan	 L	 11-3
5-6	 Ohio		 L	 12-8
5-6	 Ohio		 W	 10-2
@ASU/Coca-Cola	Classic;	#Troy	Cox	
Memorial,	New	Mexico;	%	Aggie	Invita-
tional;	$	PONY	Invitational
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1998
overall record: 33-23
Big ten: 10-14/6th
date opponent result
2-13	 Long	Beach	State	!	 L	 5-1
2-13	 Utah	!	 L	 1-5
2-14	 Cal	State	Fullerton	!	 W	 4-0
2-14	 Arizona	State	!	 L	 1-0
2-27	 Connecticut	@	 W	 5-0
2-27	 Georgia	Southern	@	 W	 4-2
2-28	 Coastal	Carolina	@	 W	 11-3
2-28	 South	Florida	@	 L	 3-2
3-1	 Georgia	Southern	@	 W	 6-2
3-1	 South	Florida	@	 W	 1-0
3-19	 Central	Michigan	&	 L	 6-0
3-20	 Baylor	&	 L	 4-1
3-20	 Sacramento	State	&	 L	 7-6
3-21	 Pacific	&	 W	 6-5
3-21	 Harvard	&	 L	 6-0
3-22	 Oregon	&	 W	 9-0
3-22	 Harvard	&	 W	 5-4
3-28	 Minnesota	 L	 14-5
3-28	 Minnesota	 W	 9-6
3-29	 Minnesota	 L	 5-3
4-1	 Indiana	 L	 8-2
4-2	 Indiana	 W	 4-2
4-2	 Cleveland	State	 W	 8-0
4-2	 Cleveland	State	 W	 9-4
4-4	 at	Michigan	 L	 3-0
4-4	 at	Michigan	 L	 5-3
4-4	 at	Michigan	 L	 4-3
4-7	 Penn	State	 W	 6-0
4-7	 Penn	State	 W	 4-3
4-8	 Miami	(Ohio)	 L	 4-1
4-8	 Miami	(Ohio)	 W	 6-1
4-11	 at	Iowa	 L	 3-0
4-11	 at	Iowa	 L	 5-3
4-12	 at	Iowa	 L	 4-3
4-14	 Dayton	 W	 1-0
4-14	 Dayton	 W	 8-0
4-15	 Bowling	Green		 W	 3-2
4-15	 Bowling	Green	 W	 10-0
4-18	 Michigan	State	 W	 6-1
4-18	 Michigan	State	 L	 3-1
4-19	 Michigan	State	 L	 2-1
4-21	 Youngstown	State	 W	 8-0
4-21	 Youngstown	State	 W	 6-4
4-22	 Ohio	 W	 10-0
4-22	 Ohio	 W	 4-0
4-23	 Wright	State	 W	 9-0
4-23	 Wright	State	 W	 4-3
4-25	 Wisconsin	 W	 6-0
4-25	 Wisconsin	 L	 4-3
4-26	 Wisconsin	 W	 6-3
4-28	 at	Purdue	 W	 3-0
4-28	 at	Purdue	 W	 5-2
5-2	 at	Northwestern	 L	 4-0
5-2	 at	Northwestern	 W	 4-3
5-3	 at	Northwestern	 L	 2-0
!ASU	Coca	Cola	Classic;	@	Louisville	
Slugger	Tournament;	&Capital	Classic
1999
overall record: 20-32
Big ten: 5-19/9th
date opponent result
2-11	 Cal	State	Fullerton	!	 L	 4-3
2-12	 Oregon	State	!	 L	 5-1
2-12	 Hawaii	!	 L	 3-0
2-13	 Baylor	!	 W	 4-2
2-13	 Loyola	Marymount	!	 L	 2-1
2-14	 Cal	State	Fullerton	!	 L	 4-0
2-27	 Indiana	State	@	 W	 2-1
2-27	 St.	Louis	@	 W	 16-1
2-27	 Georgia	State	@	 W	 3-1
2-28	 Tennessee	Tech	@	 L	 7-4
3-6	 Kentucky	#	 W	 5-4
3-6	 Akron	#	 W	 11-1
3-7	 Canisius	#	 W	 3-0
3-21	 at	Long	Beach	State	 L	 4-1
3-21	 at	Long	Beach	State	 L	 3-0
3-22	 Washington		 L	 4-1
3-23	 at	Cal	State	Fullerton	 L	 4-2
3-26	 Evansville	&	 W	 3-2
3-26	 Maryland	&	 L	 11-3
3-27	 Campbell	&	 L	 9-5
3-30	 Miami	(Ohio)	 W	 3-2
3-31	 Cleveland	State	 L	 2-1
3-31	 Cleveland	State	 W	 3-2
4-3	 Michigan	 L	 7-3
4-3	 Michigan	 L	 12-4
4-4	 Michigan	 L	 10-2
4-7	 at	Indiana	 L	 5-4
4-7	 at	Indiana	 L	 6-2
4-10	 Iowa	 L	 3-0
4-10	 Iowa	 L	 2-0
4-11	 Iowa	 W	 8-7
4-13	 Bowling	Green	 W	 9-1
4-14	 Purdue	 L	 7-0
4-14	 Purdue	 L	 16-2
4-17	 at	Michigan	State	 W	 3-2
4-17	 at	Michigan	State	 L	 5-1
4-18	 at	Michigan	State	 L	 6-5
4-19	 Butler	 W	 11-2
4-22	 Dayton	 W	 4-2
4-22	 Dayton	 W	 9-0
4-24	 at	Wisconsin	 L	 9-3
4-24	 at	Wisconsin	 L	 5-2
4-24	 at	Wisconsin	 L	 5-1
4-28	 at	Penn	State	 W	 5-2
4-28	 at	Penn	State	 L	 9-3	
5-1	 Northwestern	 W	 8-4
5-1	 Northwestern	 L	 10-3
5-2	 Northwestern	 W	 11-2
5-5	 Youngstown	State	 W	 7-2
5-8	 at	Minnesota	 L	 1-0
5-8	 at	Minnesota	 L	 1-0
5-9	 at	Minnesota	 L	 2-1
!Hawaii	Paradise	Classic;	@Georgia	
State	Classic;	#Kentucky	Invitational;	
&Georgia	Tech/Buzz	Classic	
2000
overall record: 28-26
Big ten: 4-13/t 9th
date opponent result
2-12	 McNeese	State	!	 W	 5-3
2-12	 Nicholls	State	!	 W	 6-0
2-12	 Louisiana	State	!	 L	 11-0
2-13	 Nicholls	State	!	 W	 8-2
2-13	 Louisiana	State	!	 L	 4-0
2-17	 San	Diego	State	#	 L	 6-1
2-18	 Cal	State	Northridge	#	 L	 3-2
2-19	 Pacific	#	 W	 7-6
2-19	 Sacramento	State	#	 W	 3-2
3-3	 Florida	Atlantic	%	 L	 2-1
3-3	 Pittsburgh	%	 W	 8-4
3-4	 Arkansas	%	 L	 2-0
3-4	 Florida	A&M	%	 L	 4-3
3-5	 Robert	Morris	%	 W	 7-0
3-5	 Bowling	Green	%	 L	 2-0
3-17	 Tennessee	State	&	 W	 13-0
3-17	 UNC-Wilmington	&	 W	 2-0
3-18	 UNC-Charlotte	&	 W	 15-5
3-18	 North	Carolina	A&T	&	 W	 11-1
3-18	 UNC-Greensboro	&	 W	 9-0
3-19	 Pittsburgh	&	 W	 2-0
3-19	 Southern	Mississippi	&	 L	 3-2
3-21	 vs.	DePaul	*	 W	 2-1
3-22	 at	Long	Beach	State	 L	 3-2
3-23	 at	Cal	State	Fullerton	 L	 6-0
3-29	 Miami	(Ohio)	 L	 6-5
3-29	 Miami	(Ohio)		 W	 2-1
4-4	 Morehead	State	 W	 7-2
4-4	 Morehead	State	 L	 10-2
4-7	 Purdue	 L	 5-4
4-9	 Indiana	 W	 6-3
4-9	 Indiana	 L	 5-1
4-11	 at	Bowling	Green	 W	 6-2
4-14	 at	Michigan	 L	 8-2
4-14	 at	Michigan	 L	 7-3
4-15	 at	Michigan	State	 L	 7-6
4-16	 at	Michigan	State	 W	 8-4
4-19	 at	Cleveland	State	 W	 10-1
4-21	 Minnesota	 L	 8-2
4-21	 Minnesota	 W	 9-1
4-22	 Wisconsin	 W	 5-3
4-23	 Wisconsin	 L	 4-0
4-25	 Wright	State	 W	 5-3
4-25	 Wright	State	 W	 2-1
4-28	 at	Northwestern	 L	 14-5
4-28	 at	Northwestern	 L	 6-0
4-29	 at	Iowa	 L	 10-2
4-30	 at	Iowa	 L	 4-1
5-2	 Oakland	 W	 6-1
5-2	 Oakland	 W	 5-0
5-3	 Robert	Morris	 W	 1-0
5-3	 Robert	Morris	 W	 8-0
5-6	 at	Penn	State	 L	 2-1
5-7	 at	Penn	State	 L	 4-0
!LSU	Tiger	Classic;	#	San	Diego	State	
Tournament;	%	Florida	International	
Tournament;	&	Winthrop	Invitational;	*	
at	Fullerton,	Calif.
2001
overall record: 46-18
Big ten: 14-6/3rd
date opponent result
2-9	 Northern	Illinois!	 W	 8-1
2-9	 Purdue!	 L	 1-0
2-10	 Syracuse!	 W		 3-0
2-10	 Auburn!	 L		 3-2
2-11	 Syracuse!	 W		 3-2
2-16	 Cal.	State	Northridge#	 L		 4-1
2-16	 Long	Beach	State#	 W		 4-1
2-17	 Utah	State#	 W	 8-0
2-17	 San	Diego	State#	 L	 6-2
2-18	 Sacramento	State%	 W	 8-4
3-2	 Florida	International%	 L	 1-0
3-2	 Arkansas%	 W	 2-1
3-3	 Florida	Atlantic%	 W	 4-3
3-3	 Connecticut%	 L	 2-1
3-4	 Arkansas%	 L		 1-0
3-8	 Oakland	 L	 4-2
3-8	 Oakland	 W	 4-0
3-16	 Buffalo&	 W	 6-0
3-16	 Cleveland	State&	 W	 12-1
3-17	 IUPUI&	 W	 8-1
3-18	 Buffalo&	 W	 10-1
3-18	 Cleveland	State&	 W	 5-0
3-20	 Robert	Morris	 W	 4-0
3-20	 Robert	Morris	 W	 8-0
3-23	 Campbell^	 W	 2-0
3-23	 Charleston	Southern^	 W	 8-0
3-24	 Tennessee	Tech^	 W	 6-0
3-24	 North	Carolina^	 W	 2-1
3-25	 North	Carolina^	 L	 3-1
3-28	 Toledo	 W	 3-1
3-28	 Toledo	 W	 10-0
3-30	 Iowa	 L	 4-2
3-30	 Iowa	 L	 2-0
3-31	 Northwestern	 W	 4-3
4-1	 Northwestern	 W	 3-2
4-3	 at	Miami	(Ohio)	 W	 8-0
4-4	 Eastern	Michigan	 W	 8-0
4-4	 Eastern	Michigan	 W		 4-1
4-6	 Illinois	 W	 5-0
4-6	 Illinois	 L		 4-3
4-13	 at	Indiana	 W	 2-0
4-13	 at	Indiana	 W	 2-0
4-14	 at	Purdue	 W	 2-0
4-15	 at	Purdue	 W	 2-1
4-20	 Michigan	State	 W	 4-2
4-20	 Michigan	State	 W	 6-1
4-21	 Michigan	 L	 2-1
4-22	 Michigan	 W	 3-2
4-24	 Youngstown	State	 W	 11-0
4-24	 Youngstown	State	 W	 9-1
4-25	 Bowling	Green	 W	 5-2
4-25	 Bowling	Green	 L		 2-1
4-27	 at	Wisconsin	 W	 8-2
4-27	 at	Wisconsin	 L	 1-0
4-28	 at	Minnesota	 W	 2-0
4-29	 at	Minnesota	 L	 3-1
5-1	 Wright	State	 W	 3-2
5-1	 Wright	State	 W	 3-0
5-2	 at	Akron	 W	 4-1
5-5	 Penn	State	 W	 7-0
5-6	 Penn	State	 W	 3-1
5-10	 Wisconsin$	 L	 2-1
5-11	 Penn	State$	 L	 5-4
!Auburn	Invitational;	#	San	Diego	State	
Tournament;	%	Florida	International	
Tournament,	Miami,	Fla.;	&	Buckeye	
Invitational,	Columbus,	Ohio;	^	Georgia	
Tech	Buzz	Classic,	Atlanta,	Ga.;	$	Big	Ten	
Tournament	at	Ann	Arbor,	Mich.
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2002
overall record: 55-14
Big ten: 16-4/2nd
date opponent result
2-8	 vs.	CS-Northridge	(1)	 W	 4-2
2-8	 vs.	San	Diego	(1)	 W	 6-0
2-9	 vs.	Oregon	State	(1)	 L	 7-6
2-10	 vs.	Mcneese	State	(1)	 W	 5-1
2-10	 vs.	San	Diego	(1)	 W	 5-2
2-15	 vs.	Baylor	(2)	 W	 2-0
2-15	 vs.	Stephen	F.	Austin	(2)	W	 8-0
2-16	 vs.	Sam	Houston	(2)	 W	 7-2
2-16	 vs.	Mcneese	State	(2)	 W	 7-0
2-17	 vs.	Houston	(2)	 W	 5-0
3-1	 vs.	Portland	State	(3)	 W	 10-3
3-1	 vs.	Cal	Fullerton	(3)	 L	 10-2
3-2	 vs.	San	Jose	State	(3)	 L	 7-6
3-2	 vs.	California	(3)	 L	 2-0
3-3	 vs.	Pacific	(3)	 W	 6-2
3-3	 vs.	San	Diego	State	(3)	W	 3-1
3-6	 at	Dayton	 W	 6-1
3-12	 Kentucky	 L	 4-3
3-12	 Kentucky	 W	 4-0
3-14	 Oakland	 W	 10-0
3-15	 Seton	Hall	(4)	 W	 8-1
3-16	 Robert	Morris	(4)	 W	 8-0
3-16	 Kent	State	(4)	 W	 2-1
3-17	 Robert	Morris	(4)	 W	 5-0
3-17	 Seton	Hall	(4)	 W	 5-0
3-22	 vs.	Campbell	(5)	 W	 12-1
3-22	 vs.	Princeton	(5)	 W	 5-3
3-23	 vs.	Florida	State	(5)	 W	 2-1
3-23	 vs.	Central	Florida	(5)	 W	 9-6
3-24	 vs.	Georgia	State	(5)	 W	 3-1
3-24	 vs.	Georgia	Tech	(5)	 W	 7-0
3-24	 vs.	North	Carolina	(5)	 W	 6-3
3-25	 at	Tenn.	Chattanooga	 L	 2-1
3-30	 at	Michigan	State		 W	 2-1
3-30	 at	Michigan	State	 W	 13-0
3-31	 at	Michigan		 L	 5-4
3-31	 at	Michigan		 L	 8-2
4-3	 Marshall		 W	 10-0
4-3	 Marshall		 W	 8-0
4-5	 Wisconsin		 W	 6-0
4-6	 Wisconsin		 L	 2-0
4-7	 Minnesota		 W	 5-0
4-7	 Minnesota	 W	 5-3
4-12	 at	Iowa	 W	 2-0
4-13	 at	Iowa	 W	 4-2
4-14	 at	Northwestern	 W	 12-4
4-14	 at	Northwestern	 W	 3-1
4-17	 Morehead	State	 W	 15-0
4-17	 Morehead	State	 W	 8-2
4-19	 Purdue	 W	 7-1
4-20	 Purdue	 W	 6-5
4-21	 Illinois	 W	 6-5
4-21	 Illinois	 W	 5-2
4-24	 at	Wright	State	 W	 7-0
4-24	 at	Wright	State	 W	 10-1
4-26	 Ohio	 W	 11-0
4-28	 at	Indiana	 W	 8-0
4-28	 at	Indiana	 W	 5-4
5-2	 Akron	 W	 4-0
5-4	 at	Penn	State	 L	 1-0
5-5	 at	Penn	State	 W	 4-1
5-9	 vs.	Illinois	(6)	 W	 5-0
5-10	 vs.	Michigan	(6)	 L	 5-0
5-11	 vs.	Penn	State	(6)	 W	 4-3
5-11	 vs.	Michigan	(6)	 L	 2-1
5-16	 vs.	Central	Michigan	(7)	W	 7-0
5-17	 vs.	Michigan	(7)	 L	 3-0
5-18	 vs.	Washington	(7)	 W	 2-1
5-19	 vs.	Michigan	(7)	 L	 4-0
(1)	Tournament	of	Champions,	North-
ridge,	Calif.	//	(2)	Cougar	Invitational,	
Houston,	Texas	//	(3)	Cal	St.	Fuller-
ton/Worth	Invitational	//		(4)	Buckeye	
Invitational	//	(5)	Buzz	Classic,	Marietta,	
Ga.	//	(6)	at	Big	Ten	Tournament	in	Ann	
Arbor,	Mich.	//	(7)	at	NCAA	Region	6	
Tournament	in	Ann	Arbor,	Mich.
2003
overall record: 26-23
Big ten: 5-11/9th
date opponent result
2-7			 vs.	Florida	Atlantic	(1)	 L	 3-2
2-7	 at	Florida	Int’l	(1)	 W	 4-1
2-8	 vs.	Alabama	(1)	 L	 6-4
2-8	 vs.	Florida	Atlantic	(1)	 L	 2-1
2-9		 vs.	Alabama	(1)	 W	 7-2
2-22	 vs.	Depaul	(2)	 W	 4-3
2-22	 vs.	Liberty	(2)	 W	 3-1
2-23	 vs.	Arizona	State	(2)	 L	 1-0
2-23		 vs.	Villanova	(2)	 W	 4-3
2-28	 vs.	Oregon	State	(3)	 L	 2-1
2-28	 vs.	Washington	(3)	 L	 2-1
3-1	 vs.	California	(3)	 W	 1-0
3-1	 vs.	Portland	State	(3)	 W	 5-4
3-2	 at	Cal	State	Fullerton	(3)	W	 1-0
3-5	 at	Kentucky	 W	 10-2
3-5	 at	Kentucky	 W	 12-3
3-15	 vs.	Oakland	(4)	 W	 7-1
3-15	 Morehead	State	(4)	 W	 6-1
3-16	 vs.	Morehead	State	(4)	W	 14-0
3-16	 Oakland	(4)	 W	 4-2
3-21	 vs.	Wisconsin	(5)	 L	 1-0
3-21	 vs.	Pacific	(5)	 L	 1-0
3-22	 vs.	Hawai’i	(5)	 W	 4-0
3-22	 vs.	Wisconsin	(5)	 L	 3-1
3-23	 vs.	Hawai’i	(5)	 L	 10-4
3-28	 Indiana	 W	 8-1
3-29	 vs.	Indiana	 W	 9-0
4-5	 at	Northwestern	 L	 5-2
4-5	 vs.	Northwestern	 L	 10-3	
4-9	 Toledo	 W	 8-0
4-9	 Toledo	 W	 4-1
4-10	 at	Akron	 L	 1-0
4-10	 at	Akron	 L	 1-0
4-13	 Iowa	 L	 7-0
4-13	 vs.	Iowa	 L	 3-0
4-16	 at	Ohio	 W	 6-1
4-16	 at	Ohio	 W	 9-1
4-18	 Michigan	 L	 4-0
4-19	 vs.	Michigan	 W	 4-0
4-20	 Michigan	State	 W	 2-0
4-20	 vs.	Michigan	State	 L	 8-0
4-25	 at	Minnesota	 L	 2-1
4-26	 vs.	Minnesota	 L	 5-1
4-27	 at	Wisconsin	 L	 5-4
4-27	 vs.	Wisconsin	 L	 6-0
4-30	 Marshall	 W	 3-2
4-30	 Marshall	 W	 6-0
5-3	 Penn	State	 W	 4-1
5-4	 vs.	Penn	State	 L	 6-2
(1)	Florida	International	Tournament	//	
(2)	NFCA	Leadoff	Classic	//	(3)	Cal	St.	
Fullerton/Worth	Invitational	//		(4)	Buckeye	
Invitational	//	(5)	Univ.	of	Hawii/Chevron	
Invitatinal			
2004
overall record: 35-25
Big ten: 8-11/6th
date opponent result
2-13	 vs.	Cal	State-Northridge	(1)	W	 2-1
2-13	 vs.	Massachusetts	(1)	 L		 0-8
2-14	 vs.	Texas	(1)	 L	 1-3
2-	14	 vs.	Oregon	(1)	 W	 3-1
2-	15	 at	Arizona	State	(1)	 W	 6-3
2-	27	 vs.	Louisiana	State	(2)	 L	 0-5
2-	27		 vs.	California	(2)	 L	 0-6
2-	28	 vs.		Florida	Atlantic	(2)	 W	 4-3
2-	28	 vs.	Virginia	Tech	(2)	 L	 0-1
2-	29	 vs.	Cal	State-Fullerton	(2)	W		 7-2
2-	29	 vs.	Massachusetts	(2)	 L	 3-4
3-	06	 at		Dayton	(3)	 W	 9-1
3-	06				vs.	Wright	State	(3)	 W	 8-0
3-	12				vs.		North	Carolina	A&T	(4)	W		 14-4
3-	12				at	Winthrop	(4)	 W	 9-1
3-	13				vs.	North	Carolina	State	(4)		W		 2-0
3-	13				vs.	Furman	(4)		 W	 3-0
3-	14				vs.	Jacksonville	State	(4)		W	 10-1
3-	14				vs.	Texas	A&M-Corp.	Ch.	(4)	 L	 0-6
3-	19				Loyola-	Chicago	(5)	 W	 3-0
3-	19				Robert	Morris	(5)	 W	 8-1
3-	20	 Northern	Illinois	(5)	 W	 11-3
3-	23	 at	Saint	Mary’s	(Calif.)	 W	 7-4
3-	23	 at	Saint	Mary’s	(Calif.)	 W		 1-0
3-	24	 at	Pacific	 L	 0-8
3-	26	 at	Fresno	State	 L	 0-1
3-	26	 at	Fresno	State		 L	 2-3
4-	02	 Minnesota	 L	 0-1
4-	03	 Minnesota	 W	 9-6
4-	04	 Wisconsin	 W	 2-0
4-	04	 Wisconsin	 L	 1-3
4-	06	 Butler	 W	 10-0
4-	06	 Butler	 W		 8-0
4-	07	 Dayton	 W		 8-0
4-	07	 Dayton	 W		 6-2
4-	09	 at	Michigan	 L	 0-3
4-	10	 at	Michigan	 L	 0-1
4-	14	 Pittsburgh	 W		 3-0
4-	14	 Pittsburgh	 W		 2-0
4-	16	 Michigan	State		 L		 2-4
4-	17	 Michigan	State	 W	 8-7
4-	18	 Northwestern	 L	 3-5
4-	18	 Northwestern	 L	 3-5
4-	21	 Kentucky		 W	 6-4
4-	21	 Kentucky	 L		 3-4
4-	23	 at	Illinois	 W		 1-0
4-	24	 at	Illinois	 L		 0-1
4-	25	 at	Iowa	 W	 5-3
4-	25	 at	Iowa		 L		 0-4
4-	27	 Wright	State	 	W	 11-1
4-	30		 at	Purdue		 W		 6-4
5-	02	 at	Indiana	 W	 4-3
5-	02		 at	Indiana	 L		 1-4
5-	08	 at	Penn	State	 W	 4-1
5-	09	 at	Penn	State		 	L	 2-4
5-	14	 at	Iowa	(6)		 W		 5-1
5-	15	 vs.	Illinois	(6)	 L	 0-5
5-	20	 vs.	South	Florida		(7)	 L	 0-2
5-	20	 vs.	Bethune	Cookman	(7)	 W		 2-0
5-21	 vs.	Cal	State-Northridge	(7)	 L	 2-4	
(1)	ASU	Fiesta	Bowl	Tournament,	(2)	
NFCA	Leadoff	Classic,	(3)	Dayton	Flyer	
Invitational,	(4)	Winthrop	Invitational,	
(5)	Buckeye	Invitational,	(6)	Big	Ten	
Tournament	at	Iowa,	(7)	NCAA	Regional	
Tournament,	Tallahasee,	Fla.	
2005
overall record: 32-17
Big ten: 9-7/4th
date opponent result
2-18	 vs.	Rutgers	(1)	 W	 8-0
2-18	 at	Florida	Atlantic	(1)	 L	 3-12
2-19	 vs.	North	Carolina	St.	(1)	W	 2-0	
2-19		 vs.	Pittsburg	(1)	 W	 8-7
2-20	 vs.	Pittsburg	(1)	 W	 6-3
2-25	 vs.	Pacific	(2)	 L	 5-7
2-25		 vs.	UNLV	(2)	 L	 0-6
2-26	 vs.	Washington	(2)	 L	 2-9
2-26	 vs	Oregon	State	(2)	 L	 0-2
2-27	 vs.	Long	Island	(2)	 W	 11-2
3-04	 vs.	Gardner-Webb	(3)	 W	 4-0
3-04	 vs.	South	Dakota	State	(3)	W	 12-3
3-05	 vs.	Boston	University	(3)	W	 13-10
3-05	 vs.	South	Carolina	(3)	 W	 3-0
3-06	 vs.	Mississippi	State	(3)	W	 11-0
3-06	 vs.	Georgia	Tech	(3)	 W	 5-3
3-06	 vs.	Iowa	(3)	 L	 0-3
3-18	 Ball	State	(4)	 W	 10-2
3-18	 Eastern	Michigan	(4)	 W	 12-7
3-20	 Marshall	(4)	 W	 14-7
3-23	 at	Cal	State	Fullerton	 W	 6-1
3-24	 at	Loyola	Marymount	 L	 2-3
3-24	 at	Loyola	Marymount	 L	 10-11
3-26	 at	California	Riverside	 W	 5-0
4-01	 at	Wisconsin	 L	 1-2
4-02	 at	Wisconsin	 L	 7-9
4-03	 at	Minnesota	 W	 13-1
4-03	 at	Minnesota	 W	 5-1
4-08	 at	Michigan	State	 W	 6-1
4-09	 at	Michigan	State	 L	 4-7
4-15	 Iowa	 L	 1-4
4-16	 Iowa	 L	 2-6
4-17	 Illinois	 W	 5-3
4-17	 Illinois	 L	 7-8
4-19	 at	Wright	State	 W	 14-2
4-19	 at	Wright	State	 W	 7-3
4-27	 Bowling	Green		 W	 5-0
4-27	 Bowling	Green	 W	 9-3
4-29	 Indiana	 W	 4-0
4-30	 Indiana	 W	 3-2
5-01	 Purdue	 W	 6-1
5-01	 Purdue	 L	 0-8
5-03	 Akron	 W	 11-3
5-03	 Akron	 W	 7-3
5-04	 at	Pittsburg	 W	 6-0
5-04	 at	Pittsburg	 L	 2-5
5-07	 Penn	State	 W	 3-0
5-08	 Penn	State	 W	 3-0
5-13	 vs.	Wisconsin	(5)	 L	 1-6
(1)	FAU	Classic,	(2)	Palm	Springs	Classic,	
(3)	Buzz	Classic,	(4)	Buckeye	Invitational,	
(5)	Big	Ten	Tournament	at	Ann	Arbor,	
Mich.
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2006
overall record: 39-23
Big ten: 11-7/4th
date opponent result
2-10	 at	New	Mexico	State(1)	W	 11-1
2-11	 vs.	Portland	State	(1)	 W	 7-6	(8)
2-11	 vs.	Colorado	State	(1)	 W	 8-7	(8)
2-12	 vs.	Utah	(1)	 W	 11-9
2-12	 vs.	Texas-San	Antonio	(1)	 L	 8-9
2-18	 vs.	Central	Florida	(2)	 L	 1-2	(8)
2-18	 at	Stetson	(2)	 L	 0-2
2-19	 vs.	Central	Florida	(2)	 L	 6-8
2-19	 at	Stetson	(2)	 W	 5-2
2-24	 vs.	#3	UCLA	(3)	 L	 1-4
2-24	 vs.	UC-Santa	Barbara(3)	L	 1-10
2-25	 vs.	#22	Oregon	(3)	 W	 6-0
2-25	 vs.	#1	Arizona	(3)	 L	 1-5
2-26	 vs.	UNLV	(3)	 L	 0-4
3-3	 vs.	Coastal	Carolina	(4)	W	 3-0
3-3	 at	#6	Alabama	(4)	 W	 3-1
3-4	 vs.	Drake	(4)	 L	 3-4	(9)
3-4	 vs.	Drake	(4)	 W	 4-2
3-5	 vs.	Coastal	Carolina	(4)	 L	 0-6
3-17	 Kent	State	(5)	 W	 2-1	(8)
3-18	 Central	Michigan	(5)	 W	 8-3
3-19	 Robert	Morris	(5)	 W	 11-2
3-22	 at	Loyola	Marymount	 W	 5-2
3-22	 at	Loyola	Marymount	 W	 2-1
3-24	 at	Long	Beach	State	 W	 2-0
3-24	 at	Long	Beach	State	 W	 2-1	(9)
3-25	 at	Cal	State	Fullerton	 L	 0-4
3-25	 at	Cal	State	Fullerton	 L	 0-2
3-31	 at	Indiana	 L	 1-4
4-1	 at	Indiana	 W	 6-3
4-2	 at	Purdue	 W	 3-0
4-2	 at	Purdue	 L	 1-4
4-5	 Bowling	Green	 W	 3-0
4-5	 Bowling	Green	 W	 4-1
4-7	 Illinois	 W	 8-7
4-8	 Illinois	 W	 5-3
4-9	 #15	Northwestern	 W	 2-1
4-9	 #15	Northwestern	 W	 3-2
4-11	 Toledo	 W	 8-2
4-11	 Toledo	 W	 13-8
4-16	 Minnesota	 W	 9-5
4-16	 Minnesota	 W	 9-0
4-18	 IUPUI	 W	 2-0
4-18	 IUPUI	 W	 8-0
4-19	 at	Miami	(Ohio)	 L	 5-6	(8)
4-22	 #12	Michigan	 L	 2-3
4-22	 #12	Michigan	 L	 1-6
4-23	 Michigan	State	 W	 13-4
4-23	 Michigan	State	 W	 4-0
4-26	 Wright	State	 W	 10-2
4-26	 Wright	State	 W	 3-2
4-28	 at	Iowa	 L	 2-5
4-30	 at	Wisconsin	 W	 10-6
5-3	 Oakland	 W	 8-1
5-3	 Oakland	 W	 8-0
5-6	 at	Penn	State	 L	 2-4
5-7	 at	Penn	State	 L	 0-1
5-12	 vs.	Penn	State	(6)	 W	 9-6
5-12	 at	#11	Northwestern	(6)	L	 0-4
5-18	 vs.	#25	Auburn	(7)	 W	1-0	(10)
5-19	 at	#1	Arizona	(7)	 L	 3-6
5-19	 vs.	#25	Auburn	(7)	 L	 0-4
(1)	Hilton	Las	Crucez	(N.M.)	Invitational,	
(2)	Stetson	Tournament,	DeLand,	Fla.,	
(3)	Palm	Springs	Classic,	Cathedral	City,	
Calif.,	(4)	Hampton	Inn	Crimson	Classic,,	
Tuscaloosa,	Ala.,	(5)	Buckeye	Invitational,	
(6)	Big	Ten	Tournament	at	Northwestern,	
Evanston,	Ill.,	(7)	NCAA	Regional	Tourna-
ment,	Tucson,	Ariz.
2007
overall record: 40-18
Big ten: 14-2/1st
date opponent result
2-9	 vs.	New	Mexico	(1)	 W	 4-3
2-9	 vs.	#1	Arizona	(1)	 L	 3-12
2-10	 vs.	Cal	State	Northridge	(1)	W	 9-3
2-10	 vs.	Texas	Tech	(1)	 L	 0-4
2-11	 at	#5	Arizona	State	(1)	 L	 1-3
2-23	 vs.	Brigham	Young	(2)	 W	 8-3
2-23	 vs.	#22	Fresno	State	(2)	W	 2-1
2-24	 vs.	#10	Texas	(2)	 L	 5-6
2-24	 vs.	#17	California	(2)	 W	 10-7
2-25	 vs.	#9	Oklahoma	(2)	 L	 2-7
3-3	 vs.	Samford	(3)	 L	 1-2
3-3	 at	Alabama-Birmingham	(3)	W	 3-1
3-4	 vs.	Birmingham	Southern	(3)	W	 3-1
3-4	 at	Alabama-Birmingham	(3)	 L	 1-3
3-8	 vs.	Fordham	(4)	 W	 3-2
3-8	 at	Robert	Morris	(4)	 W	 8-0
3-9	 vs.	Central	Michigan	(4)	L	 2-5
3-9	 vs.	Hofstra	(4)	 L	 2-3	(8)
3-10	 vs.	#26	Virginia	Tech	(4)	W	 4-0
3-10	 Long	Island	(4)	 W	 5-4	(8)
3-11	 Massachusetts	(4)	 W	 4-1
3-11	 vs.	#26	Virginia	Tech	(4)	L	 0-2
3-18	 Oakland	 W	 9-1
3-18	 Oakland	 W	 5-0
3-20	 at	Long	Beach	State	 L	 6-10
3-21	 at	Loyola	Marymount	 L	 2-3
3-21	 at	Loyola	Marymount	 W	 4-1
3-23	 vs.	Utah	(5)	 W	 1-0
3-24	 vs.	San	Diego	State	(5)	W	 5-4
3-24	 at	Cal	State	Fullerton	 L	 4-5	(8)
3-30	 Minnesota	 W	 4-2
3-31	 Minnesota	 W	 8-4
4-1	 Wisconsin	 W	 4-3
4-1	 Wisconsin	 W	 9-2
4-13	 at	#7	Northwestern	 W	 5-3	(9)
4-14	 at	#7	Northwestern	 L	 3-5
4-18	 IUPUI	 W	 5-0
4-18	 IUPUI	 W	 13-0
4-20	 at	Illinois	 W	 7-6
4-21	 at	Illinois	 W	 4-3
4-22	 at	Iowa	 L	 3-7
4-22	 at	Iowa	 W	 1-0
4-27	 Purdue	 W	 7-5
4-28	 Purdue	 W	 8-0
4-29	 Indiana	 W	 5-2
4-29	 Indiana	 W	 9-0
5-1	 Wright	State	 W	 8-0
5-1	 Wright	State	 W	 8-0
5-2	 at	Akron	 L	 1-2	(8)
5-5	 Penn	State	 W	 4-2
5-6	 Penn	State	 W	 4-0
5-10	 vs.	Penn	State	(6)	 W	 10-2
5-11	 vs.	Purdue	(6)	 W	 10-1
5-12	 vs.	#6	Northwestern	(6)	W	 2-1
5-18	 vs.	Cal	State	Fullerton	(7)	W	 2-1
5-19	 vs.	#13	Virginia	Tech	(7)	W	 2-1
5-20	 vs.	Cal	State	Fullerton	(7)	 L	 5-6
5-20	 vs.	Cal	State	Fullerton	(7)	L	 3-10
(1)	ASU	Kajikawa	Classic,	Tempe,	Ariz.,	
(2)	Palm	Springs	Classic,	Cathedral	City,	
Calif.,	(3)	UAB	-	Magic	City	Classic,	
Birmingham,	Ala.,	(4)	South	Florida-adidas	
Invitational,	Clearwater,	Fla.,	(5)	at	Cal	
State	Fullerton,	Fullerton,	Calif.,	(6)	Big	
Ten	Tournament	at	Columbus,Ohio,	(7)	
NCAA	Regional	Tournament,	Columbus,	
Ohio
2008
overall record: 33-23
Big ten: 7-13/8th
date opponent result
2-8	 vs.	Detroit	(1)	 W	 2-0	
2-8	 vs.	Marist	(1)	 W	 8-0	
2-9	 vs.	Marist	(1)	 W	 7-1	
2-9	 at	Stetson	(1)	 W	 5-2	
2-10	 at	Stetson	(1)	 W	 6-5	
2-15	 vs.	Providence	(2)	 W	 9-0	
2-15	 vs.	#21	Georgia	(2)	 L	 4-6	
2-16	 vs.	Illinois	State	(2)	 W	 8-0	
2-16	 at	Florida	International	(2)	W	 16-4	
2-17	 at	Florida	International	(2)	 L	 1-7	
2-22	 vs.	Fresno	State	(3)	 W	 1-0	
2-22	 vs.	#23	Cal	St.	Fullerton	(3)	W	 4-0	
2-23	 vs.	#12	Stanford	(3)	 L	 1-3	
2-23	 vs.	Oregon	State	(3)	 L	 8-9	
2-24	 vs.	Fordham	(3)	 W	 9-1	
3-7	 vs.	Oregon	(4)	 W	 7-0	
3-7	 at	UNLV	(4)	 W	 2-1	
3-8	 vs.	New	Mexico	State	(4)	W	 3-1	
3-8	 vs.	Portland	State	(4)	 W	 4-2	
3-9	 at	UNLV	(4)	 W	 5-1	
3-14	 vs.	Nevada	(5)	 W	 3-2	
3-14	 at	Sacramento	State	(5)	L	 6-14	
3-15	 vs.	California	(5)	 L	 0-2	
3-15	 vs.	Northern	Colorado	(5)	W	 9-5	
3-16	 vs.	Colorado	State	(5)	 W	 5-4	
3-21	 Eastern	Michigan	(6)	 W	 2-1	
3-21	 Bowling	Green	(6)	 W	 3-2	
3-28	 Iowa*	 W	 4-3	
3-29	 Iowa*	 L	 0-1	
3-30	 Illinois*	 L	 3-4	
3-30	 Illinois*	 W	 	11-10	
4-2	 Marshall		 L	 0-11	
4-2	 Marshall	 L	 1-6	
4-4	 Michigan	State*	 L	 3-4	
4-5	 Michigan	State*	 L	 3-5	
4-6	 #16	Northwestern*	 L	 0-7	
4-6	 #16	Northwestern*	 L	 0-6	
4-11	 at	Indiana*	 W	 3-2	
4-12	 at	Indiana*	 L	 0-4	
4-13	 at	Purdue*	 W	 7-4	
4-13	 at	Purdue*	 L	 1-3	
4-16	 KENTUCKY	 W	 6-3	
4-16	 KENTUCKY	 L	 0-16	
4-18	 #5	Michigan*	 L	 0-8	
4-19	 #5	Michigan*	 L	 1-10	
4-20	 Penn	State*	 L	 2-3	
4-20	 Penn	State*	 W	 4-3	
4-23	 Ball	State		 W	 2-1	
4-23	 Ball	State	 W	 7-0	
4-25	 at	Wisconsin*	 W	 6-3	
4-26	 at	Wisconsin*	 L	 3-4	
4-27	 at	Minnesota*	 L	 1-2	
4-27	 at	Minnesota*	 W	 5-4	
4-30	 Ohio		 W	 7-3	
4-30	 Ohio	 W	 3-0	
5-8	 at	#12	Northwestern	(7)	L	 0-8	
	
(1)	Stetson	Leadoff	Classic,	DeLand,	Fla.,	
(2)	Florida	International	Tournament,	
Miami,	Fla.,	(3)	Palm	Springs	Classic,	
Palm	Springs,	Calif.	(4)	UNLV	Tournament,	
Las	Vegas,	Nev.	(5)	Capital	Classic,	San	
Francisco,	Calif.	(6)	aBuckeye	Invitational,	
Columbus,	Ohio	(7)	Big	Ten	Tournament	at	
Evanston,	Ill.	
2009
overall record: 47-11
Big ten: 16-2/2nd
date opponent result
2-6	 vs.	Cleveland	St.	(1)	 W	 10-2
2-6	 vs.	UMKC	(1)	 W	 12-1
2-7	 vs.	Ohio	(1)	 W	 12-3
2-8	 vs.	Colorado	State	(1)	 W	 11-2
2-8	 at	New	Mexico	St.	(1)	 L	 2-3
2-13	 at	#21	LSU	(2)	 W	 2-0
2-14	 vs.	Sam	Houston	St.	(2)	W	 6-3
2-14	 vs.	#5	Texas	A&M	(2)	 W	 9-3	(8)
2-15	 vs.	#5	Texas	A&M	(2)	 W	 2-0
2-15	 vs.	Sam	Houston	St.	(2)	W	 2-0
2-20	 vs.	#17/19	Nevada	(3)	 W	 3-1
2-21	 vs.	Hawai’i	(3)	 L	 2-4
2-21	 vs.	Loyola	Marymount	(3)	W	 8-3
2-22	 vs.	#7/3	Washington	(3)	L	 0-1	(8)
2-22	 at	UC-Santa	Barbara	(3)	W	 5-3
2-27	 vs.	#25	Mississippi	St.	(4)	W	 7-0
2-27	 vs.	Hofstra	(4)	 W	 2-0
2-28	 vs.	Illinois	State	(4)	 W	 5-0
3-13	 vs.	Loyola	(5)	 W	 3-1
3-13	 vs.	UIC	(5)	 W	 10-1
3-14	 at	#17/18	Louisville	(5)	W	 3-2
3-14	 vs.	Eastern	Michigan	(5)	W	 11-0
3-15	 vs.	Eastern	Michigan	(5)	W	 11-3
3-21	 Michigan	State*	 W	 8-0
3-22	 Michigan	State*	 W	 9-1
3-24	 at	#18/19	North	Carolina	L	 0-1
3-25	 at	North	Carolina	State	 L	 1-2	(8)
3-25	 at	North	Carolina	State	W	 4-0
3-28	 #24	Iowa*	 W	 3-0
3-29	 #24	Iowa*	 L	 4-12
4-1	 Ball	State	 W	 9-1
4-1	 Ball	State	 W	 4-0
4-4	 at	Minnesota*	 W	 1-0
4-4	 at	Minnesota*	 W	 1-0
4-8	 at	Indiana*	 W	 14-4
4-8	 at	Indiana*	 W	 1-0
4-11	 Illinois*	 W	 5-0
4-12	 Illinois*	 W	 17-15
4-15	 Evansville	 W	 6-2
4-18	 at	Wisconsin*	 W	 10-0
4-18	 at	Wisconsin*	 W	6-5	(11)
4-22	 Purdue*	 L	 2-3
4-22	 Purdue*	 W	 4-1
4-26	 Oakland	 W	 11-3
4-26	 Oakland	 W	 13-0
4-29	 Western	Michigan	 W	 2-0
4-29	 Western	Michigan	 W	 1-0
5-2	 at	#12	Northwestern*	 W	 7-6
5-3	 at	#12	Northwestern*	 W	 10-1
5-6	 at	#8	Michigan*	 L	 3-6
5-6	 at	#8	Michigan*	 L	 2-5
5-9	 Penn	State*	 W	 6-0
5-9	 Penn	State*	 W	 2-0
5-14	 Canisius	(6)	 W	 3-0
5-15	 BYU	(6)	 W	 5-4	(8)
5-16	 Kentucky	(6)	 W	 7-2
5-21	 #6	Georgia	(7)	 L	 4-6
5-22	 #6	Georgia	(7)	 L	 6-7
(1)	New	Mexico	State	Tournament,	Las	
Cruces,	N.M.;	(2)	LSU	Tournament,	Baton	
Rouge,	La.;	(3)	Palm	Springs	Softball	
Classic,	Cathedral	City,	Calif.;	(4)	NFCA	
Leadoff	Classic,	Columbus,	Ga.;	(5)	Louis-
ville	Tournament,	Louisville,	Ky.;	(6)	NCAA	
Regional,	Columbus,	Ohio;	(7)	NCAA	
Super	Regional,	Athens,	Ga.
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2010
overall record: 39-14
Big ten: 16-2/t-2nd
date opponent result
2-12	 vs.	Houston	(1)	 L	 0-1
2-13	 vs.	Sam	Houston	St.	(1)	W	 6-0
2-13	 vs.	Baylor	(1)	 W	 4-3
2-14	 vs.	Louisville	(1)	 W	 2-0
2-14	 vs.	Kansas	(1)	 W	 4-2
2-19	 vs.	Alabama	(2)	 L	 3-5
2-19	 vs.	Stetson	(2)	 W	 10-4
2-20	 vs.	Alabama	(2)	 L	 4-5
2-20	 vs.	Rhode	Island	(2)	 W	 5-3
2-21	 vs.	Alabama	(2)	 L	 1-7
2-26	 vs.	Fresno	St.	(3)	 W	 4-1
2-27	 vs.	Tennessee	(3)	 L	 0-3
2-27	 vs.	Oregon	St.	(3)	 W	 8-7
2-28	 vs.	Cal	St.	Fullerton	(3)	 W	 5-2
2-28	 vs.	UCLA	(3)	 W	 7-0	
3-5	 vs.	East	Tenn.	St.	(4)	 W	 13-1
3-5	 vs.	UC	Riverside	(4)	 W	 7-1
3-6	 vs.	Notre	Dame	(4)	 L	 5-12
3-6	 vs.	East	Tenn.	St.	(4)	 W	 4-2
3-19	 vs.	Syracuse	(5)	 L	 3-11
3-19	 vs.	Long	Island	(5)	 L	 3-4
3-20	 vs.	North	Florida	(5)	 L	 0-1
3-20	 vs.	Florida	Atlantic	(5)	 W	 4-0
3-23	 vs.	South	Florida	 W	 1-0
3-24	 vs.	Cornell	 W	 18-0
3-24	 vs.	Central	Florida	 L	 0-3
3-27	 Wisconsin	 W	 6-4
3-27	 Wisconsin	 W	 12-4
3-31	 Ohio	 W	 9-3
3-31	 Ohio	 W	 9-4
4-2	 Butler	 W	 7-5
4-10	 at	Illinois	 L	 3-2
4-11	 at	Illinois	 W	 10-2
4-14	 Bowling	Green	 W	 4-0
4-14	 Bowling	Green	 W	 10-0
4-17	 at	Michigan	St.		 W	 12-3
4-18	 at	Michigan	St.		 W	 7-3
4-21	 Indiana	 W	 8-0
4-21	 Indiana	 W	 11-3
4-24	 Minnesota	 W	 2-1
4-25	 Minnesota	 W	 13-5
4-28	 Michigan	 W	 5-3
4-28	 Michigan	 L	 3-4
5-1	 at	Iowa	 W	 4-3
5-2	 at	Iowa	 W	 6-5
5-8	 at	Penn	State	 W	 5-0
5-9	 at	Penn	State	 W	 3-1
5-14		 Northwestern	 W	 9-6
5-15		 Northwestern	 W	 16-0
5-21	 Kentucky	(6)	 L	 5-6
5-22	 Bucknell	(6)	 W	 6-0
5-22	 Kentucky	(6)	 W	 5-3
5-23	 California	(6)	 L	 0-7
(1)Houston	Tournament,	Houston,	Texas	
//	(2)	Hatter	Invitational,	Deland,	Fla.	//	
(3)	Cathedral	City	Classic,	Cathedral	City,	
Calif.	//		(4)aTen	Construction	Tourna-
ment,	Riverside,	Calif.	//	(5)USF	‘	The	
Game	‘	Tournament,	Clearwater,	Fla.	//	
(6)		NCAA	Columbus	Regional
2011                                                                     
overall record: 14-37
Big ten: 3-17/11th
date opponent result
2-11	 vs.	Kentucky	(1)	 L	 0-9
2-11	 vs.	FIU	(1)	 W	 2-1
2-12	 vs.	North	Fla.	(1)	 W	 10-1
2-12	 vs.	Depaul	(1)	 L	 4-5
2-18	 vs.	Chattanooga	(2)	 L	 7-11
2-18	 vs.	South	Alabama	(2)	 L	 5-8
2-19	 vs.	Southeastern	La.	(2)	 W	 4-3
2-19	 vs.	Tenn-Martin	(2)	 L	 7-6
2-20	 vs.	Evansville	(2)	 W	 12-4
2-25	 vs.	Texas	A&M	(3)	 L	 1-10
2-26	 vs.	BYU	(3)	 L	 1-5
2-26	 vs.	UC	Santa	Barbara(3)	 L	 3-11
2-27	 vs.	Nebraska	(3)	 L	 0-10
2-27	 vs.	UCLA	(3)	 L	 5-12
3-4	 vs.	North	Dakota	(4)	 L	 4-7
3-4	 vs.	Iowa	State	(4)	 W	 8-0
3-5	 vs.	Drake	(4)	 L	 4-10
3-6	 vs.	Tulsa	(4)	 L	 0-8
3-18	 vs.	Harvard	(5)	 W	 4-1
3-18	 vs.	San	Diego	(5)	 W	 4-2
3-19	 vs.	Cal	St.	Northridge(5)	 L	 1-6
3-19	 vs.	San	Diego	State	(5)	 L	 2-4
3-20	 vs.	Louisville	(5)	 L	 1-9
3-22	 vs.	Loyola	Marymount(6)	 L	 2-8
3-26	 Iowa	 L	 3-5
3-27	 Iowa	 L	 2-7
4-2	 at	Minnesota		 W	 10-0
4-2	 at	Minnesota		 W	 7-5
4-6	 Pittsburgh		 W	 4-3
4-6	 Pittsburgh		 L	 2-5
4-9	 Illinois		 L	 0-8
4-10	 Illinois	 L	 4-13
4-13	 at	Indiana	 L	 2-3
4-13	 at	Indiana	 L	 0-9
4-16	 Purdue	 L	 0-7
4-17	 Purdue	 L	 8-10
4-21	 Youngstown	St.	 W	 2-1
4-23	 at	Northwestern	 L	 0-14
4-24	 at	Northwestern	 L	 2-12
4-29	 Morehead	St.	 W	 2-1
4-29	 Morehead	St.	 W	 6-3
5-4	 at	Michigan	 L	 1-9
5-4	 at	Michigan	 L	 0-8
5-6	 Dayton	 L	 4-6
5-7	 Michigan	St.	 L	 2-12
5-7	 Michigan	St.	 W	 1-0
5-11	 Penn	St.	 L	 2-10
5-11	 Penn	St.	 L	 3-4
5-13	 at	Wisconsin	 L	 3-11
5-14	 at	Wisconsin	 L	 0-8
(1)	Florida	International	Tournament,	Miami,	
Fla.	//	(2)	South	Alabama	Tournament,	Mobile,	
Ala.	//	(3)	Cathedral	City	Classic,	Cathedral	City,	
Calif.//		(4)	Tulsa	Tournament,	Tulsa,	Okla.	//	(5)	
San	Diego	Classic,	San	Diego,	Calif.	//	(6)	at	Los	
Angeles	Calif.	                                                                  
R e S u Lt S  B y  y e a R
2012                                                                 
overall record: 31-23
Big ten: 10-13/8th
date opponent result
2-10	 vs.	UCF	(1)	 L	 1-2
2-10	 vs.	FAU	(1)	 W	 9-6
2-11	 vs.	North	Carolina	(1)	 L	 1-3
2-11	 vs.	UNF	(1)	 L	 5-10
2-12	 vs.	FAM	(1)	 W	 7-1
2-17	 vs.	Texas	Tech	(2)	 L	 4-7
2-18	 at	UNLV	(2)	 W	 4-3
2-18	 vs.	Long	Beach	St.	(2)	 W	 10-5
2-19	 vs.	Idaho	State	(2)	 W	 6-2
2-24	 vs.	Fresno	State	(3)	 W	 3-0
2-24	 vs.	Oregon	State	(3)	 L	 3-4
2-25	 vs.	Cal	St.	Fullerton	(3)	 W	 9-0
2-26	 vs.	Colorado	State	(3)	 W	 9-8
3-2	 vs.	Georgetown	(4)	 W	 5-0
3-2	 vs.	Longwood	(4)	 W	 12-3
3-3	 vs.	Notre	Dame	(4)	 L	 1-3
3-3	 vs.	Hofstra	(4)	 L	 0-1
3-4	 vs.	Pitt	(4)	 L	 0-4
3-16	 at	TSU	(5)	 W	 6-0
3-17	 vs.	Belmont	(5)	 W	 15-3
3-18	 vs.	St.	Bonaventure	(5)	 W	 8-2
3-20	 at	Louisville	 L	 0-7
3-20	 at	Louisville	 L	 2-7
3-24	 Indiana	 W	 4-3
3-24	 Indiana	 L	 1-4
3-25	 Indiana	 W	 7-3
3-28	 Wright	State	 W	 6-0
3-28	 Wright	State	 W	 6-2
3-31	 at	Michigan	State	 W	 9-4
3-31	 at	Michigan	State	 W	 14-1
4-1	 at	Michigan	State	 W	 6-4
4-4	 Buffalo	 W	 5-0
4-4	 Buffalo	 W	 8-5
4-6	 Michigan	 L	 2-10
4-7	 Michigan	 L	 4-11
4-7	 Michigan	 L	 5-6
4-11	 Dayton	 W	 3-2
4-15	 at	Purdue	 L	 1-2
4-15	 at	Purdue	 L	 3-8
4-18	 Ohio	 W	 9-5
4-18	 Ohio	 W	 13-3
4-21	 Nebraska	 L	 2-11
4-21	 Nebraska	 L	 2-3
4-22	 Nebraska	 W	 4-0
4-28	 at	Northwestern	 W	 6-2
4-29	 at	Northwestern	 L	 1-3
4-29	 at	Northwestern	 L	 5-8
5-5	 Iowa	 L	 0-2
5-5	 Iowa	 L	 5-13
5-6	 Iowa	 W	 2-1
5-11	 at	Penn	State	 W	 5-2
5-11	 at	Penn	State		 L	 5-6
5-12	 at	Penn	State	 W	 4-1
(1)	Dot	Richardson	NTC	-	Clermont,	Fla	
(2)	UNLV	Classic	-	Las	Vegas,	Nev.
(3)	Cathedral	City	Classic	-	Cathedral	City	Calif.
(4)	Citrus	Classic	-	Orlando,	Fla.
(5)	Tennessee	State	Tournament	-	Nashville,	
Tenn.
	 	 	
